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PREFACE 

The Geoscience Information Society (GIS) is an independent, nonprofit, professional 
society which was established in November 1965. The Society was created to improve 
the exchange of information in the geosciences by cooperation of an international 
membership which is now composed of approximately 250 documentalists, editors, 
geoscientists, information scientists and librarians. GIS is a member society of the 
American Geological Institute and an associate society of the Geological Society of 
America. The annual meeting of GIS is held concurrently with that of GSA. 

The Proceedings Volume consists of papers presented at the Annual Meeting. The 
papers contained in this volume are grouped in four parts: Symposium papers, 
Technical Session papers, Poster Session, and papers from a special workshop. The 
Symposium was entitled "Frontiers In Geoscience Information" and consisted of eight 
invited papers. The Technical Session, consisting of seven volunteered papers, was 
entitled "Issues and Trends in Geoscience Information". "Geoscience Library Space and 
Facility Planning" was the theme of the Poster Session, which consisted of two 
presentations. The Field Trips and Field Guidebook workshop consisted of five papers. 

I wish to thank Lisa DeLosa from the University of Nevada, Reno Library's Dean of 
Libraries Office, who helped with the keyboarding and formatting. Thank you Joanne 
Lerud, GIS Past President, for your advice and encouragement on this volume. I thank 
Louise Zipp, GIS Publications Manager, for developing new guidelines for editing the 
Proceedings and for publishing and distributing these Proceedings. 
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Mary B. Ansari 
1989 Program Chair 





PART I 

SYMPOSIUM: 

FRONTIERS IN GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION 





IN1RODUCTION 

In 1989 the Geological Society of America looked to the future with its annual 
conference theme of "Frontiers in Geosciences". Along the same vein, the Geoscience 
Information Society took the opportunity to look to the future of geoscience 
information with its symposium theme of "Frontiers in Geoscience Information". The 
emphasis of the symposium was on state-of-the-art technology for information delivery 
and anticipated developments in information management, retrieval, and dissemination 
over the coming decade. Jim O'Donnell co-presided with me over the symposium. 

Charlotte Derksen's and Jim O'Donnell's paper evaluates several CD-ROM and floppy
disk databases for the earth sciences. Some of the databases covered are Earth 
Sciences, GEONAMES, Hydrodata, Publications of the U.S. Geological Survey, Science 
Citation Index on CD-ROM, and Selected Water Resources Abstracts. 

The Research Libraries Group's ambitious GeoReferenced Information Network 
(GRIN) project is described by Larry Carver and Cecil Bloch. The objective of GRIN is 
to improve both access to and the cataloging of spatially referenced information, with 
an emphasis on remote sensing data and cartographic materials. The system's power 
lies in its graphic user interface and unique database structure. 

Donald Light addresses mapping system technology for tomorrow's geoscience libraries. 
He speculates that it would take 1,838 14-inch optical disks or 18,519 CD-ROM discs to 
hold the information found on the 54,000 7.5-minute topographic quadrangle maps 
covering the lower 49 states. 

E.J. "Jerry" McFaul discusses the advantages of CD-ROM as a publication medium for 
the U.S. government and reviews several government-produced CD-ROM products 
having relevancy to the earth sciences. 

Barbara DeFelice's paper describes one cooperative collection development project, 
RLGEO, in depth and briefly covers nine other cooperative collection development and 
preservation projects. She concludes that the impact of the existing and planned 
cooperative collection development and preservation projects on geoscience collections 
is minimal in terms of numbers of titles and budgets and that there is an urgent need 
to continue and expand these programs. 

Gordon Banholzer's paper on access to geoscience information in the online catalog is 
in two parts. The first describes the findings of a survey of more than 100 libraries on 
the degree of access to geoscience information in their online catalogs, and the second 
part describes the online system at the Georgia Tech Library. 



The changing role of the geoscience journal is examined by Richard Walker. The 
journal in its present form has caused the literature, and therefore science, to be 
fragmented and dispersed, and consequently difficult to locate and to use. Dr. Walker 
offers some suggestions for an electronic journal which would overcome many of the 
handicaps of the journal in its traditional form. 

Quite appropriately the symposium ends with Julie Bichteler's paper on geoscience 
libraries of the future. Her predictions for the next decade include a shift of emphasis 
from a collection mentality to one of rapid access and delivery of materials, with the 
librarian's role increasingly becoming one of a consultant and adviser. 

Mary B. Ansari 
University of Nevada, Reno Library 
Reno, Nevada 89557 



CD-ROM and Floppy-Disk Databases 
for the Earth Sciences 

Jim O'Donnell 
Geology & Planetary Sciences Library 
California Institute of Technology 

Charlotte R. M. Derksen 
Branner Earth Sciences Library 

Stanford University 

The advent of inexpensive production of, and high-density 
storage techniques for, CD-ROM and floppy disks has led, in 
the past two years, to the availability of numerous 
bibliographic, numerical and image data databases for the 
earth sciences. Just as with all earth science literature, 
commerical publishers, societies, and government agencies 
have hastened to produce databases in these formats. 
Proliferation has made this an exciting time for earth 
scientists and their libraries, yielding access to 
information previously unavailable, hard to find, or 
difficult to tabulate. 

However, the lack of standardization among these products 
leads to inefficiencies in their use: difficulties include 
poor marketing; lack of advance information about software 
needs; lack of search software; the need to acquire several 
database programs to run the various products; poor 
documentation; and incompatibility of one system with another. 

Individual geologists may find one or more of the databases 
discussed useful; earth science librarians will need to 
acquire several. Everyone should be prepared to spend 
considerable time loading and mastering these exciting 
information sources. 

CD-ROMs have been around long enough that they're almost old hat. 
Many articles have been written about them, about the technology, 
about how to evaluate them, etc. However, it is necessary to 
keep in mind that much of what is written about the standard 
products found in libraries is irrelevant (or at least must be 
adapted) as far as the earth sciences are concerned. 

What are the differences in the earth science CD-ROM world? 
First, most of the specifically earth science products are 
cheaper than those of other disciplines. A subscription to 
Selected Water Resources Abstracts (SWRA), for example, is only 
$750 annually from OCLC, and that includes a backfile from 1976 
to the present. It's one of the more expensive earth science 
products. Compare this with Compendex-Plus OnDisc from DIALOG, 
which costs $4250 and includes only 5 years of data; or NTIS 
OnDisc, which is $4950 for 1977 to the present. Of course, it 
might be said that we pay for these products in other ways --
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almost none is as slick a product ds its more expensive 
counterparts -- although the OCLC products definitely are. 

Second, many come either withou t their own search software, 
provide software that is not compat i ble with the software of 
other products which might be mounted on the same machine, or are 
otherwise difficult to set up a nd use. Most seem tacitly to 
assume that this is the only dat abase you'll be using, at least 
on any one machine. This is par ticularly true of the data 
products, which are designed fo r the lone end-user. Many require 
large amounts of machine space f or relatively small databases. 

Third, earth science CD-ROMs aren't , in general, well known. 
Whether this is a result of the generally small amount of 
marketing effort or whether l i ttle marketing is done because the 
market is small is unclear. At any rate, most of the titles 
useful to earth scientists are not written up in the literature, 
and thus their names aren't familiar to library administrators. 

Fourth, the producers of CDs for the earth sciences are generally 
not those who produce the more fami l iar CD-ROM products for 
libraries. Names heard in the CD marketplace, including Silver 
Platter and Dialog onDisc, are not active in the earth sciences. 
(OCLC, producer of both SWRA and Ear th Sciences, is the exception 
here.) Just as with other earth sc i ence literature (books, 
journals, maps) government agenc i es, societies and commercial 
publishers are producing reference t ools on CD-ROM and in other 
digital forms. 

Finally, however, the most important thing that makes the earth 
science CD-ROM world different i s t he type of information 
available. Most CD-ROM sales to li b raries involve abstracting 
and indexing services such as Compendex-Plus and NTIS. While such 
services are indeed available for t he earth sciences, digital 
products are not limited to this form. 

THE INFORMATION WORLD 

One can look at the world of information as a continuum, with 
abstracting and indexing services on one end and discipline
oriented software on the other end of the spectrum. Reference 
tools and data products occupy the middle. 

For abstracting and indexing services, the user has a choice of 
whether or not to access this information using CD-ROM. These 
services are, for the most part, also available in paper form or 
online. Paper takes up space, requires a patron to know what he 
or she is looking for, and requ i res time to look through each 
volume. However, it is relatively cheap, patrons use it 
themselves, it doesn't require equipment to use, most libraries 
already have it, and maintenanc e consists of checking in, binding 
(sometimes), and placing the item on the shelf. 

6 



ABSTRACTS & INDEXES 
Earth Sciences 
Selected Water 

Resources Abstracts 
SCI 

Publications 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

of 

REFERENCE TOOLS DATASETS 

the USGS 
GEONAMES 

SIGQUAKE 
SMCAT 

US Giant 
Oil Fields 

HPEAK 
HYDRODATA 

NGDC01 

SOFTWARE 

FIGURE 1: The continuum of CD/floppy earth science materials. 
Products are listed in the order discussed. Note that 
Publications of the USGS and NGDCOl each fits into 
two categories. Software products are not discussed in 
this paper. 

Most abstracting and indexing services are also available online, 
searchable from many locations within an institution or a 
company. You pay only for what you use, and maintenance consists 
solely of keeping up on the online system's changes (which you 
can get by without doing if need be.) If you don't use the 
database very frequently, online searching is an advantage; a lot 
of online searching can be done for $750 (the price of SWRA from 
OCLC, for example) if your clientele is small. Decisions on 
purchase will vary based on local needs, weighing all of these 
factors: cost per use, maintenance, ease of use, and space 
requirements. 

At the other end of the spectrum is software, purchases of which 
will probably depend on collection policy and changing user 
needs; the decision on which titles and how many to purchase will 
vary greatly from one location to another. These issues will not 
be addressed here. 

The middle of the spectrum is quite different, and it is in this 
area that earth science varies most from other fields. Many 
reference tools vital to the earth scientist's library needs are 
not being published in paper any more, or at least are being kept 
current only in digital form. Old familiar tools such as the 
Catalog of the USGS Library, the Lexicon of Geologic Names of the 
United States, the Oil & Gas Journal 400, and the state geologic 
map indexes are among these. If you've used them in the past and 
will need this information again, you have to purchase these 
products and learn how to use them (or provide a place for 
patrons to use them with adequate guidance) or some combination 
thereof. 
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Grading out from reference tool s are datasets. Many earth 
science libraries have always had these materials in paper: 
volumes of rainfall data, seismi c data, runoff, etc. Now they 
are available on CD-ROM, floppy disk or magnetic tape, which are 
much more reasonable formats for this kind of original 
information than the familiar book. In most cases a patron wants 
to use the library-held volumes to find information which he/she 
writes down, then feeds into some kind of database or model. How 
much more reasonable for the library to provide this information 
in a form that allows pertinent bits of information to be 
downloaded into the patron's own machine-readable database. If 
you found it necessary to have those volumes of raw data (of 
whatever kind) available to users in the past, then you must plan 
to acquire the relevant digital products. Depending on the local 
situation, it may be appropr i ate to mount these data sets on 
library machines or have these disks (CD or floppy) available for 
circulation (to be used on the patron's own equipment) or both. 

As information managers we must be aware of this peculiar 
CD-ROM/digital world we manage, both as we provide information to 
the scientists (who know what data is available for their own 
field but may not be aware o f new developments) and, more 
particularly, as we work with l i brary administrators and 
colleagues who have an entirely different picture of the CD 
world. 

All the products reviewed here wi ll be evaluated, to a greater or 
lesser extent, using five criter ia: 

The database itself 
Quality of search software 
Ease of use and documentation 
User friendliness 
Staff and system maintenance demands 

Earth Sciences OCLC, 1988-. $300/yr for OCLC members, 
$350/yr for others. New CD issued quarterly. 

The first product for discussion is OCLC's Earth Sc i ences, and its 
evaluation will serve as the model f or all of our other reviews. 
It is our model because it reflects , better than most tools, high 
quality in all these categories. It consists of three databases, 
two of which are updated quarterly. All three databases are 
specifically geological in focus, and there is no online 
equivalent to any of them. 

Earth Science Data Directory (ESDD) is essentially a directory of 
databases (in the very broadest sense of the word) maintained by 
organizations throughout the US. It is very small, with fewer 
than 2,000 records. 

GEOINDEX is a database of more t han 18,000 records of published 
geologic maps of the U.S. It i ncludes geographic coordinates and 
map center points, and is searchable using these fields, as well 
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as by keyword and other indexes. Its major weakness is that of 
its parents, the USGS state geologic map indexes: it includes 
only published maps. With the continued high frequency of large 
scale geologic mapping released only in open files, this is 
distressing. However, it does index maps not yet included in 
the printed state indexes. For example, the latest California 
index, published in 1987, has a cutoff date of December 1984, and 
lists 1366 separate maps. There are 1858 entries in Geoindex, 
including 220 with publication dates from 1985 to 1989. 

USGS Library is, essentially, a continually-updated Supplement 4 
to the G.K. Hall Catalog of the U.S. Geological Survey Library, 
of which Supplement 3 was published in 1976. Its contents are 
MARC records of the holdings of the USGS library system since 
that time, and, like its predecessors, its great strength is the 
inclusion of analytic entries for monographs published in series, 
notably state survey materials. The most current release 
contains more than 130,000 entries. 

OCLC's search software is very fine in fact, it's the best we 
looked at for bibliographic databases. It permits keyword 
searching of any field, allows searches to be restricted to a 
specific field, and permits the user to limit the search to 
specific types of materials. It is both powerful and speedy, 
especially in the newly-released version 3.0. 

Databasa:GEOINDEX~----------------------------------------------------~ 

RETRIEVED: 2> l 1>bi:randsburg 

Marked: 0 F2=Indexes F3=Qualifiers F4=History 
Record: 1 Ctrl+F3=Pull On/Off 

ID NUMBER: 276 SUB-ID NUMBER: STATE: California <FIPS 6l 

AUTHOR: Hulin, C.D. 
TITLE: Geology and ore deposits of the Randsburg quadrangle 

PUBLISHER: California Min. Bur. 
YEAR: 1925 

SERIES: Bulletin 95 

COUNTY: san bernardino, kern 
PLATE: plate 1 

BOUNDARY ID: 27601 
AREA: 628 sq. km. 

SCALE: 1:62,500 

NORTH LATITUDE: 35 30 01 
WEST LONGITUDE: 117 45 00 

CENTER POINT LATITUDE: 35 22 31 
F7=Print 

SOUTH LATITUDE: 35 15 01 
EAST LONGITUDE: 117 30 00 

CENTER POINT LONGITUDE: 117 37 30 
F9=Formats 

Search CD450 v3.00 ESC Records List F1 Help FB Databases FlO End 

FIGURE 2: A GEOINDEX record in tagged screen display format 
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11211990 
Database: 
Query 1: 

09:35 
USGSLIB <USGS Library, September 1989l 
au:sieh (7) 

--- Record ~5 --
RECORD NO: 8027082 PUB DATE: 1 981 

USGS CALL NO: <200) R29o no.81-887 D,MP PUB TYPE: Monograph 

AUTHOR: 
TITLE: 

PUBLISHED: 
DESC: 

SERIES: 
NOTES: 

LANGUAGE: 

SUBJECTS: 

Sieh, Kerry E. 
Aspects of the late Holocene behavior of the San Andreas fault 
system I Kerry E. Sieh ; supported by the Earthquake Hazards 
Reduction Program. 
[Menlo Park, CAJ : U.S. Geological Survey, [1981] 
12 leaves : ill., maps ; 28 em. 
Open-file report I U.S. Geological Survey ; 81-887 
"USGS contract no. 14-08-0001-18385." Bibliography: leaf 12. 
English 

Faults <Geology) --California. 

OTHER ENTRIES: 
National Earthquake Hazards Reduction Program (U.S. l 
Open-file report <United States. Geological Survey) ; 81-887. 

FIGURE 3: A tagged print record from USGS Library 

It is also among the most user-friendly software we saw in our 
research. The end user is greeted with a welcoming screen which 
gives brief instructions for beginning -- not as common an event 
as one might hope. Once a database is selected, instructions on 
the screen change as the situation warrants. Very little, except 
the outline boxes, remains constant on the screen throughout a 
search session: appropriate options come and go as necessary. 

As far as end-user-friendliness is concerned, OCLC is the 
standard by which other search software should be measured. The 
software, which OCLC has designed for all its databases, also 
seems to be readily adaptable to the various databases they've 
chosen to issue, and allows for various formats, both in the data 
itself and for display, printing and downloading. 

Besides user-friendly screens, there is sufficient documentation, 
both for the user and for maintenance. The system is easy to 
install and the software has been regularly upgraded. It is also 
quite easy to adjust to local tastes: an entire software module 
provides for customized display and print formats, output design 
and sign-on screens, plus defined time-outs and automatic logoff 
triggers. In all, it's a system designed to be both helpful and 
easy to administer. 

10 



Database: USGSLIBr-----------------------------------------------------~ 

RETRIEVED: 
2)au:sieh 
3> 

Marked: 
7 
5 
6 

F2=Indexes F3=Qualifiers F4=History 
Record: 

AUTHOR 

1 Sieh, Kerry. 
1 Wesnousky, Stev 

Price, Robert D 
1 Allen, Clarence 
1 Sieh, Kerry E. 

>> 1 Sieh, Kerry E. 
Sieh, Kok Chi 

TITLE 

Very precise dating of earthquake at Pall •.• 
Evaluation of Quaternary fault slip-rate ••• 
Occurrence, quality, and availability of ••• 
Red River fault study, Yunnan Province, C ••• 
Aspects of the late Holocene behavior of .•• 
Late Holocene behavior of San Andreas Fau ••• 
The determination of suspended sediment d ••• 

Select Ins/Del=Mark/Unmark _JView Records J 

YEAR TYPE 

1986 BKS 
1986 BKS 
1983 BKS 
1981 BKS 
1981 BKS 
1980 BKS 
1977 BKS 

Search CD450 v3.00 Fl Help F8 Databases FlO End 

FIGURE 4: An initial results screen fr om USGS Library. Items 
marked with a black square have been tagged for 
printing; title marked with double arrow is the next to 
be displayed. (See Figure 3.) 

An important criterion in the area of staff and system 
maintenance is the amount of space a system requires on 
disk for storing the search software and support files. 
demands slightly less than one megabyte of that space. 
products require much more, as we shall see. 

your hard 
OCLC 

Other 

In sum, OCLC's search software appears to be the standard for 
earth science databases, and the USGS databases on OCLC Earth 
Sciences are well served by it. The databases themselves are not 
only of high quality, but fill a need in the geoscience 
literature. Any faults with this product lie with the database 
contents rather than with the search software or OCLC's support 
materials, and the importance of the databases themselves far 
outweighs any such faults. 
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Selected Water Resources Abstrac ts 
OCLC members, $750/yr for o t hers . 
one (1980-) updated quarterl y . 

OCLC, 1988- $700/yr for 
2 CDs, one archival 1967-1979; 

This is the complete database, a bstracts and all, back to its . 
beginning in 1967. It's so big t hat it's on two CDs. Searching 
this database online is much pre ferrable to searching it in paper 
form, since there has never been any multi-year cumulation. 
Patrons have found it very useful . Any recommendation for 
purchase must be based on expec t ed use, however. You can search 
the database on Dialog for $84 a n hour, and pay 30 cents per 
typed record. At that rate, you 'd only need to search a total 
of eight hours a year online to j ustify the switch to the CD and 
unlimited access. 

Acce5sion No.: 

TITLE: 

AUTHOR: 
CORP. SOURCE: 

SOURCE: 

ABSTRACT: 

WSS-00471 

Quantifying Minor Sediment Sources Bank Erosion and Flood 
Plain Scour, Great III 
Morris, C. D. 
Missouri Univ.-Rol l a. Inst. of River Studies. 
Available from the National Technical Information Service, 
Springfield, VA 22161, as AD A121 608. Price codes: A04 in 
paper copy, A01 in microfiche. August 1982. 62 p, 11 fig, 8 
tab, append. Contract No. DACW43-81-C-0071. 

Bank erosion and/or fill was stud i ed along the GREAT III reach of the 
Mississippi River between Saverton, Missouri, and Cairo, Illinois. The 
method used was to map the hi gh bankline. Only small changes occurred over 
the 22 years studied. The five ar eas of change were all below St. Louis. 
Above St. Louis the many locks and dams have stabilized the high bankline. 
The areas of deposition or erosion showed changes during the first 13-year 
period studied (1953-56 to 1967-68>. Three of the sites were above the 
Chester, Illinois , gage; two were be l ow the Thebes, Illinois, gage. 
Deposition at four sites ranged f rom 277,000 to 1.1 million tons/year. 
Erosion at one site was 138,000 tons/year. Net deposition was about 4.4 
million tons/year; net erosion, 138,000 tons/year. These figures indicate 
that bank erosion and deposition is not a significant factor in the total 
sediment budget of the river. The river's high bank is now in virtual 
equilibrium. <Cassar-PTTl 

MAJOR DESCRIPTORS: 
Sediment transport 
Bank erosion 
Erosion 
Scour 
Mississippi River 

SUBJECT CODES: 02J 

MINOR DESCRIPTORS: 
Flood plain 
Sediment yield 
Mapping 

FIGURE 5: A full record from SWRA 
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Science Citation Index on CD-ROM Institute for Scientific 
Information, 1986-. $5000/yr current year, earlier years 
available at reduced prices. 1 CD, updated quarterly. 

Science Citation Index (SCI) is a general science database with 
significant application to the earth sciences. With its speedy 
indexing, it serves as a very necessary current awareness 
supplement to such earth science databases as GeoRef or Chemical 
Abstracts. Also, the access it provides to cited references is a 
powerful research tool, and one unknown in any other scientific 
database. 

One year of the database is housed on a single CD. Quarterly 
installments supersede one another until a final annual disk, 
which is not replaced, is issued. Until 1989's mid-year 
cumulation, each issue was split between two disks. 

Making SCI available on CD-ROM certainly seems like a good idea. 
After all, here is a powerful, complex, difficult-to-use print 
tool now available for key word access to anybody who walks up to 
a workstation. Unfortunately, the reality of the situation is 
that the search software, while offering many powerful search 
features, is actually not very user-friendly: it just looks like 
it is. For instance, the basic search screen is uncluttered, but 
gives the user surprisingly little instruction -- most of the 
screens are like that, with trial and error being the key method 

.------------SCI (Jan 89 - Jun 89> 
Search the database. Press Alt-C to clear search session. 

Fl-Help F2-0atabase F3-Search F4-Results F5-Quit 

rr===-==""""""""""'"""""'""'""""""'=== Search Session ==-======--=-====il 
No. Records Field 

Title 

Alt-Fields Alt-Oictionary Alt-Li~it Alt-Print Alt-Save Alt-RunProfi le 

FIGURE 6: The first search screen in SCI, unfortunately 
shown here without the color windows which can be 
somewhat helpful to the user. The commands at the 
bottom are really only meaningful to an experienced 
user. 
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of point-of-use instruction. Basic "What next?'' information is 
simply missing from the screens, and can be difficult to locate 
in the detailed help screens that are available. It also takes 
three steps to get from a search to a display of its results. In 
a system intended for use primarily by untrained persons, this is 
inexcusable. 

SCI on CD-ROM allows for some very nice search features which the 
online and print versions don't allow easily, if at all. One is 
that it allows you to tag specific citations for collection into 
a custom bibliography, choosing freely among search results and 
related records. It also lets you save a search profile to run 
against another year of the database, or to run against future 
updates. 

Another nice feature is the "related records" function, which 
links records with references in common to one another. On its 
face, this seems like a terrific idea, but there are limitations 
(and even, to some extent misrepresentations) to SCI's methods. 
There is an upper limit of 20 related papers, and there is no 
cutoff at the lower end for the number of citations which are 
shared. This means that it is quite possible that a paper which 
shares all of its 10 references with another paper may not be in 
that paper's related papers set because there were 20 others 
which shared more. Conversely, and much more likely, it is quite 
possible to find a list of 20 related papers, most of which share 
only one reference. Since there is no quality control here, with 
major references linked to major references, this feature may 
prove only marginally useful. Add to this that the links are 
only established within a single year's indexing, and one can see 
that this a cute but not terribly useful feature. 

A similar victim of the year-break situation is citation 
searching. The user searches one year's index for a specific 
cited reference, but only that year's indexing is available for 
the search. While it is possible to save a search and then run 
it against another year's data, this saving must be done before 
the disk swap is made, or all i s lost. Compare this to OCLC's 
software, which simply saves all the search statements from the 
session, allowing their reuse at any time, in any database. 

SCI on CD-ROM is very easy to l oad into your system. In fact, 
loading the search software takes less than a minute, a definite 
record. It only occupies 27 k i lobytes of space on the hard disk. 
All indexes remain on the CD, and all searching is done against 
the CD. For all this, it is remarkably speedy, and easy to 
maintain. It does not prov i de for reformatting of records, nor 
for the downloading of citations with the bibliographic 
information. While the former is not too offensive, given the 
skimpy nature of the citations anyway, some provision should be 
made for the latter. 
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,.-----------SCI (Jan 89- Jun 89> 
Show results as full records • 

. Fl-Help F2-Database F3-Search F4-Results F5-Quit 

rr------------- Records: 2 of 90 --------- <Set 1l 

Kijko-A Sellevoll-MA 

Estimation of Earthquake Hazard Parameters from Incomplete Data Files .1. 
Utilization of Extre.a and Complete Catalogs with Different Threshold 
Magnitudes <English> => Article 

BULLETIN OF THE SEISMOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA 
Vol 79 Iss 3 pp 645-654 1989 <AA877l 

Related Records: 11 References: 21 

Related ReFerences Addresses Collect Print Save 

FIGURE 7a: One of 90 articles in a search for the term "earthquake". 
It indicates that there are eleven related record ~ . 

....------------ SCI <Jan 89 - Jun 89l 
Show results as full records. 

Fl-Help F2-Database F3-Search F4-Results F5-Quit 

Record: 2 of 90 
Kijko-A Estimation of Earthquake Hazard Parameters from Incomplete Data Fil ••• 

rr-----------· Related Records: 2 of 11 ------ <Level 1 l 

Bollinger-GA Davison-FC Sibol-MS Birch-JB 

Magnitude Recurrence Relations for the Southeastern United-States and Its 
Subdivisions <English) => Article 

JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH-SOLID EARTH AND PLANETS 
Vol 94 Iss N83 pp 2857-2873 1989 <T7965l 

Related Records: 5 References: 29 Shared References: 1 

Related ReFerences Addresses Collect Print Save MakeSet 

FIGURE 7b: The second of the eleven related records. It shares 
only one reference with the original article. Since 
articles are displayed in order by number of shared 
references, we can see that none of the other nine 
shares any more than one, either. 
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SCI on CD-ROM seems, all in all, to be an inappropriate use of 
CD-ROM technology. The database may be fine in this format in 
some corporate library settings, but it doesn't seem to us to be 
at all right for academic end-user settings. The user-surly 
software is a major source of concern, to be sure, but the 
segmentation of the database necessitated by file size is the 
real reason we feel this way. (Note that Dialog, with its 
OneSearch service, allows all years of the SciSearch database to 
be searched at once. SCI, in going to a split format for an end
user product, is bucking the trend toward full database access.) 
A tool that costs $5000 a year, ostensibly designed for end-user 
searching, which doesn't make it easy for an end-user to search, 
is hardly likely to receive quick recommendation for purchase. 
We recommend that you take the $5000 and apply it to 31 hours of 
online searching, or to 80 hours if you're eligible for print 
subscriber discounts. The search results will be both more 
accurate and more complete, and the patrons more satisfied. 

Publications of the U.S. Geological Survey [on CD-ROM] 
American Geological Institute, 1989-. $350/yr for CD only, 
$500/yr for CD plus 11 monthly updates on floppy diskettes. 

For some years now, GeoRef Information Services, a division of the 
American Geological Institute, had done the indexing for the US 
Geological Survey's monthly publications lists, New Publications 
of the U.S. Geological Survey. This indexing follows GeoRef's own 
guidelines for its Bibliography and Index of Geology, and is used 
for both New Publications and the Bib and Index. The monthly 
issues of New Publications are cumulated annually, and these 
annual cumulations are themselves irregularly cumulated. Still, 
as of 1989, one was required to consult ten different cumulations 
using three different indexing systems to review all of the 
Survey's "official" output. Recently, USGS contracted with GeoRef 
to produce a CD-ROM database of its publications, and GeoRef has 
elected to sell copies of it to the public. The advent of this 
product was seen by many to be the answer to our prayers. 

Alas, in terms of the content, this is only partly true. GeoRef 
has, over the years, dug into various backfiles and re-indexed 
(or added indexing for) a stunning number of pre-GeoRef entries, 
from the Monograph, Geologic Folio, and Annual Report series, 
to early numbers of the Professional Papers and Bulletins, and 
Open-file Reports from 1971-1974. The resulting well-indexed 
citations are now accessible in one search. 

Despite GeoRef's efforts, however, there are coverage problems. A 
search of the GeoRef database on STN, using the coden for the 
shortlived USGS Journal of Research, yielded 547 hits, while a 
similar CD search nets only 366. Where are the missing 181? 

Another flaw is the lack of coverage of Open-file Reports prior 
to 1971. Their inclusion would surely make life more agreeable 
for Survey authors and others interested in what's out there. 
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Besides, the Survey sells these reports, listing them by 
in their microfiche catalog of Open-file Report prices. 
this index should include everything represented in that 
list. 

number 
Ideally, 
price 

Finally, there are some Bulletins, Professional Papers, and 
Open-file Reports whose chapters are not analyzed individually, 
although most seem to be. While this reflects the indexing 
practice at the time the various source bibliographies were 
published, these chapters need to be indexed if this is to be a 
comprehensive tool. 

Despite these gaps, it's still a very impressive database. Users 
are delighted, by and large, with the information retrieved. The 
real obstacle to its use is its search software. 

Publications of the USGS comes with Microsoft Windows Personal 
Librarian 286, a software package designed with no concept of 
the compact disk as storage device. It is shipped in 2 versions: 
Windows Personal Librarian, which requires a mouse, and Command 
Driven Personal Librarian. I have used both, but most of my 
experience has been with the Command version, which I will refer 
to as "PL." 

gat Displ~y Jump > < Quit Help Set List B~r Alph~ Exp~nd P~st SOrt EDit Wri ta 
USGS opened; cont~ins 70544 records. 
USGSUP opened; cont~ins 1688 records. 

Co~~nd> 
Lst Cmd> open usgs+usgsup 

FI GURE 8: I n t roductory screen f or Pu blication s o f the USGS . 
The instruction line at the top of the screen is not 
very communicative, and some of its commands don't 
work. 
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To begin with, PL is unforgiv ing : a typing error will result in 
a search, and there is no break key. As the minimal manual 
states, "Any search can be inte r rupted by soft booting the 
system." This is a pretty drastic response to a typo, but that's 
the solution offered. I did discover that depressing "control" 
and "break" simultaneously worked much better: that only 
threw me out of the program, i n stead of rebooting the entire 
system. 

PL is also very slow, especially when searching for large sets. 
No attempt to speed it up by searching less common terms first 
works. It also has a lamentable tendency to go into loops: I 
left my AT one day while PL was searching, and came back 2 hours 
later to find it still at work. 

Downloading results is cumbersome: one is forced to download in 
groups of five or ten records at a time. It will only download 
to a single program-named file which cannot be renamed while the 
program is running. If you really want to end up with more than 
one file during the same search session (to provide separate 
bibliographies to different patrons, for instance), you have to 
leave the program, use DOS commands to change that file's name, 
and start up again. Otherwise , your downloaded records will be 
appended to any that were prev i ously downloaded. There is only 
one format for downloading, t he ent i re record. Stranger still, 
there is no print option, al t hough the DKOS print screen function 
does work. 

The manual for this product is just as bad as the software. It 
totals only 41 pages, most of which are devoted to reprinting the 
Help Screens from the Windows version. In the four pages of 
Command installation directions, there are at least three 
incorrect instructions. In the five pages of "Command Driven 
Searching," there are commands listed that simply do not exist, 
and no discussion at all of the correct commands for downloading. 

One positive statement can be made about PL: the interface 
between the CD based portion and the updates loaded onto your 
hard disk is transparent: except for a record number that 
indicates the source database, you'd never know it was searching 
both. 

User-friendliness is not PL ' s s trong suit, either. In addition to 
everything else, there are no welcoming screens or understandable 
instructions on the search screen. A band of cryptic commands 
across the top of the screen ( s ome of which don't work) are of no 
help to the walk-up user, and t he manual is very little use. The 
Help screens are singularly unhelpful. 

In short, PL has all the ear mar ks of a completely untested system 
in this application. While I know there were Windows test sites 
for this product, it's painful l y obvious that nobody tested the 
Command Driven version. 
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get Display Jump > < Quit Help Set List Bar Alpha Expand Past SOrt EDit Write 

Rank: 1 DB: 
TITLE 

Rank: 2 DB: 
TITLE 

Rank: 3 DB: 
TITLE 

QueryiD: 4 
Command> 
Lst Cmd > apopka 

USGS UP 
Hydrology of the Floral City Pool of Tsala Apopka Lake, 
west-central 
Florida. 

USGS 
Hydrologic reconnaissance of Tsala Apopka Lake, Citrus 

: County, Florida. 

USGS 
Hydrologic considerations in draining Lake Apopka; a 
preliminary analysis, 
1970, Florida. 

Retrieved: 3 

FIGURE 9: Results screen from Publications of the USGS. The 
first record is from updates loaded onto the hard disk; 
the other two are from the CD database. Striking the 
<enter> key at this screen will display the first 
record, although there is no indication of that in the 
instruction line. 

The Windows version is not much better than PL, although it is 
prettier. On a standard IBM AT, it is terribly slow, often 
taking as long as a minute to paint a screen from which one 
option must be chosen. It has a cluttered screen which seems 
impossible to clean up, and miserable instructions as well. It 
was beta tested, but apparently no significant changes were made 
before the sales version was released. It's more expensive to 
run, since you need a mouse to use it. On the brighter side, the 
Help screens are much better than PL's and the interface between 
files is just as transparent. It does have a print option, and 
downloading is not the problem it is in PL. 

Another problem with both versions of this software is that they 
occupy a ridiculous amount of hard-disk space in your computer. 
During installation the 3.5 megabyte index is copied off the CD 
and thereafter is searched on the hard disk. Why? (A corollary 
thought: if it's searching on the hard disk, why is it so slow?) 
The updates also take a lot of space. In fact, I calculate that, 
by the time I've loaded the eleventh floppy update, the space 
demand will be 11.5 megabytes. This is considerably more than 
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any buyer might reasonably expect, and the meager advertising 
makes no mention of such an unusual requirement. Compare this to 
the less than one megabyte of space required for OCLC's search . 
software which, without copying any indexes to the hard disk, is 
much faster than PL. Some space could be freed if a list of 
Windows files unnecessary to the Command user (and vice versa) 
were available, so that they might be deleted, but no such list 
is provided. 

Loading the database was a nightmare, due to incorrect 
instructions in the manual. Maintenance is minimal, unless you 
subscribe to the floppy upda~es, in which case the program takes 
some twenty minutes to upload and integrate one monthly update 
into the database on the hard disk. Instructions for this, too, 
are incorrect. 

This is a product we really need. In light of all I've said, can 
a suggestion for purchase be made? Yes, but with strong 
reservations. There are things you can do with Boolean logic that 
can't be done with the paper version, and I do think you will be 
impressed with what's in the database. Using it is frequently 
faster than searching all of the volumes it supersedes, but you 
will still need to use those volumes to achieve comprehensive 
search results. Also, while you cannot get around the software 
problem, John Mulvihill, Director of GeoRef, has said that "AGI 
is not pleased with it, either," and I am assured that the next 
edition will use different software. Right now, though, I would 
be hard-pressed to turn a patron loose on this product without 
first devising a crib sheet, and insisting that it be used. 

GEONAMES data base of geologic names of the United States 
through 1986. Luttrell, G.W. et al. USGS Open-File Report 
88-44, 1988. 14 disks, $88.75 

The GEONAMES database is an update of U. S. Geological Survey 
Bulletin 1535, Geologic names of the United States through 1975 
(1981), itself a supplement to the Lexicon of Geologic Names of 
the United States. This standard reference index to formal names 
of stratigraphic units has been published as volumes of the 
U.S.G.S. Bulletin series for many years and is a familiar tool. 
This latest edition is published as an Open-file Report, 
consisting of 14 floppy disks p l us an 11-page text. Aside from a 
presentation at the GIS Database Forum at the Geological Society 
of America annual meeting in 1988, little marketing has been 
done. Since it is an Open-file Report in machine readable form, 
it was not distributed on depository. 

GEONAMES is provided in ASCII format. The information available 
for each record may include location of unit, geologic age, name 
of unit, lithology, geologic province, thickness at type section, 
location of type section, and lexicon reference. With the 
exception of unit name, most of the information is entered in 
code. For instance, state locati ons are denoted by two letter 
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lexicon R&cord found 
Record 30469 on screen 

GEOLOGIC NAMES OF THE UNITED STATES 

LOCATION MO 

GEOLOGIC AGE 00333 

NAME ST. LOUIS,LS 

USGS USAGE U 

LITHOLOGY 

GEOLOGIC PROVINCE 000340 

THICKNESS 91 

TYPE LOCALITY EC 

REFERENCE A 

UNIQUE IDENTIFER STLS 11 

F4CMDHELP ESCEXIT F2SAVE SH-FlTABLE F3VIEW F7DEL FBMODIFY F9REPORT 

Figure 10: A GEONAMES record retrieved using DataEase. Only the 
information in boldface is contained in the database. 
All field tags and titles were supplied by the person 
who programmed DataEase, using the information 
contained in the text of the Open-file Report. Even 
with the field tags, it is still necessary to use the 
printed text to decipher codes. 

postal code. 
identified by 
have the text 
the database. 

Both geologic age and geologic province are 
non-exclusive numerical codes, so it's necessary to 
deciphering the various codes on hand when using 

The information for each state (or other federal unit such as the 
District of Columbia or Guam) is contained in a separate file. 
Each disk contains state files grouped by geographic area; some 
files are therefore on more than one disk. New Jersey, for 
example, is on both a disk with Pennsylvania and New York and one 
with Maryland, Delaware, and District of Columbia. The file 
containing introductory information is repeated on each of the 14 
disks. This breakdown is helpful if one's clients are interested 
in a discrete section of the country, but for most libraries this 
tool could have been released as one database, and would be ideal 
for publication on CD-ROM. 

No software accompanies the data. However, the text does give 
the information regarding field and file size necessary for 
loading the files into a database management system, which is 
more than some agency-produced digital products do. The text 
also indicates how much memory is needed if dBase III or PC-File 
is used. Stanford has loaded GEONAMES on 2 machines, an IBM-XT 
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using ASKSAM and an IBM-AT using DataEase. ASKSAM, a flat file 
manager, works fine if all you want is to look for information on 
an individual formation, the way the Lexicon is used in its 
paper form. However, if you want to do anything fancy, such as 
look for all conglomerates of Permian Age in the Illinois Basin, 
a database manager is necessary. 

Be prepared to spend some time loading the file into a data base 
manager; for most systems, each of the more than 50 files must be 
loaded separately. However , you must have this index or one of 
its subsets if there are any s t ratigraphers, basin analysts, or 
paleontologists about. 

SMCAT - Catalog of Digitized Strong-Motion Data National 
Geophysical Data Center, 1989. $40. 1 floppy disk. 

SIGQUAKE - Significant Earthquake Data Base National 
Geophysical Data Center, 1988. $40, or $90 for a version that 
runs with DBase!!!+. 1 high-density floppy disk. 

Both of these databases are available on floppy disks or magnetic 
tape. Both are subsets of the National Geophysical Data Center's 
Earthquake Data Base, which contains data for more than 500,000 
earthquakes. That database's coverage is global, and includes 
earthquakes from 2100 B.C. through 1987. One used to be able (as 
recently as January 1989) to search it at no cost, with results 
provided on magnetic tape, disk, or printout; now there is a flat 
fee of $115 per search with results available on tape or disk, 
with accompanying paper map. One can also order eleven other 
subsets of the database, available only on magnetic tape, for 
$141 per file. Finally, one can purchase the entire database on 
tape for $361. 

None of this hodgepodge of prices and formats makes any sense. 
Why can one no longer dial up and retrieve a small set of 
information in a printout, for free or for a reasonable cost? Why 
are some files available in magnetic tape only? Why can one 
purchase SMCAT with stand-alone software for $40, but SIGQUAKE 
with software costs $90 and even at that isn't stand-alone? Above 
all, why isn't the whole da t abase on CD-ROM with appropriate 
software, at a reasonable price? 

SMCAT is a data file, rather than a reference tool. It come with 
its own software, which is helpful. However, to use it requires 
about seven megabytes of hard disk space, some 3.5 for storage, 
and another 3.5 to run the database. If you don't have that much 
free space, when you do a search on SMCAT, you may get a null 
result when the search really aborted for lack of space. This is 
a real problem. Furthermore, the flyer advertising the database 
does not mention the need for this amount of space. 
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SMCAT loaded on an IBM-XT runs quite slowly. Apparently, the 
more parameters you put on your search the faster it runs, which 
makes it fairly unique as databases go. The software, however, 
makes it easy to use the first time. The menus are easy to 
follow and the directions are clear. 

Each record has 29 fields, all searchable, including peak 
acceleration, epicentral distance of recording stations, focal 
depth, and geographic location. SMCAT, with global coverage, 
includes 12,000 records, but no mention of time frame is 
included: a search is really a shot in the dark. Updating is 
planned, but no schedule is given. The manual included with the 
floppy disk is fairly helpful. 

SIGQUAKE is both a reference tool and a dataset. You may want to 
use it to look up the New Madrid earthquake of 1811 and find a 
reference for it. Your patrons can use it to retrieve all 
earthquakes in Missouri of an intensity greater than 9. It is 
also global in coverage, containing information on earthquakes 
from 2000 B.C. to 1987. An earlier version was published as 
NGDC's Report SE-27, in 1981. Included are records for 
earthquakes that either: caused at least $1,000,000 in damage; 
caused at least 10 deaths; were of magnitude 7.5 or greater or of 
intensity 10 or greater. Information in the database includes 
date, time, latitude, longitude, depth, magnitude/intensity, 
deaths and damages, references, and location name. 

SIGQUAKE can be purchased with software, but one must still 
have dBase III+ to use it, which seems to constitute promoting a 
commercial product. If one buys the ASCII version, there is no 
accompanying information outlining file format; this is most 
unhelpful, as the file is no use until it is loaded into some 
kind of software program. There is also no manual. NGDC claims 
that SIGQUAKE requires an IBM-AT, rather than the IBM-XT required 
by SMCAT. Not having dBase III+, Stanford loaded it into 
DataEase, which does work, although it is not ideal. 

Both of these databases, like other floppy disk products which 
are loaded onto PCs for use in the library, are prone to 
alteration by the user. There is no sure way to tell whether such 
alteration has taken place unless the patron wipes out a large 
part of the database. 

Obviously, if your clients need seismic data, you need to provide 
access to this information. You do have a choice of several 
formats: online search, magnetic tape, or floppy disk. If the 
cost of the online search weren't so outrageous, that would 
probably be the format choice for many; given those prices, 
however, floppy disk is probably what you will want to buy. In a 
specialized laboratory with access to a mainframe, tape may well 
be the best alternative. Unfortunately, because of the way each 
format has been handled, none is ideal. 
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Earthquakes 2 
Record 856 on screen 

Catalog of Signif i cant Earthquakes 
2000 B.C. - 1987 

Record found 

Year 1811 BC/AD:AD Month:12 Day:16 Hour: 8 Minute: 0 <UT> 

Latitude: 36.6 Longitude: -89.6 Depth : Okm. 

Magnitude:O.O Intensity:12 
6 

Deaths: F Damage: LIMITED (10 $U.S.> 

References: 7,52,128 * 

Location: MISSOURI: NEW MADRID 

+See Reference list located at reference desk. 

Nate: In general, zeros indicate that the information is unknown, 
the value of the field is "0". 

F4CMDHELP ESCEXIT F2SAVE SH-F1TABLE F3VIEW F7DEL F8MODIFY F9REPORT 

FIGURE 11: SIGQUAKE record for the first of the New Madrid 
earthquakes of 1811/1812 

US Giant Oil Fields Oil & Gas Journal, 1988. 1983-1987: 1 
floppy disk, $75; 1970-1987: 1 floppy disk, $150. 

The publishers of Oil & Gas Journal have extracted data presented 
annually, in tabular form, in the issues of the journal. This 
data has been compiled into more than 40 mini-database packages 
covering many aspects of the oil industry: Crude Oil Prices, 
Active Canadian Seismic Crew Counts, and Drilling Expenditures 
are a few examples. All fall in the dataset category of our 
spectrum. 

Prices for these databases range from $35 for Active Rigs 
Offshore to $900 for Top Companies of the U.S. Oil & Gas Industry 
(on 2 floppies covering 1981-1987}. Some of the databases cover 
a range of years, with tables presenting annual data; others 
present monthly statistics. Some are single purchases; others, 
such as Natural Gas Price Data, are sold by subscription, with 
quarterly updates ($100}. Some of the databases (Planned 
Enhanced Oil Recovery - Canada is one) are tiny. US Giant Oil 
Fields, on the other hand, is relatively large. 

All of the databases 
accompany the disks. 
worksheets, so to use 
workstation. The data 

contain numeric data; software does not 
All are presented in LOTUS 1-2-3 format 
them you must have LOTUS installed on your 
is quite easy to load. However, a database 
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U.S. GIANT FIELDS 
-----------------------------------· -------1,000 BBL.------- -------1,000 BBL.-----

CUM. ESTIMATED CUM. ESTIMATED 

STATE FIELD 
DISC. 
DATE 

1986 
PROD. 

PROD. REMAIN. EST.NO. 1985 
1-1-87 RESERVES WELLS PROD. 

PROD. REMAIN. EST.NO. 
1-1-87 RESERVES WELLS 

ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 
ILLINOIS 

KANSAS 
KANSAS 
KANSAS 
KANSAS 
KANSAS 
KANSAS 
KANSAS 

CLAY CITY 
DALE 
LAWRENCE 
LOUDEN 
MAIN 
NEW HARMONY 
SALEM 
OLD ILLINOIS 
BEMIS-SHUTTS 
CHASE-SILICA 
ELDORADO 
GORHAM 
HALL-GURNEY 
KRAFT-PRUSA 
TRAPP 

1938 

1906 
1938 
1906 
1939 
1938 
1900's 
1928 
1931 
1917 

1931 
1937 
1937 

3324 

3144 
1932 
2244 
1200 
2076 

1188 
1212 
1236 

1284 

1404 

388412 

387602 
385792 
229207 
151473 
382816 

241840 
267693 
294288 

143512 

223535 

5000 

6000 
6000 
4000 
3000 
5000 

4812 
4588 
4364 

5216 

4996 

2600 

2700 
1340 
3356 
1140 
1325 

973 
1103 
822 

1130 

1000 

3400 

2770 
1755 
2075 
926 

2700 

1508 
1359 
1329 

1351 

1496 

385088 

384458 
383860 
227463 
150273 
380740 

240652 
266481 
293052 

142228 

222131 

5100 

4901 
3500 
4000 
1800 
4200 

6000 
5800 
5600 

6500 

6400 

2615 

2700 
1340 
3356 
1140 
1325 

887 
1098 
834 

l132 

993 

------------------------------------ ------------------------------- ---------------------------------
FIGURE 12: Part of a US Giant Oil Fields listing for Illinois 

and Kansas. The complete listing for 1971 to date is 
an additional 60 columns wide. 

the size of Giant Oil Fields does take considerable time (about 
nine minutes) to bring up for use on a machine as small as an 
IBM-XT. 

While each database has an accompanying booklet, it does not give 
information on how to use the database. (In some cases it's just 
a replica of the information in the database!) The publisher 
assumes that any user is familiar with LOTUS, and, for the 
majority of graduate students interested in petroleum, this turns 
out to be true. Unfortunately, however, there will be some users 
with research interest in the database who will not be acquainted 
with LOTUS at all. It would be helpful to prepare brief 
instructions on the use of each database for those who need it. 
On another note, there will also be those graduate students who 
are very familiar with LOTUS and are quite able to (and may think 
that they see good reasons to) alter the database to suit their 
needs. Keeping a backup copy of the data in a secure area 
inaccessible to patrons is wise. 

These databases, unlike many of the others we have discussed, are 
from the private sector and are copyrighted. It is important to 
make sure users know this. 

Researchers (most likely petroleum engineers, economists, and 
business students) will find the data useful. Occasionally, 
quick reference questions may also be answered using one of these 
databases. You will need to be aware of what kind of data is 
contained in each of the sets that you purchase, so that proper 
referrals can be made. 
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Hydrodata - USGS Peak Values [HPEAK] Earthinfo, Inc., 
1987?-. $259/year, or $495 one-time purchase (entire US). 
New CD issued annually. 

Hydrodata - USGS Daily Values [HYDRODATA] Earthinfo, Inc., 
1987?-. $259/year, or $495 one-time purchase (per section of the 
country). New CD issued annually. 

These are also data products. The data is an exact replica of 
USGS daily values and peak values tapes for the states and time 
periods covered. This data was originally published in 
thousands of USGS Water Supply Papers and is not available in 
tabular form in hard copy. Earthinfo claims that HYDRODATA 
contains more than 100 years o f observations of stream flows, 
lake levels, etc. and that HPEAK covers more than 200 years. 
A check of a couple of old Water Supply Papers located some, but 
not all, of the data. It is hard to confirm data presence because 
it has been entered in standard ized form, which isn't necessarily 
how it appeared in the orig inal publications. 

Earthinfo actually publishes several products, each covering 
several aspects of water data: precipitation, streamflow, 
quality, etc. Depending on which you purchase, you may need more 
than one disk to get comple te c overage of the United States. Or 
you may decide to get onl y one section of the country, in more 
than one subject. The disks may be purchased outright, or you 
may subscribe and receive an updated disk annually. If you 
cancel your subscription, disks must be returned to the company. 
(Originally you even had to return your old disk before receiving 
the updated one; this was not a workable procedure in an academic 
environment, as it meant that you were without a disk for several 
weeks, while the new one wended its way through the mail and then 
the cataloging department.) 

There is no introduction to the database onscreen. The opening 
screen is the title, and the next displays the index. Worse, 
there is no mention on this screen about how to search for data 
-- surely one of the most important steps in any database. 
Furthermore, there is nothing on the screen leading you to use 
the function ke y s or telling you how to find help. It is 
possible to figure out what you're doing if you're persistent and 
willing to try anything in the pull-down menu. However, in order 
to search for specific data you must first know to use the 
function keys. Your only clue that they must be used is the 
total lack of information, in the pull-down menus, of any other 
way to initiate a search! 

The database setup is similar in many respects to a LOTUS file, 
and to a DOS editing package called "ED". As far as a novice 
trying to find her way is concerned, the main difference 
between HYDRODATA and LOTUS is that she uses the escape key in 
HYDRODATA (instead of the "/") to gain access to the pull-down 
menus. Once the user recognize s this similarity to LOTUS, she 
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--Summary 
Station 
State 
County 
Latitude 
Longitude 

View------------------------------------------------------------
MISSISSIPPI RIVER AT ST LOUIS MO Id 07010000 
MD Drainage Area 697000.0 Hydrolog Unit 7140101 
510 Contribute Area 0.0 Agency USGS 
38:37:03 Gage Datum 379.94 Agency Office MD 

090:10:58 Base Flow No value Sequence~ 00 

Maximum Peak Mininum Peak Maximum Stage 
Flow 1300000 136000 852000 
Stage 41.320 9.000 43.230 
Date 06/27/44 04/24/34 04/28173 
Flow codes 64 0 4 
Stage codes 0 0 0 

Annual Series Partial Series 
Years 1844-1987 1844-1987 
Year Count 128 128 
Record Count 128 128 
Continuous No No 
HistoricYear 
Max Parts/Yr 1 
Min Parts/Yr 

FIGURE 13: A summary view screen from HPEAK. 

can find help by using the Fl key. Fortunately, ever more of our 
patrons are experienced LOTUS users. 

Some misleading statements appear in the "Help" messages. The 
worst is a message that states: "Search is active in all views" 
when "Search" is not operable while the pull-down menus are 
active on the screen. 

The databases are very slow to come up, search, and reorder. When 
using the pull-down menus (which are set up in a branch 
structure) the program always throws you back to a previous level 
as soon as a command has been executed. For example, when 
downloading results, one must reselect the various parameters for 
each piece of data, which leads to 6-9 keystrokes to print each 
segment of the record. This is both cumbersome and annoying. 
Strangely, one gets a neater, clearer presentation of the data 
using the "print screen'' key, rather than using the program to 
send the data to the printer. 

By far the worst part of using these databases is the inconsistent 
quality of the products. The first manual was awful, the worst I 
have seen - no page numbers, poor directions, photocopied. Now 
it is much more professionally produced and much larger, but few 
users want to sit down to a manual the size of this one. Every 
year we've had trouble with one or more of the CDs or the 
accompanying floppy disks not functioning and having to be sent 
back. In all fairness, the people at Earthinfo are eager to be 
helpful. 
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Despite these problems, if you have patrons interested in 
streamflow, water quality, or precipitation data, you need to 
have at least one of these products. Fortunately, HYDRODATA and 
its sister databases do exist. The CD-ROM format is most 
appropriate for this kind of information, which ought not to be 
in printed form, since patrons will generally need to use it 
digitally anyway. 

Selected Geomagnetic and other Solar-Terrestrial Physics Data 
of NOAA and NASA National Geophysical Data Center (Disk 
#NGDC01), 1988. $100 (CD plus three floppies). 1988. 

This is another data disk. NGDC issued it in 1988, and considers 
it a prototype. It contains 2 catalogs and 17 databases, and, in 
all, holds 530 megabytes of data. In addition to the data on the 
CD, there are several update files i ncluded on the three floppy 
disks, which also include search software, so that the product 
requires a little more than 2 megaby tes of hard disk space to 
store and run. 

The search software was developed by programmers at NGDC, and 
they are to be congratulated for its speed if not for its 
friendliness. There are actually three search programs: one 
for the two catalogs (of ionospheric and geomagnetic data), one 
for all the other databases, and a t hird which allows the user to 
search as many as three of the databases and display the combined 
results using a stack plotter, making for some terrific looking 
charts. (Unfortunately, none of these charts can be reproduced 
here.) All three of the programs permit downloading. 

There are some minor problems, however. First, while there is a 
booklet describing the contents and provenance of each of the 
files, there is no manual that deals with the search programs. 
Second, the software, while quite easy to use (it leads the user 
through the compilation of a specif ic data set with a series of 
prompts), seems a little eager to let you go: the escape key 
exits you from the system immediately, and there is no way to 
back up to a previous screen or within a table. This means that a 
careless error can throw you back to the DOS prompt and make you 
start all over again. Given the speed with which the programs 
run, however, things could be worse. 

Third, searches sometimes seem to quit before all the expected 
results are displayed. This may be due to the fact that the data 
sets are compiled from various locations worldwide, and for 
different time spans, so that, while you may select hourly 
geomagnetic data collected by the Agincourt Observatory in 1938, 
there may, in fact, be none. While there are disclaimers to the 
effect that not all data exists for all years, there is nothing 
to tell you specifically what is missing: you have to believe the 
search results. Fourth, since there is no documentation, and 
there are three search programs, it really is advisable to design 
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YEAR = 1964 H-ALPHA s 0 L A R F L A R E REPORT MONTH = 07 

DAY = 07 MEAN OBSER OBSER OBSER OBSER OBSER OBSER 
******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* ******* 

Group Number 
Station CATA UCCL CATA MCMA CLMX UCCL 
Start Time<UT>/Qual 0838 E 0841 1105 E 1145 1232 1336 
Ma><. Time<UT)/Qual 0843 1149 1233 
End Time<UT>IQual 0850 D 0848 1140 D 1210 D 1237 1338 

Latitude N30 N33 N30 N32 N30 N32 
Longitude<CMD> E21 E25 E21 E22 E24 E21 
Importance/Brightn. 1- 1- 1- 1- 1- 1-
X-ray class/ Int . . . . . . 
Time area measured 0843 1149 1233 
Apparent Area 100 50 20 
Corrected Area . 1.0 . .6 .2 . 
Sunspot region 
CMD <month/day) 07 09.0 07 09.3 07 09.1 07 09.2 07 09.4 07 09.2 
Remarks 

enter CARRIAG RETURN to cont1nue 

FIGURE 14: A screen display of solar flare data from NGDCOl. 
Downloading is possible, but no special print function 
is provided. 

a batch program to get the user into the databases. Getting out, 
as mentioned earlier, is no problem. 

Most of the databases reflect data which has been published at 
one time in the past. The solar wind database is based on NASA's 
Interplanetary Medium Data Book and its supplements, the 
Geomagnetic Catalog is a revision of World Data Center A's 
Combined International Catalog of Geomagnetic Data, and solar 
flare data has been excerpted from the monthly periodical 
Solar-Geophysical Data. 

If you have patrons doing work in any of the areas covered by 
this disk, you must have it: it's a terrific compilation. 
Actually, it's a bunch of t~rrific compilations, and quite user
friendly to boot. This is an excellent example of appropriate 
use of the CD-ROM technology, and an important tool to have on 
hand. It is to be hoped that we can depend on NGDC to provide 
this level of quality in all its CD-ROM releases while they issue 
better documentation to support them. 
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CONCLUSION 

Neither floppies nor CDs are an easy technology to grasp, and 
users must be prepared to spend lots of time mastering both them 
and the microcomputers they enhance. Just as no earth science 
library can reasonably function without at least one 
microcomputer anymore, the same will very soon be true of CD 
drives as well. Their mastery is not easy; its rewards are 
myriad. 

Here are some suggestions for attaining such mastery: 

1. Plan on spending a lot of time lea rning how to install and 
use these tools. Your first installation will almost certainly 
be lots of work, especially if you choose one, like GEONAMES, 
which is looking for trouble. 

2. Find an authority to work with. At least, find someone with 
computer skills who's interested in learning along with you: two 
heads ARE better than one. Bear in mind that a vendor is not 
necessarily an authority. As we have both noted, vendors may be 
the last to know what's wrong with a product. Neither is your 
boss necessarily an authority; in fact, you, as the front line 
user of these products, will probably become authoritati v e on the 
subject long before an office-bound supervisor does. (This means 
that you will have to know enough about a product and this 
technology to convince that supervisor that it's worth the 
money.} 

3. Be prepared to evaluate your need for and the quality of each 
tool. The criteria we have used can be your basis, but don't 
hesitate to consult with others for their input. You will, in 
light of the non-standard nature of these products, get to be 
very well versed in search software. Don't assume, because you 
find a system hard to use, that it's you. Our experience is 
that, more often than not, it's the system. Don't hesitate to 
bring your comments to the attention of product representatives or 
vendors: that's how they know things need changing, and that's 
why they have "800" numbers. 

4. Remember that it is only necessary for the information manager 
to make information available to her/his clients, and to know 
what kind of information is included in a particular title. The 
fact that you may not understand just what this data is about 
should not dissuade you from making it available to clients in 
this format. 

Remember, too, that the appropr iateness of CDs or floppies for a 
product is not a given. If the technology allows a publisher to 
consolidate several previous tools into one, or permits keyword 
access to previously cumbersome or unavailable data, that use is 
appropriate. If the publisher is simply replacing one medium with 
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another, and no consolidation is taking place, maybe locally
mounted machine-readable isn't the most reasonable way to go. 
Publications of the USGS, for all its faults, consolidates 
ten different tools into one. Appropriate use? You bet. The 
same is true of HYDRODATA and Giant Oil Fields. SCI on CD-ROM, 
on the other hand, is essentially a one-year cumulation in a 
different medium, and is not actually much easier to use than 
the paper version, given the time that must be spent swapping 
disks or money spent on linked CD players. Access through online 
vendors is faster and more complete, and may even be cheaper in 
the long run. 

The appropriateness of floppy technology is a slightly different 
matter, given that whatever you buy on a floppy is most likely 
going to end up on your hard disk. GEONAMES is a relatively 
small file. Given the erasability of data on disk versus the 
read-only properties of CD, however, one has to wonder whether 
this file, despite its size, might not have been better issued on 
CD. The same argument can be made for SMCAT. 

It is interesting to note that the usual cast of characters seems 
to be jumping into the fray of creating and selling databases. 
Just as with other types of geoscience literature, commercial 
publishers, government agencies and societies are our sources for 
this data. To date, USGS has released more than 100 floppies to 
the open files, and many of them contain databases. NGDC is an 
important source as well, not only with NGDCOl, but with new 
products from the Deep Sea Drilling Project and Decade of North 
American Geology geophysics data. Its role as an archive for 
scientific data will ensure a continuing presence in the field. 
Even though we haven't mentioned any of their products here, 
the Computer Oriented Geological Society (COGS) is an excellent 
source of programs specifically for the earth scientist, and 
it's possible to obtain many of their products for only the cost 
of a long-distance phone call. 

Something else to bear in mind: as the administrator of any of 
these systems, you are responsible for being knowledgeable about 
copyright restrictions which may apply. While most USGS material 
is, by law, in the public domain, the same cannot be said for 
many of the other products we have discussed, and you should be 
aware of, and ready to explain to users, the law as it applies to 
machine-readable data. In brief, most vendors will not allow 
products of their databases to be resold for profit. Remember 
this if you are ever consulted about producing a commercial 
bibliography downloaded from HYDRODATA or an OCLC database. 

Finally, we loudly decry the policy of federal agencies to 
distribute products without appropriate search software. While 
we acknowledge this reluctance to be seen as endorsing specific 
commercial products, such an attitude places an unfair burden on 
the user to identify and apply appropriate software. GEONAMES 
is a prime example of this. The Federal government needs to 
stop playing games with these new technologies, and give (or 
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sell) us products which can be r un as purchased, with a minimum 
of fuss. 

This new technology is everywhe r e in the earth sciences, and 
there should be no hesitation on the part of earth scientists or 
their librarians to grab it and run with it. While it is true 
that not all of these produc t s are of equal quality, in their 
data or their software, the f ac t is that some of them are only 
available in this format, and t here's no reason we should bemoan 
that: most are much easier to use than what they replace. 
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APPENDIX 

Alphabetical List of Products Discussed 

Earth Sciences OCLC, 1988-. $300/yr for OCLC members, 
$350/yr for others. New CD issued quarterly. 

GEONAMES data base of geologic names of the United States 
through 1986. USGS (Open-file Report 88-40), 1988. $88.75. 
14 floppy disks. 

Hydrodata - USGS Daily Values [HYDRODATA] Earthinfo, Inc., 
1987 ? -. Per section of the country: $259/year, or $495 one-time 
purchase. New CD issued annually. 

Hydrodata- USGS Peak Values [HPEAK] Earthinfo, Inc., 
1987?-. For the entire US: $259/year, or $495 one-time purchase. 
New CD issued annuall y . 

Publications of the U.S. Geological Survey [on CD-ROM] 
American Geological Institute, 1989-. $350/y r for CD only, 
$500/yr for CD plus 11 monthly updates on flopp y diskettes. 

Science Citation Index on CD-ROM Institute for Scientific 
Information, 1986-. $5000/ y r current year, earlier years 
a vailable at reduced prices. 1 CD, updated quarterly. 

Selected Geomagnetic and other Solar-Terrestrial Physics Data 
of NOAA and NASA National Ge ophysical Data Cen t er (Disk 
#NGDC01), 1988. $100 (CD plus three floppies). 1988. 

Selected Water Resources Abstracts OCLC, 1988- $700/yr for 
OCLC members, $750/yr for others. 2 CDs, one archival 
(1967-1979); one (1980-) updated quarterly. 

SIGQUAKE - Significant Earthquake Data Base National 
Geophysical Data Center, 1988. $40, or $90 for a version that 
runs on DBaseiii+. 1 high-density floppy disk. 

SMCAT - Catalog of Digitized Strong-Motion Data National 
Geophysical Data Center, 1989. $40. 1 floppy disk. 

US Giant Oil Fields Oil & Gas Journal, 1988. 1983-1987: 
1 floppy disk, $75; 1970-1987: 1 floppy disk, $150. 
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GEOREFERENCED INFORMATION NETWORK 

Larry Carver, Map and Imagery Laboratory - Library 
University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106 

Cecil Bloch, Research Libraries Group Inc. 
1200 Villa Street, Mt. View, CA 94041-1100 

Abstract--The objective of the Research Libraries Group's [RLG] 
GeoReferenced Information Network [GRIN] is to improve both access 
to and the cataloging of spatially referenced information or 
"GeoData". The power of the system lies in its graphic user 
interface and unique database structure. A user searching for 
information about a geographic site can query remote databases using 
a geographic name, latitude and longitude, or just by pointing to 
the map area displayed on the graphics screen of the workstation. 
Currently emphasis is being given to those data formats that are not 
easily managed using current cataloging methods - remote sensing 
data, and cartographic materials. However any material format that 
can be assigned a set of geographic coordinates may be cataloged and 
accessed via the system. There will be a network and standalone 
implementation. 

THE NEED FOR A NATIONAL GEOINFORMATION NETWORK 

Accessing bibliographic records of spatially referenced information is 
difficult because few databases or library catalog systems allow for searching 
these materials in a way most users request them -- by the specific area of the 
Earth's surface the item represents. Compounding the problem are the amount of 
geographic data being generated, the lack of a systematic method of describing 
the diverse group of materials that can be spatially referenced, and the wide 
disbursement of collections among academic, corporate, private and governmental 
organizations. In many cases, the only access to these data repositories is via 
an "Old Boy" network . 

Recognition of these needs, as well as the access problems within its Map 
and Imagery Laboratory, led the University of California Santa Barbara Library 
administration to investigate the feasibility of creating a national geographic 
information system. The Research Libraries Group {RLG), a consortium of research 
libraries and an acknowledged leader in the development of national databases, 
was approached to determine its interest in directing such a project. RLG was 
indeed interested in the enterprise, and has assumed the leadership role. 

PROJECT PLANNING 

A planning group was convened to identify the current status of those 
systems either planned or implemented, to determine the complexities of such an 
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undertaking, to evaluate the interest in inter-organizational cooperation and 
to outline an achievable set of goals. Issues discussed were: 

1] key problems faced by researchers in finding spatially referenced data; 
2] cataloging standards for geographic data; 
3] the practicality of linking existing databases; 
4] the problems associated with controlling large masses of data; 
5] whether such a system could improve the university community's ability 

to obtain and use this data; 
6] the identification of material formats that should be included. 

The meeting was attended by representatives from National Space Science Data 
Center (NSSDC), National Aeronautics and Space Administration Head Quarters 
(NASA), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), United States Geological Survey- Reston 
(USGS), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), University of 
Michigan, Stanford University, and the University of California Santa Barbara. 

A task force was set up by RLG to construct a requirements definition for 
a geoinformation management capability, and a grant proposal was written. The 
proposal was submitted to the W. M. Keck Foundation which awarded $200,000 to 
start the project. The grant provided monies to establish a working task force, 
to hire a systems staff (headed by Dr. Cecil Bloch), and to construct the 
external system design. This work is now complete. 

PROJECT OBJECTIVES 

The goals of the completed RLG research and development program are: 

1] to create a national computer based geographic information network that may 
be searched by a variety of geographic access points; 

2] to develop a research level information resource dedicated to cataloging, 
managing and accessing spatial data; 

3] to develop a graphics interface between the user and the database that will 
allow for differing levels of interest and expertise; 

4] to provide an information resource which is of significant value to any 
discipline which can benefit from access to geographic data. 

The database will document materials and information which refer to an area 
of the Earth, oceans ~r atmosphere. 

The system will contain records describing the data. Records for the 
following types of materials have been identified for inclusion . 

1] Remotely sensed data and imagery 
2] Cartographic materials 
3] Photographic materials 
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4] Numerical and statistical data 
5] Books, Reports, and other types of spatially referenceable materials. 
6] GeoSamples, BioSamples, etc. 

Photographs 

Atlases Images 

Reports Surveys 

Sources 

The database will also contain ancillary data. Some examples are 
descriptions of imaging instruments, techniques used to gather or process data, 
assessments of data quality, and the type of formats available. 

SELECTED SYSTEM FEATURES 

The system will provide the user with a powerful geographic searching and 
management package that may be operated within an organization or connected to 
the national network .. 

Amongst the most significant features of the system is the graphic 
interface. Two levels of interface will be provided: a simplified menu-driven 
implementation allowing novice or infrequent users to use the system with a 
minimum of training. More experienced users will have access to the full range 
of features and options by way of the command language. 

In addition to the graphics component, there will be a text component for 
both search entry and the display of results. A user can enter queries and other 
commands at the keyboard as customary; and in addition can use an interactive 
cartographic display to indicate geographic search targets by drawing polygons, 
circles or paths on a background map of the region of interest. 

A USERS VIEW OF GRIN 

The following figures illustrate many of GRIN's features through a 
hypothetical user session. These figures do not present an exhaustive account 
of its capabilities, but give some sense of how the user and GRIN will interact. 

When a user first logs on to the system, he or she sees two windows: a text 
window with an introductory message and some basic instructions, and a partially 
obscured graphics window containing a map of the world. The user can readily 
switch between the text and graphics screens by placing the mouse in the desired 
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window and clicking. Selecting i tems f r om the control bar across the top of 
the screen pulls down menus from whi ch the user can select commands; or he may 
type in commands in the message a rea at t he bottom of the display. 

In Figure 1, the user has logged on to RLG' s installation . Other 
installations on the network may wel come t he user in their own individual ways . 

In figure 2, the user sees t he ini t ial appearance of the Graphics window: 
a map of the world. The Graphics window presents the background map and the 
graphics representation of database quer i es and query results. The user may 
submit a database query, enter any other kind of command, or change this map 
display by zooming-in and panning [moving the map l atitudinally and 
longitudinally]. The latitude and longitude of the cursor are continuously shown 
in the lower right corner of the window and the current map projection and scale 
are given at the top right. The message area at the bottom of the window gives 
brief instructions for using the graphics command menu. 

Fig. 1 

The Research Libraries Group, Inc. 

Welcome to 

GRIN 
The Gee-Referenced Information Network 

Press ENTER (RETURN) to proceed, then enter your command at the pro~ ·oorrmai"'C:b· . 

or use the pull-down merus. 

STOP or LOGOFF will k>g you off. CTRUZ wiH cancel anything. EXPLAIN gives you an 

explanation of a topic; HELP gives he~ on how to proceed with what you are doing . 

In figure 3, the user has now zoomed and panned so that a map of the United 
States fills the graphics display area. Thi s could have been done by typing the 
command "goto USA", or it might have been down graphically, as illustrated in 
the action the user now takes . 

The user is preparing to zoom in a second time so that the Southwestern 
states will fill the display. To do so, he selects the Zoom function in the 
Movement menu, which causes instruc tions to appear in the message area. The user 
picks two diagonally opposite corners of the area desired, and the computer draws 
the polygon using the project i on that most accurately represents the area 
spatially . Note that an echo block in t he upper right corner [empty in figures 
1 and 2] now indicates the ext ent of t he main graphics disp l ay in relation to 
a smaller scale map. 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 

In figure 4, the user is scanning [scrolling] entries in the Thesaurus, 
which contains definitions of place names [geonames] that can provide assistance 
in geographic navigation or database querying. The user is looking at entries 
in the neighborhood of "Santa Barbara . " Geonames are defined in terms of 
broader, narrower, and related geographic entities; variant forms are given 
where known. The Thesaurus also defines names in terms of their latitude and 
longitude coordinates or extent but this form is not shown in figure 4. You will 
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note that the reference window is laid on top of the graphics window. This text 
window provides an area for the display of GRINS's Glossary, Thesaurus, Sensor 
and Platform Tables, Help, etc. 

'. y 

Fig. 4 

17l932) GcoNamc: Sama Barbara 

175933) 

Broader: San1.1 Barbata Ocparuncnt 
Hondwas 

GeoName: Santa Barbata 
Related: Channel Islands National Park 

Los Padres National Forest 
Santa Ynez Mounl.a.ins 

Brc.der: Santa Barbara County . 
California 

Narrower. Santa Barbara Islands 
San1a Barbara Point 

175934) GcoNamc: San1a Barbara 
Broader: Cape Verde Islands 

17S93S) GeoNamc: Santa Barbara 
Related: Orinoco River 
BI"'ader: Amazonas 

Venezuela 

GeoName: Santa Barbara 

and cW the REFERENCE wtndow, type CTRUC 

(men:) 

Several changes have occurred between figure 4 and figure 5. The user has 
zoomed to display an area in California: he has added county and state boundaries 
[ other features that may be chosen include place names, hydrology, and roads] 
and he has toggled on the graticule [latitude-longitude grid]. 

The user is now constructing a query. By using the Targets menu, he has 
created the geographic portion of the search - the dotted-line polygon enclosing 
the Santa Barbara area of Southern California. Now the user gives the "FIND" 
command shown in the message area. This example specifies material sought in 
terms of dates, scales, and material type, in combination with the polygonal 
gao-location [geoloc]. 

GRINS's facilities for searching gee-referenced materials are extensive. 
The geographic portion of the query can be expressed in graphics targets as shown 
here, in terms of place names, by latitude and longitude ranges, paths, or other 
geographic description. A simplified version of the "FIND" command will allow 
the user to construct queries using menus rather than the command line (i.e . 
query-by form or query by example) . 

Figure 6 presents a hypothetical response to the query given in figure 5. 
The query result consists of a graphics component, shown here, and a text 
component. The geographic footprints of the retrieved items are displayed 
against the background map; symbols at the center of each footprint indicate the 
type of material in question [square for a map, triangle for an image, circle 
for a photograph, etc. The message area at the bottom of the window provides 
further information. 
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Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 
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In figure 7, the user has pulled up the legend better to identify the mix 
of materials in the query result shown in figure 6. The legend provides an 
explanation of the symbols and line styles used in the graphics display. 

Fig. 7 
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In figure 8, the user has "de-cluttered" the display shown in figure 6 by 
giving the command "hide 1-34". This makes all the footprints invisible; he has 
then given the command "display image" to redisplay only the image footprints. 
All symbols (the "Markers" in Figure 7) remain visible, even through many of the 
corresponding footprints are now invisible. 

The user has then placed the cursor on the symbol at the center of item 25 
and clicked the mouse button. This causes the highlighting of item 25's 
footprint and produces a one-line description in the message area ["Packet 
25,"etc]. Packet 25 is a TM [Thematic Mapper] image, captured on 12/24/84 at 
a scale of 1:500,000 . It is in the form of a transparency and is a color 
infrared composite. 

In figure 9, the user has turned to the "Results" window to examine in more 
detail the query selected in the graphics window. Shown is the text display for 
item 25 highlighted in figure 8. Although this illustration shows only item 25, 
the user can in fact scroll backwards and forwards through the full extent of 
the result text for all the items retrieved by the query. 

GRIN provides several text display formats that the user can select at will; 
they provide progressively more detailed views of the query result. Figure 8 
showed the short format in the message area . Figure 9 shows the medium format . 
The long format, not shown in these examples, would contain much more detail. 
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Fig. 8 

Fig. 

AND date in (1982- 1985) and scale ge 1:500,000 and type not (atlas or book) geoloc @ 

34 packets (im:4, mp:3, ph:25, dt:2) 

25of34 

.._.,.,. .. 
Badlground .. 

Targets .. 

23) IMAGE EGf j66-q0094 
Sensor. TM 

Data Date: 12/14/84 
Scale: I :500,000 

Quality: CloudCover. 0% 
Defects: None 

Description: Form: Transparency 
Color: Color IR composite (bands 2,3,4) 
Polarity: Positive 

Path: 42 
Row: 36 

Platform: l..andsat-5 
MissionlD: l..andsat-5 

Agency: NASA 
lmage!D: 0288- 18043 
Location: UCSB Map and Imagery Laboratory 

(85-0288-18043) 

To exit result-set display, type CTRUC 

(more) 

Having determined in figure 8 that image 25 was taken from Landsat-5, the 
user may want more information about the operational history and orbital 
characteristics of that platform. He types the command "show Platform Landsat-5" 
to produce the Reference window displayed in figure 10. The Platform Table 
contains information on such sensor or camera carrying platforms as aircraft, 
manned and unmanned spacecraft, ship, etc. 
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GRIN also provides other on- l i ne reference tables as illustrated in figure 
eleven. 

Fig. 10 

Fig. 11 

SHOW PLATFORM LANDSAT-5 

82) LANDSAT-5 
Name: Landsat-5 
Type: Unmanned satellite 

Objectives: Eanh (land) resource imaging 
Agency: EOSAT 
Sensors: Multispectral Scanner (MSS) 

Thematic Mapper (TM) 
History: Launched March l, 1984. Data acquisition on command 

(1101 continuously operational) 
Orbit Altitude: 705.3 lan at equator; 712.47 km at40 

degrees) atiwde; 705.29 lcm at poles 
Coverage: Global, with exception of polar regions 
Cycle: 16 days; 7 days between adjacent coverage tracks 
Description: Sun-synchronous, near polar. Crosses 

equator on north-to-south portion of each 
orbit at 9:45 am local sun time. Distance 
between ground tracks for consecutive orbits 
approximately 2752 km at equator 

Inclination: 98.2 degrees 
Period: 98.9 minutes 

Remarks: Orbits of Landsat-4 and Landsat-5 were established 8 days 

To end this d isplay and close the REFERENCE window. type CTRl.'C 

Sensors Platforms 

Glossary Thesaurus 

SYSTEM FEATURES TO COME 

(start) 

(more) 

Eventually, a series of on-line directories will be available. They will 
provide information about the l ocat i on and scope of specialized collections at 
other institutions and partic i pa ting government agencies. 

For those who have large dat a collections of graphic or remote sensing 
information, a sophisticated data i nput sub-system is being designed. The 
workstation, consisting of digitizer and graphics components, will be used to 
establish coordinates for those ma t erials that have none printed on them. The 
workstation will provide special functions for the rapid input of sequential or 
serial material such as air photo r uns and missions. The system will determine 
the boundaries or footprint of an object, and attach the bibliographic 
identifiers and descriptors to each it em r ecord . Attributes will be checked not 
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only for conformance to standardized vocabularies but also for their mutual 
consistency. This will greatly increase the speed and accuracy of database 
building. 

This GeoReferenced Information Network will solve many perplexin~ data 
handling problems and provide a powerful geographic bibliographic information 
searching package. 

For additional information or progress reports, contact Dr. Cecil Bloch at 
RLG- The Research Libraries Group, Inc., 1200 Villa St., Mountain View, CA 
94041-1100, E-Mail BL.CJB.RLG.BITNET or Larry Carver at the Map and Imagery 
Laboratory, University of California, Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, 
E-Mail LB08LGC.UCSBVM.BITNET. 
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Mapping System Technology for Tomorrow's Geoscience Library 

Donald L. Light 
U.S. Geological Survey 

511 National Center 
Reston, Virginia 22092 

ABSTRACT 

The map and geographic information user public have traditionally used printed 
maps, but increasingly they are calling for map and geographic information to be in 
machine readable form. In concert with this growing trend, Earth Science 
Information producing agencies such as the U.S. Geological Survey are in a transition 
to produce both traditional paper maps and the digital analogy to these maps in a 
computer-driven geographic information system. Analog instrumentation is being 
converted to or replaced by digital computer-aided systems as rapidly as budgets 
permit. The digital geographic information systems promise increased flexibility in 
providing for spatial data display and analysis, but the transition is time consuming 
and costly. The overall problem is massive when you realize that there are more 
than 54,000 1 :24,000-scale, 7.5-minute quadrangles in the lower 49 States. 
Producing these data in digital form creates a massive storage problem. Just to store 
54,000 topographic quadrangles will require 1014 bits of mass storage capacity. The 
geoscience library in the future may resemble a variety of magnetic, and optical disks 
networked to workstations to satisfy your user public. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For decades the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has provided the nation with paper 
maps of a variety of scales and sizes. The primary map series for the lower 49 states is 
the 1 :24,000-scale, 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles. For Alaska it is 1:63,360-
scale quadrangles. It is from these scales that most of the smaller scales are derived. 
These 1 :24,000-scale quadrangles are used nationwide as the primary map base for a 
wide variety of applications such as planning, engineering, resource management, 
and earth science applications in general. In fact, the primary map series is 
considered by many to be a national treasure as a graphic data base that describes 
the surface of the earth in the United States. It takes approximately 54,000 of these 
"quads" to cover the lower 49 states alone. Presently the USGS provides the 
available map coverage to the user pub lic through its distribution center. Initial 
national coverage with the 1 :24,000 series is scheduled for completion by 1991 . 
Traditionally the user public has seemed satisfied with these printed maps, but 
increasingly they are calling for map and geographic information in computer
readable form. As early as 1976, the USGS began to anticipate the trends in 
computer-age cartography. Cartograph ic research called for the new data base to 
be in computer-readable form and it was to be called the National Digital 
Cartographic Data Base (NDCDB). As a result of this goal the USGS is in transition to 
produce both the traditional maps and the digital equivalent to these maps in a 
computer driven geographic information system. By the year 2000, the NDCDB 
should contain digital data representing t he content of the primary map series and 
other smaller scales. This data base will serve two major functions. One, as a central 
archive for the dissemination of digital data to the user community and the second is 
as a working data base for revision of the standard USGS graphic products such as 
the 1 :24,000-scale topographic quadrangles. 

With this transition came the attendant problems of converting from analog 
instrumentation to digital technolog ies and the development of hardware and 
software systems to accomplish the programmatic needs of the Nation for the next 
century. Such a massive transition is expensive and time consuming. 

It is informative to examine some of t he major functions and technologies that are 
vital to one's understanding of what is involved in collecting data to populate the 
National Digital Cartographic Data Base and its associated systems. The seven items 
to be reviewed are: 1) data sources, 2) digitizing, 3) image enhancement, 4) data 
output, 5) data storage and retriev~l, 6) data transmission and commuAications, 
and 7) data management systems w hich is a GIS. 

Data Sources 

The primary USGS source of data fo r the lower 49 states, excluding Alaska, are the 
approximately 54,000 1 :24,000-scale t opographic maps. The other USGS source is 
aerial photography and space imagery from such programs as the National Aerial 
Photography Program {NAPP), and space imagery from the Landsat and SPOT 
satellites. NAPP photography is 1 :40,000-scale (1 meter ground resolution) . Landsat 
and SPOT have ground pixel resolution of 30 meters and 10 meters respectively. It is 
anticipated that many GIS applications wil l requ ire an orthophoto as a base and the 
line map data as an overlay to the image map base. An orthophoto is a photo image 
rectified to an orthographic projection . Line map data in digital form are called 
Digital Line Graphs (DLG's) by the USGS. The basic sources for a useful data base are 
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the image and line data and digital elevation models (DEM's) that describe the 
terrain surface. In summary, data sources are: 

• Line Maps (DLG's) 
• Photographic Imagery (Orthophoto products) 
• Digital Elevation Models 

Digitizing 

Fundamentally there are two technologies for digitizing, vector digitizing and raster 
scanning. Vector digitizing uses a computer and a cursor driven coordinate 
measuring device to divide the features on a map into three categories: nodes, lines 
(arcs), and polygons (areas). Figure 1 illustrates how all line information is converted 
to these elements. Then, attribute codes are applied to give the labeling and 
intelligence to the data. Such structured vector data and its attribute codes are 
often referred to as a "smart data base" in that the files can be queried to find 
information and answer questions about the contents. The USGS DLG's are in vector 
format. 

Raster scanners are generally drum or flat-bed scanners that can convert the photo 
image or line map into pixels. After scanning, each pixel has a size and a unique X, 
Y-coordinate position plus a gray scale value to represent the brightness of the pixel. 
When raster scanning, it is paramount to use the appropriate scanning spot size so 
the fine detail is captured and the scanned data can be displayed, in full, without 
significant loss of resolution. This is particularly important when scanning 
photographs. In practice the sampling (scanning) rate is usually chosen to be 
somewhat higher than the Nyquist Sampling Theory of twice the highest frequency 
(resolution) of the data. Implementing this, the theoretical scanning spot size (pixel 
size) can be determined by the following criteria (Jensen, 1968): 

Scanning Spot Size ===Diameter of smallest line or element to be scanned 
2/2 

Example 1: Assume the smallest representative line on a topographic map to be 
scanned is a contour line. A contour line is approximately 0.003 inch (76 
urn) on a 1 :24,000-scale map. 

Then, 
Scanning Spot Size = 76 urn 

2/2 

Scanning Spot Size = 27 urn 

Example 2: An aerial photograph from the NAPP has approximately 27 lp/mm 
resolution. Find the appropriate scanning spot size to preserve its 
resolution content. 

27 lp/mm converted to urn per line pair is 1000 um/27 lp = 37 um/lp 

Then, 
Scanning Spot Size = 37 urn 

2/2 

Scanning Spot Size = 13 urn 
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In most cases practice has shown that dividing by 2 rather than 2/2 is 
practical, so a rule of thumb for determining scanning spot size (SSS) is 

D < Scanning Spot Size < D 
2/2 2 

Using the above example 

So 

37 urn 
2/2 

< sss < 37um 
- 2 

13 urn < SSS < 19 urn 

A scanning spot size (SSS) using the above criteria seems very small and would 
require large storage capacity. Experience has shown that these criteria are valid for 
scanning imagery, but for scanning line work such as maps and charts {Alford 1989) 
and others have shown that pixels as large as 100 urn yield adequate results. Even 
though this departs from theory, it is acceptable if the results are useful. It is critical 
to use as large a pixel as possible to reduce the tremendous storage requirements. It 
is apparent that the larger the spot size, the less storage will be required and that 
the storage requirements become massive and expensive for image data in raster 
format. For example, with a spot size of (15 x 15) um, one aerial photograph 
contains approximately 2.3 x 108 spots (pixels) . 

Image Enhancements 

The goal of image enhancement is to aid the analyst in the extraction and 
interpretation of pictorial and line information. Because the human visual system 
discriminates many more colors than shades of gray, a color display can represent 
more detailed information than a gray-tone display. The information of significance 
to a human observer is definable in te rms of the observable parameters: contrast, 
texture, shape and color. Since the emphasis is usually on human interpretation of 
the picture for extraction of information, the image enhancement techniques are 
designed to attenuate or de-emphasize the irrelevant features and emphasize 
features or patterns of interest. Multi-spectral image enhancements attempt to 
generate an accentuation of features by combining components of color from 
different bands in the spectrum. In general , enhancement methods may be divided 
into: 
{Moik 1980) 

1. Contrast enhancement (gray-scale modification). 
2. Edge enhancement (sharpening the image edges). 
3. Color enhancement (pseudocolor and false color). 
4. Multi-spectral image enhancement (manipulating colors). 

The above enhancement techniques may be characterized as either point or local 
area operations. Local operations modify the radiometric value of each pixel in the 
context of the brightness values surrounding it. Point operations modify the 
radiometric {brightness) values of each pixel in an image data set independently. 
Figure 2 illustrates the principle of contrast stretch enhancement where the actual 
radiometric density values are concent rated between 108 and 158 (Lillesand and 
Kiefer), given that each pixel is quantized at 8 bits (256 gray levels). Then, those 
values in the 108 to 158 range are stretched between 0 and 256, resulting in a much 
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improved contrast for the human eye to interpret. Line data from maps and 
drawings may be cleaned up by image enhancement. A common example is the 
removal of discolorations found on old maps or often used drawings. 

Image and Line Output 

Output devices are film writers, computer driven plotters, CRTs, laser printers, and 
electrostatic printers to mention a few. Generally their output is measured in dots 
per inch (dpi) or lines (pixels) per millimeter. Good quality printing is generally done 
with a lithographer's 150-line screen. This screen is equivalent to 300 lines {pixels) 
per inch. Assuming that dpi's and pixels/inch are equivalent in terms of actual 
physical space occupied in the output media, a reasonable criterion for size of 
output pixels can be derived from the assumption that the human eye can 
accommodate about 10 line pairs/mm. The 300 line/inch screen equals 
300 lines/inch f 25.4 mm/inch, which gives 12 lines/mm. Experiments with Landsat 
images at the USGS have shown that printing in the range from 6 to 12 pixels per 
millimeter is acceptable. Six pixels/mm is poor, but acceptable, and 12 pixels/mm is 
equivalent to quality printing. In summary, output devices that can produce an 
output of 150 to 300 lines/inch and 256 shades of gray are acceptable. Table 1 
generally characterizes the quality appearance that can be expected from output 
devices. 

Table 1 

Printers Dots, lines or Spot Size (um) Bits/pixel Appearance pixels per inch 

Low End 150,300 170,85 1, 4, 8* Minimum 

Lithographic 300,500 80,50 1, 4, 8 Good 
Quality 

High End 1000 25 1, 4, 8 Very Good 

*256 gray levels require 8 bits; 4 bits represent 16 gray levels, black and white line 
work requires 1 bit. 

Data Storage and Retrieval 

Now that the sources of data, digitizing, and enhancement have been reviewed, the 
major item in the transition to digital methods and a Geographic Information 
System is storage of this massive amount of data. As an estimate to the amount of 
storage needed assume: 

• Approximately 54,000 7.5-minute standard topographic quadrangle maps at 
1 :24,000-scale cover the lower 49 States; and 

• Digital computer technology in the 1990's may permit these 54,000 quads to 
be stored on or off-line as an archive to support the geographic information 
systems. 

Recent studies by Light, 1986 and 1989, have determined that one pixel stored in the 
computer should represent approximately 2.04 to 2.5 meters on the ground for 
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1 :24,000-scale data. Each pixel's radiometric value should be represented by 8 bits 
(256 gray levels) for image data, and say, 2 bits as a conservative representation of 
line data. A pixel size of 2 x 2 meters on the ground is chosen for this analysis. Also, 
the storage estimates are made considering that all data are in raster format which is 
not the real situation . Since vector data require much less storage capacity than . 
raster, estimates based on raster will serve as a conservative number that will allow 
for attribute codes and overhead in general. The intent is to provide a reasonable 
estimate for planning purposes wh ich bounds the storage problem. 

Assuming the pixel size on the ground for the data to be in the GIS is 2 x 2 meters 
square, it remains to structure and count the bits required per data layer (cell), and 
to calculate the total bit storage estimat e for the 54,000 quads covering the lower 49 
States. Figure 3, Multi-Layered Cell Structure, is illustrated to provide a visual image 
of the contents of a generic data base and GIS. The GIS layers are basically thematic, 
image and topographic maps. Notice t hat the layers are allocated bits as follows: 

Data Item 

Lines 
Imagery 
Elevation Profile 

Bits 

2 
8 

16 

Comments 

One bit would suffice 
256 Shades of Gray 
Lowest to Highest Point on Earth 

Considering storage for topograph ic mapping, including both line and image maps, 
34 bits per cell adequately represent the five overlays, the image map and the 
elevation value for each pixel cell . No allocation has been made for attribute codes 
or topological linkage; only the map content is represented by 34 bits. Table 2, 
Storage Estimates shows that the lower 49 States have an area of 7.84 x 1012 m2 and 
gives a tabulation for storage space, given 2 meter pixels on the ground for all 
54,000 quads. 

Cell Size 

2.0m 

Table 2. Storage Estimates 

Area for Continental U.S. and Hawaii, 7.84 x 1012 m2 

Cell Area 

4.0m2 

Total Cells 

1.96x1012 

34 Bits/Cell 

6.66 X 1013 =: 1014 

It is clear that the estimated mass storage requirement for these layers of the lower 
49 States is on the order of 1014 bits. The extra layers to accommodate the map 
related data generated by the Water Resources and Geologic Divisions would 
expand the 1014 bits even more. 

Even with today's technology, the thought of a GIS backed up by 1014 bits of mass 
storage is awesome. In light of this, it is informative to compare various storage 
media to size the problem. Table 3 gives the capacity for common media and 
compares them to the largest (6.8 G Bytes) (5.44 x 1010 bits) optical disk medium that 
is available today. 
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Table 3. Comparison of Storage Media with Optical Disk 

Storage Media Capacity (Bits) Units per Optical Disk 

• Optical Disk, 14-inch 54.4 X 109 1.0 
• HOT, 28 tracks 85.0 X 109 0.64 

9200 ft. 
• 300MB Mag Disk 2.4x 109 23 
• Computer Compatible Tape 0.3 X 109 181 

1600 bpi, 2400 ft. 
• Computer Compatible Tape 1.3 X 109 42 

6250 bpi, 2400 ft. 
• Cartridge Tape, 18 tracks 1.6 X 109 34 

1/2 inch wide (200M Bytes) 
• CD-ROM (680 M Bytes) 5.4 X 109 10 

Table 3 compares Kodak's 14-inch optical Disk Capacity (6.8 G Bytes; 54.4 x 109 bits) 
with the other popular media. Notice that one 14-inch platter is equivalent to 181 
1600 bpi mini-computer tapes, 34 of Storage Technology Corporation's new 
cartridge tapes, or 10 CO-ROM's. 

Recalling that it takes an estimated 1014 bits of storage capacity to contain the 
54,000 quads, it is possible to tabulate the number of each media that would be 
required for the 1014 bits. 

Table 4. Number of Storage Units Required for 1014 Bits 

Storage Media 

• Optical Disk 
14-inch 

• HOT, 28 tracks 
• 300MB Disk 
• CCT, 1600 bpi 
• CCT, 6250 bpi 
• Cartridge Tape 
•CD-ROM 

Unit Capacity (bits) 

54.4 X 109 

85 .0 X 109 
2.4 X 109 
0.3x109 
1.3 X 109 
1.6 X 109 
5.4x 109 

Units Required for 1014 Bits 

1,838 

1,177 
41,667 

333,330 
76,923 
62,500 
18,519 

Reviewing Table 4, it seems feasible that a large organization could afford to 
purchase 1,838 optical disk platters over a few years, but if the data had to be put on 
76,923 tapes, even the physical space is prohibitive, let alone the cost to purchase 
and maintain them over the years. 

Automated Library Systems, often called juke boxes, are available for optical disks 
and cartridge tapes, which further automate the handling of the massive amount of 
storage. Table 5 estimates the number of automated systems or juke boxes that 
would hold the 1014 bits. 
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Table 5. Number of Li brary Systems per 1014 Bits 

Storage Media 

• Optical Disk 
14-inch 

• Cartridge Tape 

Capacity of Li brary Unit 

150 Disks 

6,000 Cartridges 

Number of Library Units 
per 1014 Bits 

12 

10 

Concluding the estimation of storage, it is within reason that a large organization 
over a period of years could purchase 10 to 12 automated units to store and 
automate the national treasure of 54,000 quads imbedded in the GIS. 

Data Transmission and Communications 

For the purpose of discussion, assume that the data base is complete and it is desired 
to transmit data across country, between USGS mapping centers or between major 
libraries. Table 6 gives the transmission t imes required to transmit one quadrangle 
of digital data. One quadrangle eq uals 1014 bits+ 54,000 quads = 1.85 x 109 
bits/quad. 

Table 6. Transmission Ti me per Quad (1.85 x 109 Bits/Quad) 

Transmission Typical Rate* Transit Time/Quad Transit Time per 
Media Bits/Second Seconds Hours Optical Disk Hours 

• Twisted Pair 56,000 33,036 9.2 270 
• Ethernet LAN 10 X 106 185 0.05 1.5 
• Base Band 50 X 106 37 0.01 0.3 

Coax 
•Wide Band 350 X 106 5.3 0.001 0.04 

Coax 
• Fiber Optics 800 X 106 2.3 0.0006 0.02 

and Satellite 

*(Walter, Gerry, PRC, 1984) 

It is easy to conclude that the telephone twisted pair will no.t be feasible for quad or 
media transmission . 

Data Compression 

It should be noted that such high vo lumes of data transmission suggest the 
maximum application of data compression. Data compression of 4 to 1 is easily 
achievable with upper bounds of 50 to 1 wh ile still maintaining some degree of 
viewing resolution in an image. A data compressor cannot be lossless (Mauro, 1986). 
Table 6 indicates that the Wide Band Coax and Satellite media are feasible to 
consider for data transmission, and data compression would make them more 
feasible. The previous tables do not take into account inefficiency in recording and 
communication, so the numbers represent bound ing estimates to size the problem. 

Data Management Systems - Geograph ic Information Systems 
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The Professional Surveyor, September/October 1989, tabulated 53 GIS's in its listing. 
Some of these are being studied or used in the USGS for research or project 
applications in various ways. Table 7 lists the salient characteristics of 10 available 
GIS's. GIS's and the mass stora9e media of Optical Disk, Write-Once-Read-Many and 
erasable technology, CD-ROM s, and, to some extent, tape cartridge libraries are all 
growth technologies with great promise to aid cartographers in automating map 
information in the future. 
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Table 7. Geographic Information Systems 

Company System Computing Environment Data Structure Data Input Format 

Autometric, Inc. MOSS Data General, Prime Vector, Raster MOSS, DLG, OEM 

Tektronix 4300 UTEK 

ESRI PC ARC/INFO PC's, PS-2/DOS Vector N/AVAIL 

ESRI ARC/INFO DEC, IBM, PRIME, DG Vector DLG, DIME, TIGER, ERDAS 

ERDAS, Inc. ERDAS PC's, Sun, Vax Raster ARC/INFO, DLG 

IBM GFIS IBM S/370 Vector TIGER, Others, IBM 
lJl 
(j\ 

lntergraph TIGRIS lntergraph Workstations Vector, Raster DLG, DIME, TIGER, OEM 

Prime Wild GIS System 9 Sun/UNIX Vector SIF, DLG, TIGER 

Tydac Technologies SPANS PC's/DOS, OS2 Quadtree SIF, ARC, DLG3, DIME 

Vector, Raster 

Army Const. Eng Lab Grass Sun, HP9000, PC Vector, Raster Landsat, DLG3, OEM, 

DTED, SPOT 

DLG = Digital Line Graph 

OEM = Digital Elevation Model Professional Surveyor, Sept/Oct 1989, pp. 28-31 . 



Summary 

The data base consisting of an Orthoimage base with line map data as described in 
this paper is a generic data base of national scope intended to point out the massive 
problems ahead for cartographers working to compile their own data bases and 
GIS's in the future. As we approach the turn of the century, these growth 
technologies hold great hopes for handling 1014 bits for 54,000 quads on perhaps 
2,000 platters. In the meantime, there is much work to be done to capture the data 
and interface large computers with massive storage libraries and communications 
systems that support the GIS software for the future. Geoscience Libraries will play a 
vital role in the dissemination and use of these data in the future. 
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GOVERNMEN.r ~ DISSEMINATION ON m-RCM 

E.J. "Jerry" McFaul 
U.S. Geological Sw:vey, Office of Scientific Information 

Reston, VA 22092-9998 

Abstract--In the U.S. Geological Sw:vey, like most other scientific agencies, 
data collection has been developed to a tJ::ue science, but data dissemination 
is still an imperfect art. This is mainly due to the lack of an effective 
means with which to implement widespread data dissemination. This situation 
is now changing. A new and revolutionary means for the cost-effective 
distribution of digital data now exists and is beginning to be explored. 
Known as CD-ROM (Compact Disc-Read Only Memory), this technology offers 
orders-of-magnitude improvements over previous methods of data dissemination. 

A CD-ROM disc is nothing more than a computer version of the increasingly 
familiar audio compact disc. The CD-ROM technology embodies and takes 
advantage of many desirable characteristics of the audio disc making it 
extremely attractive for a wide range of information management and data 
dissemination applications. 

Additionally, CD-ROM possesses a strategic advantage in its ability to 
combine rnul tiple disciplines, databases and information perspectives on a 
single, low-cost medium. For example, the USGS had produced a CD-ROM disc 
containing hundreds of sonar reflectivity images of the ocean seafloor. Known 
as GlORIA (Geologic LOng Ranged Inclined Asdic), this disc was produced by the 
USGS but employed software developed at two other Government agencies. This 
type of interagency cooperation is an example of how CD-ROM technology can 
provide the impetus to bring organization together to share data as well as 
technical skills. The synergism that results from such cooperative projects 
is extremely powerful and benefits the entire scientific community. This 
paper will discuss GlORIA and several other government-produced CD-ROM 
information products which are relevant to geosciences. 
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COOPERATIVE COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT AND 
PRESERVATION PROJECTS IN THE GEOSCIENCES 

Barbara DeFelice 
Kresge Physical Sciences Library 

Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH 03755 

Abstract--The explosion of information along with inadequate materials budgets and 
staff limitations make it impossible for any one library to maintain a comprehensive 
geoscience research collection. Cooperative collection development and preservation 
programs are necessary for research libraries to be able to provide access to a wide range of 
geoscience materials. Libraries currently share access to their collections through the 
interlibrary loan networks, and tools for describing collections by subject exist. However, 
there are few cooperative collection development or preservation projects for geoscience 
materials. 

In this paper, I review existing and planned cooperative collection development and 
preservation programs in the geosciences, and consider future developments. The projects 
differ in level and source of funding, subject areas, and types of materials included. All of 
them have features that could be adapted for future projects. 

Only one existing project solely deals with geoscience materials. The goals of this 
project, the RLG Earth Sciences pilot cooperative collection development project 
(RLGEO), are to increase the RLG libraries' collective collections of geological materials 
from five South American countries, and to test a model of cooperative collection 
development. · 

Several projects include geoscience materials but cover other subjects as well. The 
UC/Stanford Map Librarians Group concentrates on expensive map purchases. The New 
York State Historic Map Preservation Project is funded by the New York State 
Preservation Program to ensure that one copy of certain historic maps are preserved. 

The participants in the RLG Conoco Project are willing to depend on other libraries to 
collect research level materials that might be needed in the future. A large majority of the 
geoscience librarians who responded to a survey are willing to participate in a cooperative 
collection development project, and half are willing to participate in a cooperative 
preservation project. 

If libraries are to provide access to the world's historic and current geoscience 
information, cooperative collection development and preservation programs must be 
continued and further developed. 

Introduction 

Maintaining the level and condition of a geoscience research collection is a challenge 
that no one library can meet with current materials budgets and staff limitations. Preserving 
older materials which are disintegrating is costly; purchasing current scientific journals 
strains materials budgets; identifying, acquiring, and processing foreign materials is labor 
intensive. While there is no designated national library in the geosciences, many of us have 
relied on the USGS library in Reston to supply items such as foreign serials or obscure 
conference proceedings. Now that the USGS library has found it necessary to cancel 
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subscriptions and cut back on collecting materials, it is more important than ever that we 
build a comprehensive nationwide geoscience collection by pooling our collective resources 
in a planned way. 

Tools for cooperative collection development exist, altho_!.Igh they are in various forms 
of development. RLIN, OCLC and WLN are bibliographic utitilites that provide 
information about libraries' collections on a title by title basis. Interlibrary loan via these 
utilities is a dependable and reasonably fast way to provide access to materials. The 
conspectus is a format for consistently describing collections by scope and depth of their 
subject areas. Many libraries have used the various forms of the conspectus to 
communicate information about their collections both within and outside of their institutions 
(Gwinn and Mosher, 1983). A list of serials cancelled by members of the Geoscience 
Information Society (GIS) has been developed by Susan Klimley of the Lamont-Doherty 
Geophysical Observatory Library. 

Electronic mail networks have made it possible for librarians to share information 
quickly about their collections, and to inform each other of decisions to purchase or cancel 
materials. These new electronic mail networks cross traditional institutional affiliations, 
and allow a number of new possibilities for resource sharing (Cruse, 1989, p. 216-217). 

One of the findings of the Research Libraries Group, Inc. (RLG) Conoco Project in 
German Literature and Geology was that the bibliographers are willing to rely on another 
RLG library for 51% of the 392 items in the study provided that a three to seven day 
turnaround time for interlibrary loan is guaranteed (Klimley, 1987, p. 70). 

Apparently the motivation, the tools, and the willingness to depend on other libraries 
to collect needed materials currently exist. One cooperative collection development project, 
the RLGEO, has been developed based on the findings of the Conoco Project. Given that 
the climate is conducive to cooperative projects, it seemed worthwhile to identify other 
cooperative collection development and preservation programs in the geosciences. 

I sent a short survey to 107 geoscience librarians, selected from the Geoscience 
Information Society Directory. Of the 47 responses, 37 indicated a willingness to 
participate in a cooperative collection development project, and 24 indicated a willingness to 
participate in a cooperative preservation project. Collection sizes vary from 7,000 to 
300,000. People were asked to give names of contacts for past and current cooperative 
collection development and preservation projects both in the geosciences and in any other 
subjects. Seventeen of the respondents are currently involved in or are planning a 
cooperative project that includes geological materials. Fourteen existing or planned projects 
covering the geosciences were identified by the respondents and the contacts they listed. 
Only one existing (RLGEO) and two planned projects cover just geological materials. 
Further information about the projects was gathered. 

In this paper, I describe the RLGEO in depth, and briefly describe nine of the 
cooperative projects in the geosciences that were identified through the survey. The 
projects differ in number of participants, materials covered, and goals, but also share some 
similar features. Those features that can be used as models for the development of future 
projects are emphasized. 
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RLGEO Project 

The RLGEO is a pilot project; therefore, one of its primary goals is to test a 
methodology for a particular kind of cooperative collection development project. The 
project was initiated and designed by a small group of RLG geology librarians and 
bibliographers (DeFelice, 1987). The RLGEO project is supported by the RLG Collection 
Management and Development Committee (RLG CMDC), which has limited it to RLG 
libraries. The project follows the RLG CMDC agenda, which includes the goal of 
"promoting collection interdependency by coordinating collecting for a range of subjects 
and materials beyond the scope of any one institution" (Research Libraries Group, 1989, p. 
8). 

Several of the libraries in RLGEO (Columbia, Iowa, Oklahoma, Stanford and NYPL) 
were involved with the RLG's Conoco Project in German Literature and Geology. This 
study tested hypotheses about selector behavior, such as the willingness of selectors to rely 
on other libraries to supply certain types of materials, and about collections, such as 
representation of non-English language materials in geoscience collections (Coleman, 
1987, p. 39). This study indicates that selectors are most willing to depend on other 
libraries for materials acquired to support future research needs (Klimley, 1987, p.73), and 
for materials that are difficult to acquire, especially if these are low use items, such as 
foreign society and survey publications (Klimley, 1987, p. 75). Since 48% of the foreign 
language items in the study were not held by any of the participating libraries, it was also 
concluded that these materials are under-represented in research collections (Klimley, 1986, 
p. 108). 

In light of these findings, the geoscience materials published in Argentina, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Chile and Colombia were selected for a pilot project Materials from such countries 
are inexpensive, go out of print quickly, are difficult to obtain, and are not well represented 
even in research level collections. These materials are not considered to be the core of most 
geology collections yet they often contain the only published geological description of 
particular geographic areas. For this reason, some geologists and librarians consider 
access to them essential. The great variety of geographic areas that are of interest is a 
feature peculiar to the geosciences, and makes it difficult to generalize about the usefulness 
of foreign language materials (Bicheteler and Ward, 1989, p.176). Individual researchers 
may become interested in a different part of the world, new faculty bring new interests, or 
faculty take students on field trips abroad. When these changes happen the librarian finds 
out how little descriptive geological material from the countries of interest is available in the 
collection or through the bibliographic utilities. 

The participants in the RLGEO pilot project agree to take collection responsibility for 
certain subjects within each country. Usually, the library already has a good collection in 
the areas selected. The commitments are recorded on the RLGEO Assumed Collection 
Responsibilities form shown in Figure 1. These forms and the group discussions provide 
the basis for confidence that the libraries will maintain their collecting commitments. 

Much of the geological material from these countries is published in serials. Some of 
these publications are devoted to one broad subject, but many contain articles on a wide 
range of subjects, which makes it difficult to collect material in a single narrow field. It 
may be necessary to reorganize the collection responsibilities by country or into broader 
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categories of subjects by country. This project is small and flexible enough to allow such 
changes. 

Due to the long tum-around time for obtaining materials from South America and the 
small number of countries and subject areas covered, it was decided to have the project run 
for five years. Statistics are kept to track the effect of the project on the participant's 
collections, interlibrary loan, and the bibliographer's time. "Day one" statistics are 
collected when a library joins the project, and libraries can join at any time. Gradual shifts 
in the holdings of the participating libraries are expected as materials are received and 
cancelled. So far there have been no cancellations, but there have been a few decisions not 
to order materials. Changes in the patterns of materials requested on interlibrary loan are 
expected. The RLGEO project has not been running long enough to measure effects on 
collections and interlibrary loan. 

The bibliographers report that they are developing a better understanding of how the 
geology literature is organized and published in less developed countries. The project has 
confirmed several participants' belief that this material is especially difficult to acquire. 
Most of the geological material is produced by government agencies or academic 
departments that may not make publishing and distributing articles and reports a high 
priority. 

An important aspect of the project is that participants share information about how to 
identify and obtain materials. Therefore, even if a library wants to maintain a collection of 
all the materials from all of the countries, a bibliographer can be more effective by 
participating in the project. The geology bibliographers have also had the assistance of 
Latin American specialists with writing appropriate letters, translating tides, and 
understanding the problems with mail systems in some South American countries. 

One of the problems with the RLGEO is that because the materials are generally 
inexpensive, the project has little impact on the budget. Some administrators, librarians 
and researchers do not find these irregularly published, unattractively packaged foreign 
language materials to be very interesting. Another problem is that keeping the statistics and 
writing the annual report for the project is time-consuming. Libraries with centralized 
interlibrary loan, or those with geology collections scattered in several locations find it 
especially difficult to maintain the statistics. 

In summary, the RLGEO is a model for grass-roots cooperative collection 
development of materials that can be organized by geographic area. The Assumed 
Collection Responsibilities form could be adapted to provide information on shared 
collecting activities by subject under any geographic breakdown. Communication among 
the participants is facilitated by the small size of the group, the use of electronic mail, and 
face-face meetings. Interlibrary loan of shared materials is assured by a common 
bibliographic utility. Due to the project, participants have paid special attention to collecting 
low-use research materials that otherwise might not be available in RLG libraries. 

The RLGEO project is unique in that it is only concerned with geological materials 
from a few countries. Other projects that cover geoscience materials are broader in scope, 
and include non-geoscience materials as well. These are described in the next section. 
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Cooperative Collection Development Projects 

The University of California/Stanford Map Librarians Group (UC/Stanford MLG) 
provides a model for how a group of librarians can work cooperatively to develop 
collections under a condition of serious funding shortages. The history, successes and 
current activities of this group are well covered by Stanley D. Stevens in his article in the 
June 1989 WAML Information Bulletin (Stevens, 1989, p. 207-214). I will briefly 
describe the group's involvement in the UC Shared Purchase Program as a model for 
cooperative collection development. 

The mandate to cooperate came from an institutional decision to handle the library 
collections of the nine University of California (UC) campuses as if they were one 
collection. The Shared Purchase Program was developed out of this mandate. The 
UC/Stanford MLG establishes priorities for items the members want to obtain under the 
Shared Purchase Program. A benefit of this cooperative approach is that the group is able 
to present a unified case for the purchase of expensive items. The librarians have been also 
been able to make unusual location decisions, such as dividing an aerial photograph set 
among the libraries by anticipated use. Members of the UC/Stanford MLG have produced 
lists of map sets held in the libraries, and have developed collecting plans for the libraries. 

This project provides an example of how a cooperative effort under an institutional 
mandate can be successful when the individual librarians work together to establish 
common priorities. 

Sharing collections among the UC libraries has provided the impetus for the Pilot 
Study on Shared Access to Translation Journals in Science, Engineering and Medicine. A 
group of librarians was appointed by the UC Collection Development Committee to 
develop a project to ensure continued access to cover-to-cover translations of Chinese and 
Russian journals in engineering, medicine and the sciences (Sullivan, 1989). Such 
expensive and little-used translation journals are prime candidates for cancellation when a 
library needs to cut the current serials budget. Twenty-three of the 302 journal titles in the 
project are geoscience journals. 

This project specifies acquisition and preservation commitments for five years. The 
libraries ranked their titles on a scale of 1 to 3. A rank of 1 means that the library will keep 
the title regardless of holdings in other libraries; a rank of 2 means the library would agree 
to retain the title if it were paid for by the Shared Purchase Program; a rank of 3 means that 
the library plans to cancel the title, and also considers it unnecessary for the UC system. 
Of the 23 geoscience titles on the list, one received a rank of 2, and three received a rank of 
3. The project group recommended that titles receiving a rank of 3 be referred to the Center 
for Research Libraries for retention there, and that retention responsibilities be indicated on 
the UC system's shared online catalog. 

This project has a demonstrable fmancial impact because libraries are able to cancel 
expensive titles. Its success is based on the ability of the Shared Purchase Program to pay 
for titles retained by just one campus, and the guarantee of rapid document delivery among 
the UC/Stanford Libraries. The project provides a format for sharing responsibility for a 
narrowly-defmed set of materials on a title-by-title basis. 
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The libraries in Alaska have been working toward a statewide collection development 
program since 1982, when the libraries started developing the conspectus that was adapted 
into the Pacific Northwest Conspectus. The Alaska Coordinated Collection Development 
Agreement is growing out of this work (Stephens, 1989, p. 15). Collection assignments 
for some subjects have been made. The geoscience materials in some Alaska libraries will 
undoubtably be included in this coordinated collection development program, now that the 
conspectus data for geoscience collections is available (Stephens and Triplehorn, 1987). 

Cooperative Preservation Projects 

There are special preservation problems for geoscience materials. Folded and flat 
maps have valuable information, and color is especially important in maps, photographs 
and charts. Older materials are more valuable in the geosciences than in most other 
sciences. Folded maps have been identified as especially problematic (Klimley, 1982). 
However, responses to the survey question "what type of material needs or will need 
preservation the most?" did not show consensus on this issue. It seems that all types of 
materials are in need ofpresevation work. Journals were mentioned 14 times, folded maps 
14 times, books 11 times, flat maps 10 times, USGS documents 5 times, and theses and 
thesis maps 3 times. One respondent listed "everything". Three libraries have preservation 
studies in progress, and three have grants for preservation. Fourteen respondents did not 
have an estimate of the amount of material that needs preservation. Two to fifty percent of 
the materials in the respondents' collections needs preservation immediately, and five to 
fifty percent will need preservation in ten years. These percentages are approximations; the 
exact extent of the problem is unknown. 

Twenty-four of the 47 respondents to the survey indicated a willingness to participate 
in a cooperative preservation project, 13 had no answer to the question, and 10 indicated 
they would not be interested. Reasons for lack of interest included availability of funding 
for preservation in the institution, and lack of a good alternative to microfilming materials. 
Two existing cooperative preservation projects are mentioned here, although neither has 
covered many geological materials. 

Geological materials make up less than 1% of the items preserved through the New 
York State Historic Map Preservation Project, but the project is likely to include many more 
geological maps if the grant from the New York State Preservation Program is renewed. 
The project preserved about 2000 unique pre-1940 New York maps in their original format 
at a cost of $130,000 (Allen, 1989). 

The Western Association of Map Libraries' (W AML) Map Microfilming Consortium 
has undertaken several cooperative map microfilming projects for the preservation of 
geographic maps. Membership in this independent consortium is open to anyone; the 
group crosses traditional institutional affiliations (Cruse, 1985). 
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Planned Projects 

There are several cooperative collection development and preservation projects being 
organized that provide useful ideas and models for other future programs. Libraries that 
have described their collections using the conspectus or are developing other ways to share 
information about their collections are in a good position to develop such programs. · 

Librarians at the United States Geological Survey Library in Reston are in the 
preliminary stages of identifying areas of overlap and developing agreements to share 
collecting responsibilities with the National Agriculture Library and the National 
Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration library. A modification of the RLG 
conspectus is being used to describe the respective collections and a collection policy 
statement is being developed. The USGS librarians are also interested in having the serials 
they cancel included in the GIS serials cancellation list. 

The RLG Long-Term Serials Project is concerned with shared retention of journals on 
a title-by-title basis. The procedures manual for the project is under development. A pilot 
version of the project is completed for chemistry, mathematics and business. Involvement 
in the RLG Long-Term Serials Project will be an area of future activity for RLG earth 
science librarians. 

The U.S. Polar Information Project, which has received NSF funding, is an 
innovative shared collection information project. The product of the U.S. Polar 
Information Project will be a CD-ROM disk with the cataloging records for unique items 
held by the participating libraries drawn from RLIN, WLN and the institutions' online 
catalogs. Cooperative collection development and preservation plans could result from this 
project. 

Cooperative preservation of UC masters theses in the geosciences has been proposed 
by Barbara Haner of the University of California at Riverside. Masters theses are not well 
covered by the University Microfilms International program, and the maps are especially 
endangered. The proposal involves cooperative microfilming of the theses. Preserving the 
maps is a problem; paper copies may be made. 
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Summary 

There are few current cooperative collection development and preservation projects in 
the geosciences. A common feature of these projects is the use of existing or new tools to 
communicate information about collections by subjects or titles. These projects are 
important as models for other cooperative ventures. The special tools developed for 
sharing information about commitments to collect and/or preserve materials can be adapted 
for use with other programs. 

The impact of the existing and planned projects on geoscience collections is minimal in 
terms of numbers of titles and budgets. However, it is important to concentrate on the 
"peripheral" materials since these are being cut from collections to support the expensive 
core journals. There is justification to the fear that all collections will look the same if this 
trend continues. 

Bibliographers may initiate or support cooperative programs if the coverage of a 
subject area is threatened, but adminstrators need to see budgetary impacts. Programs for 
the future may have to show financial benefits to receive institutional, long-term support. 

Some of the projects cross traditional institutional affiliations. Rapid communication 
via electronic mail and document delivery by telefacsimile has made it easier for networks 
to be established, and for participants to share collections even though the libraries involved 
may not all use the same bibliographic utilities. 

There is a pressing need to act soon to preserve older materials, and unique items such 
as theses. Preserving materials in their original formats or in microform is extremely 
costly, and funding agencies are more likely to sponsor preservation projects that affect 
more than one institution's collection. Technological developments are providing new 
options for cooperative preservation projects. It may be possible for institutions to 
cooperatively purchase color laser copiers or equipment to digitize maps. 

Conclusion 

If libraries are to provide access to the world's historic and current geoscience 
information, cooperative collection development and preservation programs must be 
continued and further developed. These programs should include both acquisition and 
preservation efforts since both are necessary aspects of long-term commitments. In order 
to set the stage for cooperative preservation projects, work on assessing the condition of 
collections is essential. 

Distribution of the information found in research journals as we know them today may 
change. The current models for cooperative programs could be applied to arrangements for 
sharing materials in electronic format as well. More information will undoubtably be 
available in electronic format in the future, and this material lends itself to being shared 
more easily than material on paper. However, the foreign language journals, the 
publications of the small state societies, and materials from less-developed countries will be 
available only in the traditional paper format for a long time. 
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It is important for libraries to establish long-term agreements that are supported by 
administrators, librarians and researchers so that it is possible to depend upon collection 
commitments. In order for this to work, these key people need to see collections in terms 
of what a library can access rather than in terms of what it physically owns. The ultimate 
goal is to cooperatively build and maintain a national research collection which, due to 
financial contraints and the rapid growth of information, is beyond the ability of any one 
library. 
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ACCESS TO GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION 
IN THE ONLINE CATALOG 

Gordon S. Banholzer, Jr. 
Price Gilbert Memorial Library 

Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332 

Abstract--More than 1 00 academic, corporate, governmental and other libraries 
having collections of geoscience materials were surveyed to determine the present 
degree of access to geoscience information in their online catalogs. The libraries 
were querried on the breadth and depth of coverage of a variety of materials and 
formats. Information was also obtained on other aspects of the libraries' online 
catalogs, such as search keys/operators and other system features, as well as planned 
enhancements and developments. Access to geoscience information in the online 
information system at the Georgia Institute of Technology, as well as general features 
of the system, is also described. The Georgia Tech system employs BRS software for 
searching in more than 10 databases, including the catalogs of both Georgia Tech and 
Georgia State University. In addition, bibliographic databases such as INSPEC, Applied 
Science and Technology Index, and Compendex Plus provide some degree of access 
to areas of the geosciences literature over the past 3 to 4 years. Access to this online 
system is provided through dedicated terminals in the library and via remote connection 
through the campus local area network. 

Introduction 

Computer-based systems that provide access to a variety of geoscience information 
have been, and are being, developed and implemented. Bibliographic information 
systems are predominantly managed by libraries and information centers, while the 
implementation of numeric and spatial databases has primarily been by research 
organizations and the development and production departments of mineral and 
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petroleum exploration companies. These computer -based systems span a range of 
sizes, from locally developed bibliographic databases residing on a single personal 
computer to multicomponent systems that involve participating libraries in different states 
(e.g., Rowell, 1982; Machovec, 1989). 

This paper reports on the nature of online catalogs or information systems that are 
being utilized in geoscience libraries or libraries that have collections of geoscience 
materials and information as well as the breadth and depth of coverage of information 
in the systems. Although this information is predominantly bibliographic, it may also be 
composed of numeric, textual and graphical data elements. 

In the first part of this paper, initial tabulation of responses to a survey 
questionnarie sent to a number of libraries and information centers in the United States 
and Canada are presented. In the second part, the online information system at 
the Georgia Institute of Technology is briefly described. 

Survey of Online Catalogs 

Previous Work 

Pruett (1986) reported on the state of the art in geoscience libraries for the 3rd 
International Geoscience Information Conference in Adelaide, Australia. She proposed 
a variety of aspects and components of an "ideal" geoscience information system. Such 
a system should provide access to a variety of bibliographic formats such as books, journal 
articles, field trip guidebooks, open-file reports, dissertations, maps, etc. Numeric data 
should also be available, and due to the nature of most geoscience information, 
geographically-attributed data should be retrievable from spatial databases. In addition, 
the system should provide capabilites for, among other attributes: natural language 
searching, document delivery, graphic display of data, and selective dissemination of 
information. 

Lewis (1987) published the results of a survey on the needs of users of geoscience 
libraries and information centers. One of the questions dealt with the occurrence of online 
catalogs. Approximately 15% of the 23 respondents reported having only an online 
catalog while 41% indicated that they employed both an online system and a card catalog; 
44% did not use an online catalog. 

There have been a number of published descriptions of automation projects in 
geoscience libraries as well as database development and online catalogs containing 
geoscience information libraries (e.g. Puterski and Koepp, 1986; Satalkar and Kunte, 
1988). 
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Methodology 

A questionnaire composed of 20 questions was mailed to 194 libraries having 
collections of geoscience materials. The libraries were selected from the membership of 
the Geoscience Information Society and from the Directory of Special Libraries and 
Information Centers, 12th Edition. Usable responses were received from 104 libraries, 
a response rate of 54 %. The survey questionnarie was intended to gather information 
on aspects of the libraries such as size of collection, clientele, type of catalog, nature of 
the online catalog, and depth and breadth of coverage of a variety of geoscience 
information formats. The survey was restricted to libraries and information centers; 
information systems employed for mineral or petroleum exploration and development were 
not included. 

The survey reported on here obtained information on some but not all aspects of 
Pruett's ideal system. These results thus provide some "ground truth" on the degree to 
which library or information center-based information systems have moved toward 
such a system. 

Results 

Following are tabulations of the basic responses to most of the survey questions. 
Further analysis of the responses, such as according to size and/or type of library, will be 
completed and published in the future. 

The responding libraries (N = 104) were classified according to their primary setting 
or user. Nearly half ( 47%) were primarily academic; 26% industry or consulting; 5% 
research institutes; 19% governmental; and 3% were other (public, etc.) 

Responding libraries cover a significant range in size of their collections. 22% have 
less than 10,000 volumes; 28% between 10,000 and 25,000; 26% from 25,000 to 50,000; 
and 25% have more than 50,000. 

Question 3 was intended to determine the size of the libraries' geoscience holdings 
relative to their total collections. For 26% of the libraries geosciences materials comprised 
less than 1/4 of the collection, 14% reported between 1/4 and 1/2, 14% indicated between 
1/2 and 3/4, and 46% of the respondents said that more than 3/4 of their collections 
consist of geoscience materials. 

When asked whether they currently have an online catalog, 70% reported having one 
while 30% did not at the time of the survey. Several respondents (e.g. California Institute 
of Technology) reported the planned imminent implementation of an online system but 
were counted as "no" since the systems were not actually up and running at the time of 
this survey. 
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For those libraries (N = 31) that reported that they do not currently have an online 
catalog, 23 (74%) indicated that they do have plans to have a system in the future but 8 
(26%) said that they do not have plans to add an online catalog. 

Of the the 23 that do have plans, 10 ( 43%) expect to have a system in place within 
the next year, 9 (39%) within the next 1-3 years, and for 4 libraries (17%) the online 
catalog is more than 3 years away. 

Online catalogs are based primarily on mainframe computers (62% ), with 
approximately equal use of minis (20%) and micros (18% ). 

The majority of current online catalogs have been in operation between 1 and 5 years 
(57%). New systems operational for less than 1 year comprise about 19%, and systems 
in place for longer periods of time constitute 18% for the 6 to 10 year span, and 6% for 
more than 10 years. 

Respondents reported on the categories of library users and clients who have access 
to the online catalog. Since more than one response was possible, categories sum to more 
than 100% About 55% allow unrestricted access by the public while 5% place some 
restrictions on public use. Slightly more than half (51%) of all libraries have access for 
students and faculty. Nearly half ( 48%) allow access to company employees and 
researchers. Forty percent permit access by other libraries; about 18% restrict use of the 
online catalog to their own library staff. 

About 70% of libraries having online catalogs have provision for dial-in remote access. 
Of these libraries, 37% permit unrestricted remote access by the public while 18% allow 
restricted public access. Fifty nine percent have remote access for students and faculty; 
43% for company employees and researchers. Other libraries can remotely access the 
catalog for 53% of the respondents; 4% restrict remote access to library staff only. 

Libraries were asked to indicate the percentage of their actual geoscience holdings 
that are currently represented in their online catalogs. Less than 1/4 is in the catalog in 
21% of the libraries, about 11% have between 1/4 and 1/2; 26% report from 1/2 to 3/4, 
and 41% report that more than 3/4 is represented. Based on responses to a following 
question on plans for inputting records into the online catalog, it appears that 
approximately 20% of the libraries to have online catalog access to essentially all of their 
present collection. 

Information was obtained regarding the search keys and commands provided by the 
online catalog software. Responses from 70 libraries are summarized in Table 1, and 
indicate the degree to which information loaded into the online catalog can be 
specified and retrieved. 
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Table 1. Occurrence of search keys/operators in online 
catalogs. N =70 

Search Key/Operator 

Total Author!fitle/Subject* 
Exact Author(fitle/Subject* 
Author!fitle/Subject Keyword* 
General Keyword 
Record/Document Type 
Publication Information 
Map Coordinates/Scales 
Identification Number 

ISBN!ISSN 
OCLC/RLIN, etc. 
Call Number 
Sample/specimen 

Boolean 
Word(ferm proximity 
Truncation/Wildcard 

* Access to at least 1 of A!f/S 

Percentage 

99 
86 
80 
46 
43 
37 
17 
83 
51 
24 
81 
4 

70 
27 
67 

The ~braries and information centers were querried regarding the online represenation 
of a variety of types and formats of information. Some of the formats and types are 
specifically related to geoscience, others are more generic. Reponses from 68 libraries are 
given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Representation of information 
formats in online catalogs. N =68 

Format 

Monographs 
Journals/Periodicals 
Journal/Periodical Holdings 
Conference Proceedings 
Field trip Guidebooks 
Maps 
Aerial Photographs/Images 
Federal Open-File Reports 
State Open-File Reports 
Other Federal Documents 
Other State Documents 
Archival Materials 
Bibliographic Databases 
Numeric Databases 
Spatial Databases 
Tables of Content 
Monograph Chapters 
Book Indexes 

Percentage 

100 
79 
60 
97 
91 
65 
13 
63 
53 
79 
76 
19 
22 
1 
1 
9 
9 
1 

The libraries and information centers were also asked to provide information on 
future additions and enhancements to the breadth and depth of coverage in their online 
catalogs. First tabulations of the results indicate that nearly half of those who responded 
to this question (N =20) plan greater access to mews, with smaller percentages (10-25% 
for each category) indicated for journal/periodical titles, journal/periodical holdings, federal 
documents, and bibliographic databases. 

These initial survey results indicate that progress has been made by some institutions 
towards a fully developed geoscience information system. None, however, has yet 
competely reached the levels of robustness, intregration and sophistication of Pruett's 
idealized system. Technical hurdles, institutional or company policy constraints, as well as 
financial realities make the achievement of a fully developed geoscience information 
systems that provide convenient online access to the full range of formats and types of 
information is still a goal for the future. 
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The Online System at the Georgia Tech Library 

Following is an overview of the Online Information System at the Georgia Tech 
Library. Descriptions of the system have been published previously by Zimmerman et al. 
(1987), Drake (1987, 1989), and Tinker (1987). 

Introduction 

In May 1985 a computer-based online catalog was implemented. Previously, a 
computer output microfiche catalog was employed, with copies distributed to 
administrative, academic, and research units throughout the campus. The initial online 
database loaded was the libary's catalog. It presently resides on an IBM 4361 mainframe. 
Since 1985 more than 10 additional databases contining primarily bibliographic data have 
been added (Drake, 1989); bibliographic records for more than 4.5 million articles are 
currently represented and accessible in the system. The BRS-based online system has 
recently been renamed the Georgia Tech Electronic Library (GTEL). The online catalog 
is called GTEC, and each of the other databases also has a 4 letter name (conforming to 
the BRS file naming convention). A summary of GTEL is shown in Table 3. 

The automated library system at Georgia Tech involves separate systems for the 
online catalog, serials control, and circulation. Thus, location of a particular item in some 
cases can involve searching more than one system in order to verify the item's existence 
and location in the library. 

GTEL 

BRS/Search was selected as the software for the online system. This package includes 
a number of advanced features such as full text searching, full Boolean logic, word 
proximity operators, and a number of administrative and report-generating capabilities. 

The online system can be accessed in two ways. Either by dedicated terminals in the 
library or by connecting from a remote site via the campus local area network GTNET. 
The library has recently be partially rewired with optical fiber cables, allowing for the 
initial implemetation of a local area network (in addition to the campus-wide LAN), and 
the addition of more dedicated terminals to a current total of 18 for public access. 
Remote access is limited through the use of id numbers and passwords to currently 
enrolled students as well as faculty and staff of Georgia Tech. 

Many of the dedicated terminals in the library have printers attached so that screen 
prints of displayed search results can be obtained. Users logged onto the system from 
remote sites can have up to 500 records printed off at the campus computing center. Any-
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or all fields can be selected and the records sorted by up to 2 fields (e.g. by author and 
journal name, by call number and date, etc.). 

The library has operated an on-campus information delivery systems (LENDS) since 
the early 1970's. The addition of the online catalog and bibliographic databases has 
increased significantly the utilization of LENDS for delivering library materials to faculty 
in their offices and workplaces. LENDS requests can be made campus mail, telephone, 
or by electonic mail. 

GTEL Databases 

Table 3 shows the present databases currently available on GTEL, including the years 
of coverage for each. 

Code 

GTEC 
GSUL 
ASTI 
ENGI 
INSP 
MAGI 
COMP 
NEW 
MGMT 
TRND 
CBDI 
EISD 
HELP 

TABLE 3. 

Database Coverage 

Georgia Tech Library Catalog All titles to 11/15/89 
Georgia State University Catalog All titles from 1/75 to 3/89 
Applied Sci. & Technol. Index 12/86-9/89 
Compendex Plus 1/87-10/89 
INSPEC 1/86-10/89 
Magazine Index 1/84-10/89 
Computer Database 5/86-9/89 
Newspaper Index 1/87-9/89 
Management Contents 5/86-10/89 
Trade & Industry Index 1/84-10/89 
Commerce Business Daily Updated daily 
Eng. & Ind. Software Directory Updated twice/year 
GTEL System User Guide 

Three bibliographic databases in particular provide limited access to geoscience 
information: INSPEC (1986-present) Compendex Plus (1987-present), and Applied Science 
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and Technology Index (December 1986-present). The total number of citations available 
is between 1.5 and 2 million, although there is some overlap among the three. For some 
topics the databases may be adequate for some research purposes (geophysics, engineering 
geology, atmospheric physics, etc); in other cases the subjects indexed may be appropriate 
only for undergraduate purposes. In addition, there are obvious topics in the geosciences 
that are not covered sufficiently in these particular databases. For example, subjects such 
as igneous petrology, paleontology, or organic geochemistry, for example, are covered 
poorly, if at all. 

The School of Geophysical Sciences has recently been renamed the School of Earth 
and Atmospheric Sciences, reflecting changing patterns of faculty research and funding. 
The available databases, particularly INSPEC, do provide some degree of online access 
to relevant literature, but likely are underutilized by faculty and students at present. 
Efforts have been directed, both individually and through groups presentations to increase 
awareness and use of these resources. 

Search Keys 

The BRS software provides a powerful search engine for the online catalog. Any 
word (except stop words) in the record is searchable; words may be limited to particular 
fields to narrow a search. Full Boolean capabilities (AND, OR, XOR, NOT) are 
provided. In addition, word proximity operators (ADJ, WITH, SAME) as well as 
wildcard/truncation ($) can be employed by system users to tailor their searches. 

Tags are given for some but not all locations in the library. No location tags for 
Reference or Ready Reference are included in the records at this time. A project to be 
completed in the near future will add more explicit and detailed location information to 
existing GTEC records. 

Documents in the GTEC, ENGI, and INSP databases can be searched by record type. 
In GTEC, for example, all serials have the "SER" tag in the RT field. Thus, ANDing 
"SER.RT." to title keywords enables the user to eliminate all monographs (MON) with 
those same keywords from the search. Other current GTEC record types include MAP, 
THES (Tech theses and dissertations), DOC (federal documents), and CONF (conference 
proceeding). More than 1 record type code can be tagged to a GTEC record. 

Identification numbers such as call number (LC and SuDoc), ISBN/ISSN, and OCLC 
are included in GTEC records and can be searched. 

Maps can be searched, although not completely successfully or uniquely, by map scale. 
For example, bibliographic map records that contain a scale of 1:40,000 can be searched 
by the BRS statement "1 ADJ 40 ADJ 000" ('1' may be used if there is a previous Set 1). 
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Limiting the map scale search statement to the TI (title), NT (Notes) or MI 
(Miscellaneous) may be more successful than an unlimited search. Also, including the 
term "scale" before the numeric scale values can further restrict the results and may help 
avoid records that mention numeric scales only in passing. 

Formats of Information 

Journals 
Records for nearly all periodical titles have been entered into the GTEC database. 

Volume (or piece) level holdings information is available. A "current subscription" tag is 
added to the holdings field and can be searched. A search procedure that likely is not 
employed by most system users is searching for the "cs" tag in the searchable (but 
nondisplayed) CS field (i.e. the search statement" cs.CS."). Holdings of serials are 
particularly well displayed in GTEC. The HL field shows all bound holdings through the 
most recent binding. Volumes bound with missing issues are marked by being enclosed 
within {} brackets. 

Although records for serials at Georgia State University can be searched via the 
GSUL database, no specific holdings information is available on the tapes loaded into 
GTEL. 

Maps 
All maps in the collection (about 160,000) are accessible either as individual sheets 

or through series entries; there are more than 15,100 GTEC records. There are no 
current plans to analyze series-only holding in order to provide access to separate sheets. 
The 7.5 and 15 minute topographic quadrangles are represented in GTEC only through 
a series entry from each state. 

Open-file reports 
Federal open-file reports are represented, either as individual titles (mainly I 19:42) 

or through a series entry (I 19.76). The few open-file reports issued by state agencies in 
the collection are also represented in G TEC. 

Fieldtrip Guidebooks 
The library's holdings of guidebooks, although limited in number, have been entered 

into GTEC as monographic records and are searchable. 
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Other Federal and State Documents 
The Georgia Tech Library is a depository for federal documents. All such documents 

acquired since 1980 are loaded into GTEC, either individually or as series. State 
documents in the collection also are accessable. 

Archives 
Some but not all archival materials can be searched on GTEC. Materials from the 

Georgia Tech Research Institute are deposited with Archives and GTEC records created. 

Spatial Databases 
Although there are no definite plans at present for access to spatial databases from 

the library, it is possible that some provision for such a capability may be in the offing as 
a state- wide spatial database is created over the next several years. This database is 
being developed as part of a State of Georgia economic development plan and will contain 
topographic, land use and natural resources components in addition to demographic and 
other economic data. 

The Future 

A primary goal for the Georgia Tech Library is to provide information services and 
systems that employ appropriate methods and leading edge technologies to educate and 
enrich the Tech academic community. The development of GTEL over the past four 
years, combined with existing services, has moved significantly toward achieving this goal. 
This is a continuing process, however, and additional steps are under consideration to 
further enhance the library's value and service. Additional bibliographic, numeric, and 
graphics databases are under active development or are being reviewed and may be added 
to the system in coming months or years. 
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Abstract~ jow:nal exists because it has a number of 
unique roles within the scientific enter:prise. Four major 
functions for the scientific jow:nal are defined arrl the 
advantages of this established fonn are detailed arrl a 
suggestion for an electronic j ow:na1 capable of provid:irq the 
means of perfonn.i.n:] all of these functions is offered. Sane 
of the major obstacles are discussed arrl rationale are 
offered for dlarxJe to a system that employs the latest 
technologies arrl has the ability to cl'lan;'e as technology arrl 
infonnation needs of the geoscience ccmm.mi.ty cl'lan;'e. 

'IRE PAST 

Si.rx=e the middle of the seventeenth centw:y the jow:na1 has been the 
prilnary medium used by scientists, includin;J geologists arrl other geoscien
tists, to record science. For m:>re than three hurrlred years the j ow:na1 has 
served the scientific CCillllll.ln.ity, albeit with certain limitations, to produce 
the only product of science-scientific literature. 

As the number of scientists arrl technologists grew arrl acx::elerated 
durin;~ this period, m:>st rapidly in this century, arrl as the degree of 
specialization arrl deman:ls for speed of publication arrl distribution placed 
greater pressure on all aspects of the scientific/technological enter:prise, 
the jow:na1 took on new roles arrl greater responsibilities, exparrled, 
cl'lan;'ed, adapted arrl struggled for its place in that enter:prise. 

'IRE PRESENI' 

As the matured product of a slow evolution, the jomnal has taken on the 
distinct functions ncM so clearly identified with it. 'Ihe first of these 
functions is to c::amm.micate the results of original research, obsavations, 
creative ideas, arrl interruptions from the scientific community to the 
scientific c::amm.mity. '!his was the original role of the jow:na1 arrl the one 
which has remained essentially ~ed since its invention. 
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'Ihe secon::1 function of the journal is to serve as a permanent re{X)Sitory 
or archive of research or obsel:vati on of natural };ilenc::lnena ani events. '!his 
function was in place shortly after the appearance of the journal in 1665. 
'!his function became the primary function through the middle of the nine
teenth century, servin;J to archive the presentations made at society 
tooetin;rs. Earlier scientists were reluctant to submit original research 
fi..rrli.rgs ani ideas for fear they would be stolen. 

'Ihe third function is to establ ish priority of an idea, theory, 
discovery or research fin:lin;J. 

'!he remainin;;J function is that of establishirg ani maintainin;;J stan:3ards 
of quality reportin;J. 

Ccln'plementin;J these functi ons is that of establishirg rep.Itations; the 
rep1tations of authors, their organizations, affiliations ani associations, 
ani the p.lblishers of the journals, whether learned/scientific societies, 
universities, governments or camnercial publishers. 

Certain journals, those other than the ones we refer to as archival 
journals, also serve to CCil'lll'D..U1icate information about camnercial ani 
teclmical products, announce events ani the distribution of grants ani other 
activities of members of the CCil'lll'D..U1ity ani serve as a book review meditnn. 

I shall corx::entrate on the archival journal ani not treat the many 
variations of the joornal. 'Ihe technical journal, the house oz:gan, the 
popular science journal, the trade journal ani the translation journal are 
all special cases. 

Of the four functions given above, CCil'lll'D..U1icatin;J, archivin;J, establish
ing priority ani maintainin;J starxiards, information scientists, librarians, 
ani biblianetrians have concentratEd on the first two, while the scientific 
ccmnunity has corx::entratErl (or at least placed toore E!ITI)hasis ani i.Irportarx::e) 
on the latter two, priority establ ishment ani starx3a.rd maintenance. 

If any ch.arqes are to be proposed it will be necessary to look at the 
entire scientific enterprise ani to fully urrle.rstan:l what is desirable from 
all perspectives. 'Ihe journal, in addition to servin;J the scientific 
ccmnunity well, has a rn.nnber of unique advantages, it is 

* An excellent source for keepin;J up to date in both a broad field arrl 
a narrow specialty, either one's own or those in which one has an 
interest. 

* A useful source of specific data or factual information. 

* A prestigious place to publ ish (for same fields the only place) 

* Easy to use. 
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'!HE PROBilM 

With all of that goin;J for it, what's the problem? In fact, there is a 
whole catalog of problems that could be listed. I shall speak to same of 
them arrl then suggest same solutions to a few of them. 

One major problem that this audience kJ'la.Js all too well is its costs. 
Whether the rapidly increasin;J subscriptions prices charged to libraries 
(which have risen 100%, 200% arrl even 700%) or those prices charged to 
in::lividual subscribers, price is a major problem. A secon:l problem is 
slowness of p.lblication, which has bec:x:ll'!e 100re of a problem in recent years 
with greater numbers of scientists submittin;J papers. Many scientific 
journals have large back logs of unpublished articles. 

A third problem is that of space. '!he curount of physical space required 
to record fin:lin;Js, expan:led data collection arrl descriptions of processes 
arrl instrumentation necessary to con:luct research. Interestin;Jly, the 
computer has contributed to this problem. As the computer has made it 
possible to deal with 11U.lch larger data sets than was possible earlier, the 
recordin;J of these data sets can also be done with relative ease, but require 
a great deal of space, space which is not available without trade-offs. 

A persistent problem is the ever increasin;J number of journal titles, 
many with ever increasin;Jly narrc:M specialization. 'Ihi.s leads to wide 
scatterin;J of the literature arrl board dispersion of ideas. '!he inability to 
be selective in the delivery of papers to specific audiences is a related 
problem. Research reveals that only a small fraction, perllaps 5 to 10% of 
the content of even highly specialized journals are of interest to any given 
reader. Research also shows same of p.lblished works is of interest to no 
one! '!he inability of the existin;J retrieval tools, whether printed or in 
their machine-readable equivalent fonnat, to identify arrl retrieve needed 
infonnation is a growin;J problem, due in part to the size of the corpus of 
literature arrl in part to its fragmentation arrl dispersion. 

'!he list of disadvantages could be expan:led, but suffice it here to 
acknowledge that there are good reasons to consider major IOOdifications of 
the system as it is presently constituted. 

What are the possibilities? Because many of the synptams of the 
djseased patient have been present for quite awhile, many earlier changes 
have been tried. Letters journals, microfonn journals, dual publication 
journals, arrl synoptic journals have all been attempted, same of these 
continue with a certain degree of success. I only have to remin:i this 
audience that one such attempt in geology meet with an emphatic lack of 
enthusiasm arrl support arrl was alirost an instant failure, the attempt to 
p.lblish the GSA Bulletin in microfonn. 

'!he c::atp.Iter, with the new sophisticated software used for word process
in;} arrl data management, the facsimile machine, the optical recordin;J of 
data, fiber optics arrl satellite transmission are all available to be 
considered as parts of any new system designed to perfonn functions rKM 

perfonned by the printed journal. 
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'lbere are many cl'larges ~ible usi.n;J these new technologies. Cllarges 
that would not only modify the appeararx::e of the journal but its availabil
ity, its econanics , its use an:i the way it is viewed by both producers 
(writer, editor, an:i publisher) an:i the users (scientists, librarians an:i 
others). 

Scientific scholarship is the ~oi.n;J process of refined obserlations, 
discoveries, interpretations an:i conclusions. In t:unl, education is the 
a<X}Uisition of finer an:i finer skills of discrimination. Arrj ccmm.mication 
am archivi.n;J system of the future needs to be as refined, as sqhl.sticated, 
as discriminati.n;J an:i as current as scholarship an:i education to save the 
needs of science. 

I offer an outline of a computerized system usi.n;J the present technol
CI:JY, it is only one of many such systems, some of which have been experi
mented with an:i have deioonstrated a modicum of success. I concentrate on the 
rationale for arry such system an:i suggest some advantages that might result 
fran its adoption an:i enployment. 

'lHE FU1URE 

A CXJJpiteri.zed OCJIIII.micatiat system: 'Ihe author submits a ''manuscript" 
in the fonn of a CClllp.lter readable record. '!his might be a floppy disk or 
other kirxi of disk or si.Irply a computerized text sent usi.n;J ccmp.Iter or 
electronic mail to the editor of the "journal" of choice. Illustrations 
would also be sent in the same manner or usi.n;J a facsimile machine. 

'lhe editor edits an:i the referees referee as at the present except all 
c:arrm..mication between referee an:i editor is done electronically an:i all 
material physically transmitted is done either usi.n;J electronic mail or 
facsimile machines. After canpletion of the process the "paper" is accepted 
for publication, not unlike the present. 

'Ihe "paper", instead of bei.n;J gathered with other "papers" an:i assembled 
into an issue of the journal, is si.Irply added to the store of other contribu
tions in c:x::mpiter-reader format in a full text database appropriate to the 
subject coverage of the contributi on, bei.n;J a part of a larger system of 
c:::c:npatible databases representi.n;J all of geoscience an:i canplementi.n;J systems 
designed to save other segments of the scientific ccmnunity. 

An announcement of the contribution is made in a publication designed to 
list all contributions of a particular specialty. We might call such a 
publication, List of Newly Available Papers in Paleontology or Contributions 
for Week 26 Added to the Rwsics of the Earth. 'lhis armouncement medium 
would be sent by the responsible agency to all subscribers on an established 
frequency, say weekly, an:i would also be available online instantly as a part 
of a fee schedule resembli.n;J a subscription charge. 'lhe armouncements could 
be for an area quite narrow or quite broad deperxli..n;; on the rnnnber of 
contributions an:i the interests ( an:i pocket book) of the subscriber. 

'lhe subscriber ( in:li vidual scientist) would be free to scan the ap
propriate announcement savices an:i view online any contribution of interest. 
Also any paper could be retrieved by use of the appropriate identification or 
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through se.arch.i.rq of the full text of the papers in some subset of a larger 
field or an array of fields. Fees would be assessed d.epen:iirq on the mmt 
used arrl the connect time, some combination of these or in some yet to be 
determined manner as a :rreasure of the worth to the user of the retrieved 
infonnation. 

All the ways bibliographic databases are used today would be available 
to users. All the new technologies for recording databases could be used to 
record full text contributions. CD-RCM, IDRM or the newly developed optical 
systems where both m.llti recorclirxJs arrl ITD.l1. ti uses are possible would be 
errployed as needed. 

Ccmnents could be made concern.i.rg any contribution in the system. SUch 
comments could be offered by their authors, by readers or other users. Con
tributions could be retrieved with or without these additions. 

Citation retrieval, because all references that are a part of a con
tribution, would be searchable. All identified connections with other 
contributions could be affixed as an integral part of any contribution, as 
applicable. 

As a variation on this, a citation record could also be maintained. as 
future contributions cited existirg works, that is, a retrieved article would 
not only display cited works, but citirg works after beirg added to the file, 
as it were, a record of subsequent use. 

Author abstracts, edited as appropriate, could be searched separately. 
Tenns could be added to any contribution to assist in its retrieval. 

~part or the whole of any record could be retrieved arrl delivered 
upon request at stations available to all users of the system. 

As new data chan;Jes the facts recorded in recorded contributions these 
chan;Jes will be noted as a part of the affected records. 

Crossfile arrl crosshost search protocols would pennit carrplete acces
sibility of all contributions from any field or area of specialty irrespec
tive of their source or where they might have been published urrler the system 
of joumal publication currently in force. Ideas would not be confined. to 
their packages as they are l'lCM, but would be available with relative ease to 
all users from whatever field or specialty. 

Scientists care little about the packages of ideas, only the ideas 
themselves arrl their intellectual source. Ask any physicist about quantum 
theory arrl you will lecun all you wish to know about the theory, includirg 
credit to Planck for its origin. What you will not lecun is where it was 
first published, that is to say the package containirg the theory, because 
that bit of infonnation, beirg of little importance to physicists, had been 
lorg forgotten. 
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As ideas are superceded am as small alirDst insignificant steps are 
replaced by larger Jl¥:)re cc:atprehensi ve steps, the need to retrieve the 
replaced steps am their packages drop off precipitously. Incorporated into 
the newly developed system would be the ability to identify those records of 
current value am to place all others in same subset of the file, retrievable 
only with special camrnarx:ls. 

Advantages of SUch a system 

1. Speed of creation. 

2. Speed of refereein;J. 

3. Speed of editin;J. 

4. Speed of prcx:iuction. 

5-8. Ease of each of the four above. 

9. Paper saved (treesjforestsjcarl::x:>n dioxide eatersjoxygen makers). 

10. Postage am other distribution costs saved. 

11. More selective packagin;J(in:lividual or separate contribution rather than 
a part of an issue of a volume of a jOUITlal title). 

12. 'Ihe p:JWer of full text searchirg (not deperdent on the selection of 
TNC>rds/tenns to identify subject content of the paper). 

13. Frequency of selected tenns could be used to identify "stren:Jth" of an 
idea in a paper. 

14. Adjacency of TNC>rds or proximity of TNC>rds to "stren;then" a search 
strategy. 

15. Messages anDn:J participants, both in:li vidual messages placed to be read 
by a specified recipient am general messages for all participants, the 
so called bulletin board feature. 

16. Allows for various input media, floppy disks, typescript or electronic 
mail. 

17. Pennits lon:rer papers, although storage is not cheap there isn't the 
st.ron;J pressure to limit to a very few pages as is fli:M necessary with 
the j OUITlal. 

18. Referees comments could be part of the system. 
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19. COUld mean wide distribution in developirg countries, with the micro
camputer ani the verxior services, any paper is as available any place in 
the world as it is in the rrost advanced parts of the world. 

en the IkJwn side 

SUch a system is not without its problems ani trade-cffs. Equipnent is 
needed to make it work, equipnent which nust be~' maintained, 
repaired ani replaced (up-dated). Equipnent failure is CCil'llllOn, if not 
frequent. '!be product prcx:luced in no better than the worst link in the 
electronic chain. A poor printer prints poorly no matter how sophisticated 
the message or how well it is recorded. 

I read papers many places, as I am sure each of you do, I read on the 
train, the plane, the bus ani the car (when sc:aneone else is drivirg) . I read 
on IWUntain tops, on canyon floors, ani in high rise hotels. I read in my 
office, in the classroom, in my livin:] roam, in the bathtub ani even on the 
throne. '!be present jow:na.l makes this easy to do. I can tear out an 
article I wish to read (out of my personal copy of the jow:na.l of course), I 
can photocopy an article out of a library copy of the j ow:na.1, or I can read 
from the latest issue just as it was received. All of these are very 
satisfactory copies of the thirgs I want to read. With the system just 
described sanetimes all of this is :p::ssible, but not always. As noted, a 
poor printer can produce poor copy ani illustrations do not always reproduce 
as well as one would like ani may even be sources of misinformation. 

other Ccmsi.deratians 

'!be technical report, the conference p:roceedirg ani the patent are con
sidered to be a part of the grey literature, i.e. sources not fully available 
or as COl'lpletely bibliographically controlled as the journal article. Each 
of these fonns, however, has in recent years became a serious COI'!'petitor of 
the journal as a first choice for publishirg particular information. Each of 
these fonns has assumed a greater role in the camrm.mication, archivirg, 
distribution, establishirg priority ani maintainirg stan:lards in ways 
previously reserved exclusively for the journal. Each of these fonns has 
adapted to the needs of the scholarly camrm.mity served ani each has become 
nore important in the overall information picture. 

'lbe technical report has become the first choice for many engineers, 
providirg much nore space for the detailed descriptions of the apparatus used 
in research design ani developnent ani the large data sets which are so much 
a part of current engineerirg research. Publication of results is quicker in 
the technical report ani the selection criteria are applied prior to the 
grantirg of the contract supportirg the research instead of prior to publica
tion that is so often the case with journa.l submission. 'lb eliminate the 
necessity of duplicate publication caused by the insistence of publication in 
journal format to ensure "proper" publication, the technical report has 
become the equivalent method that fulfills all the functions of the journal. 

'lbe sane can be said for the patent. For certain k:irrls of publication, 
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the patent is the nost appropriate meditnn with no need to then publish in the 
jow:nal in order to ensure wide distribution ani availability of the infonna
tion published. Nor is subsequent publication necessary to ensure quality of 
the infonnation reported. 

'lbere are fields of such rapidly cllarY;Jilq developnents that the jow:nal 
is not the measure of success or starrlard of contribution, but has been 
replaced (or rather upstaged) by the conference proceed.irq. An example of 
such a field is computer science. Many ris:Uq academic stars in this field 
do not write jow:nal articles or use the jow:nal as a major source of current 
awareness, but rely on conference atterx3an::e ani participation, to present 
both new ideas ani report research, ani in tum, rely on published conference 
proceed.irqs as the prilnary source of infonnation in their research areas. 

Any newly developed pmlication system then must not only have all the 
functions of the j oornal, but in::orporate all the advantages of the c::c.1l'l'petilq 
fonns. It must be fast, generous of space, easily \.ll'de.rstood, widely 
available, easily ani reliably retrievable. It must be convenient to all 
participants, writer/researchers, reader/researchers, editors, referees, 
publishers, librarians ani other infonnation types, ani to society at large. 
Arry chan;Je must incorporate the newest technology, be adaptable an:i be 
prepared to cllarY;Je as the canmmity cllarY;Jes, as needs cllarY;Je, ani as technol
ogy develops to meet new challen;es. It will cllarY;Je again in the near 
future, no matter how radically it is TON cllarY;Jed to meet today's needs. 'Ihe 
one thin;J that is constant in today' s "WOrld is cllarY;Je ani arr:1 system must 
have bull t into it the ability to cllarY;Je as needs cllarY;Je. All this when we 
know that the ht.nnan animal, for wham all of this is taki.nq place, resists 
cllarY;Je at every tum. 'Ihe joornal is a highly regarded fonn ani its success 
affects the ego, the pocket book, the :power ani the reputation of those who 
participant in its production, developnent, p:ratX>tion ani continuation. Any 
c.h.an;;Je will be an E!llDtional as well as an intellectual threat ani it will not 
c:::ane easily. Any new system will enter the scene reluctantly, as it were, 
kicki.n;J ani bit:Uq. 

'Ihe problem of illustrations is a persistent one. In the geosciences 
paleontological specimens, geologic strata, maps of all ki.rrls, spectroscopic 
ani spectrogratiric representations, to name a few, present special problems. 
other speakers today have described sane of the new technology which will be 
considered in the developnent of arr:1 publication of geoscience in the near 
am distant future. CUrrently there are three options available to publish
ers for tnaki.n:J machine-readable databases accessible to users. First is to 
make them accessible through online verrlors. Secom is computer output 
microfilm (<XM). '1hird is print via laser printer or phototypsetter am 
offset machine. New options include read only optical discs, either in the 
CD fonnat used for nrusic in digital fonn am videodiscs for video info:nnation 
in analogue fonn, ani the CD-RCM to publish am distribute digital data, text 
am graphics. 'Ihese options have the advantages that they are stan:!ardized, 
have high storage capacity, are available for master:Uq ani replication ani 
are relatively inexpensive to use (low cost hardware). '!hey have the 
disadvantage of relatively slow access time. 'Ihe CAV (Constant Angular 
Velocity) fonnat of read only optical disk, tenned ORCM or r:ataRCM have the 
advantage that it has faster access times ani data transfer rates, easily 
adaptable to higher storage densiti es than the CD-RCM TON in use, ani are 
adaptable for multi-user computer hardware. ORCM looks potentially very 
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attractive also because it is compatible with other fonnats. 

'lbere are also hybrid videodisc systems which have potential application 
here. '!he videodiscs for domestic consumer use have the potential of high 
density optical data reco:rdirq, with digital data enccxied within the video 
signal of the vicie<xiisc. Data is read off the videcxHsc, converted in real 
tilDe fran analogue to digital fonnat, ani read on a screen at a computer. 
Because they record digital data in the video fonnat that -theoretically can 
be canbined with both other digital data ani analogue data on the same disk 
which can support still frame ani IOOtion video, text, data, graphics ani 
audio data, they have great potential in any infonnation system designed to 
sel:Ve as a form of scientific c::anrm.mi.cation ani archival reco:rdirq. 

I may have offered nw:>re problems than solutions. I believe the 
geoscience CCIIlUTD.ll1i.ty as well as other members of the scientific CCIIlUTD.ll1i.ty 
need to Ul'Xierstarxi the problems of the journal ani be prepared to have input 
into the solution to them rather than allow the marketplace ard cx:munercial 
interests to dictate the system to replace the journal as the principal form 
of CCIIlUTD.ll1i.cation ani presavation of geoscience when that happens in the very 
near future, as it surely will. 

'!he geoscience c::anrm.mi.ty cannot allow the economic interests of the 
publish..in:;; world, or the interests of the irxtividual specialties to dictate 
the future of geoscience. As the only product of science, it follows that 
science cannot be any better than the literature reco:rdirq it. '!he journal 
has caused the literature, ergo science, to be fragmented ani dispersed, ani 
in turn difficult to loc::ate ani to use. Whereas science was first given a 
great boast with the invention of the journal, it row has become an Albatross 
around the collective scientific neck. It llU.lSt be chan:;Je:i, it llU.lSt become 
nw:>re flexible, nw:>re easily retrievable, nw:>re uni versa.lly available ani 
applicable in every useful marmer to the whole of the scientific c::anrm.mi.ty 
ani not just to narrt:M bards of users of narrt:M bits of infonnation to create 
still narrt:Mer bits of infonnation for still narrt:Mer bards of users. 
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Abstract--The rapid growth of new technology in the past decade has trans
formed the library. From increased online searching and CD-ROM to expert 
systems and hypertext, librarians have embraced innovations which add both 
convenience and complexity to their operations. The author predicts that 
technological development will continue unabated , not only altering library 
operations , but also dramatically affecting the individual geologist' s 
information-seeking behavior. 

A hypothetical scenario portrays a typical geologist using his own com
puter for information retrieval , routinely employing E-mail and SOl to keep 
abreast of his field and searching several databases for both references and 
full-text documents. He has access to a variety of sophisticated document de
livery systems and an expert system which serves as an information consult
ant. 

The library will emphasize access and delivery of materials rather than 
maintaining a "collection mentality ." Sophisticated communication networks 
will allow users to exit the campus or company to search remote databases , 
such as OPACs of other institutions. Expansion of the OPAC by local imple
mentation of heavily-used databases will accelerate . Expert systems and 
hypertext links will be more widely used . 

The librarian ' s role will increasingly become one of consultant and ad
viser, with more time devoted to educating and training users. Those with 
subject expertise will take a more active part in the real R & D effort of the 
organization. 

Finally , the author suggests some implications for libraries , information 
specialists and their users , and society as a whole which should be consid
ered . 

The State-of-the-Library in 1989 

In the last decade we have seen major technological , economic , and 
societal developments which have affected libraries and their users. The 
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number of online databases has grown from 400 in 1979/80 to more than 5000 
in 1989; the number of database producers has increased ninefold in the same 
period. The latest Directory of Online Databases lists dozens of databases 
within earth sciences and energy. Local, national, and international commu
nication networks have multiplied , enhanced by ever-higher baud rates and 
higher bandwidths. The use of CD-ROM has exploded in libraries; in 1987 17% 
of academic libraries reported at least one installation, one year later 84%. 
(Morrison, 1989) Hundreds of new CD-ROM products have appeared on the 
market in the last couple of years, doubling in number from 1988 to 1989. 
(Laserdisk News, 1989) The industry is expected to reach $2.25 billion by 1992, 
fueled in large part by corporate America and the federal government. 
(Keisman, 1989) Now libraries are installing their new CD-ROM local area 
networks which allow multiple users to access the same disk simultaneously. 
And Lasec GmbH of West Germany has announced the first CD-ROM laptop. 
From user-friendly gateway software to the promise of expert systems and 
hypertext, we have a marvelous variety of products from which to choose. 

Such technological advances imply the concurrent development of 
standards. 1988 marked the tenth anniversary and completion of the first de
velopmental phase of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) protocol, 
standards to facilitate the interconnection of dissimilar computer systems. 
(McCallum, 1989) Protocols for the seven layer hierarchy of communication 
functions required for interconnection range from application (at the highest 
level) to transmission (at the lowest level). These standards already being 
used in the Linked Systems Project , enable users on a local library system to 
access other systems through the local system software and hardware. The 
National Information Standards Organization (NISO) and the International Or
ganization for Standardization (ISO) also recently completed standards for a 
common command language for onl ine information retrieval. The recent de
velopment of ISO 9660 for CD-ROM file structure was a welcome accomplish
ment. (Kovarick, 1989) 

Many libraries are entering the next phase of the online catalog. Pro
ceeding from the view of the online public access catalog (OPAC) as providing 
access to machine-readable records for books, journal titles, and audio-visual 
material and indicating their circulati on status, these libraries are adding da
tabases such as ERIC or MEDLINE; locally produced databases of visual ma
terials, statistical data, or university publications; and full-text encyclopedias, 
newspapers, and dictionaries. Thus, they are beginning to increase access 
from the traditional 2% of the collection available through the catalog toward 
the 100% of the collection which would be optimal. (Potter, 1989) Obviously, 
even with such an expansion , vast resources outside the immediate library 
collection remain unaccessible through the local catalog. 

Unfortunately, in most libraries, however, once the reference is retrieved 
(by online catalog , CD-ROM, or printed bibliography), users still have to go to 
several stations , one at a time, to retri eve the actual article. The user must go 
to the library, check holdings/location , physically retrieve the actual journal , 
stand in line at a copier, copy the article, and leave the library. If the library 
does not own the journal, users are often subjected to the lengthy delays of 
interlibrary loan. 
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In looking at the next decade in geoscience libraries, Jet us concentrate 
on the two processes just described--access and document delivery. What can 
we foresee for the geoscience library user and the library itself? Finally, what 
are the implications and questions which arise when predicting radical 
changes in our environment? 

The User 

At the 1988 GIS Symposium on Individual Workstations we heard how 
geoscientists are using workstations to access data, with appropriate refor
matting and reorganization as required, in order to create local specialized 
databases; to perform geochemical and geophysical modelling ; to manipulate 
sophisticated interactive color graphics systems; and to perform a variety of 
other tasks involving data manipulation and evaluation , data transfer, pro
gramming , communication , and networking . Let us assume that in a few years 
our typical geologist end user will have a NeXT computer or Sun workstation 
or equivalent in his or her office. The NeXT computer merges contemporary 
workstation and personal computer environments with erasable 'magneto
optical' disk drive , capable of storing 256mb of modifiable data in a small 
space. It comes bundled with 50mb of application software and information 
including Webster' s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary and software to help us
ers search, index , and manage downloads from online services. With a fancy 
workspace management system and powerful graphics interface, it's quite a 
machine. (Byles, 1989; Pohlman , 1989; Welsch, 1989) 

If not such sophisticated systems, at least our users will have a high
powered micro in the office with communication capabilities through the local 
area network in the company or on campus and through national and interna
tional networks. How will our user be obtaining the sort of information that the 
library now provides? 

Our hypothetical user named C. David Smith is a professor in a large 
university ; he's a sedimentary petrologist whose specialty is carbonate rocks . 
A few years ago Smith was dismayed and disappointed when his departmental 
library, over a period of three years , cancelled about one-third of the 
geoscience journal titles . Given the continuing rise in prices and increasing 
specialization of geoscience journals, the library could no longer afford many 
of the more expensive and esoteric titles . In fact the locally held , hard copy 
journal collection now contains mostly society journals and outstanding com
mercial titles. Smith has always enjoyed browsing new issues and misses 
some of the hard copy titles . He tries browsing online from time to time which 
is certainly not the same as actually handling the journals , but the free text, 
key word searching of full articles is nice . During the cancellation project , his 
librarian did assure him that with the university library' s new consortium ar
rangements and the increasing number of full-text online titles , she could 
guarantee 30 minute delivery of 85 % of his journal requests. He was skeptical 
but had no choice in the matter. 

This afternoon he sits down at his personal computer for a bit of infor
mation retrieval. He begins by checking his E-mail SDI (selective dissem-
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ination of information) in-basket and notices three new items--a new book in 
his own departmental library, and two articles from his GeoRef profile. After 
reading their abstracts, he requests copies of both. He neither knows nor 
cares where they ' ll come from. (One will be photocopied in the library for him 
from a hard copy issue; the other will be faxed from another university library 
in the consortium.) They' ll be charged to his account automatically . 

Next he performs an author search on his current tables-of-contents file 
(last two months only) to find an article by Barkley, recently published, that a 
colleague recommended he read. It' s a bit outside his research interests so 
wouldn't have appeared in his SOl fi le. He notes that it is in an online full text 
journal , accesses the journal , and prints a copy on his laser printer. 

Now for an investigation of a new area he is just getting interested in: 
mathematical modelling of calcite dissolution and decomposition . He could 
begin by searching the CD-ROM GeoRef file , updated by the last two months 
of records loaded on a micro. (The physical location of the CD-ROM installa
tion is transparent to Smith .) However, he decides to try a broader approach 
and opts instead to use GEO-LOCATE, his expert system software. 
GEO-LOCATE has learned a good deal about Smith over the last year con
cerning his interests and his previous and current research and is able to 
comment and make helpful suggest ions in cases of indecision or deadends. 
After adequate questioning and feedback on the calcite problem, GEO-LOCATE 
selects appropriate descriptors , not , however, specific to any particular data
base, and recommends possible sources . Among these are GeoRef and two 
other databases , a couple of institutions' collections which he can check online 
through his library' s network, a research institute in Kiel , and names of some 
geologists in state surveys and un iversities. When he sees some of their re
search interests , he immediately sends one a Bitnet message. Smith will be 
able to use a standard query language when searching further. (Descriptors 
selected by GEO-LOCATE are automatically mapped into the language of the 
database being searched .) 

After printing the preliminary resu lts, which are ordered from most useful 
to least useful , he calls his librarian for an appointment to discuss possible 
approaches. They discuss his problem for half an hour. She offers to perform 
an online search on the new European full-text database for the German ma
terial. Smith still prefers that she search the expensive online databases. He 
returns to his office to access a couple of the other sources , confident that he' ll 
have some good results before leaving that evening . 

The Library 

In the next decade our libraries will emphasize access and delivery of 
materials , rather than maintaining our previous "collection mentality." As the 
size of the individual collection matters less and less, the question will be not 
how many volumes a library has but whether and how quickly the library can 
deliver needed material from a wide variety of resources to the user. 
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Walton (1989) suggests that campus- or company-wide communication 
through a local area or wide area network will allow the user to tap into the 
library as though it were an airline hub--one goes through the hub and then 
proceeds elsewhere. Our users will exit the campus or company through 
broad-band telecommunications systems to search remote databases, OPACs 
of other institutions for example. Thus we'll see the breakdown of institutional 
barriers and an emphasis on the library as a service rather than a place. We 
will refer to "my consortium" rather than "my library." Clearly, we have al
ready reached the point where we cannot duplicate collections as we have in 
the past. 

Libraries will continue to see decreases in online searches of a data base 
when they install the CD-ROM version. One large academic library noted a 
decrease from 150 online users of ERIC, Psychological Abstracts, Dissertation 
Abstracts, and Agricola during one month to 25 during the same month the 
following year after the installation of those databases in CD-ROM. The num
ber of requests for mediated searches from those databases has also declined . 
However, when free searches were offered, users preferred the online version 
as it was faster and more up-to-date and could be searched without waiting in 
line. (Anders and Jackson, 1988) LePoer and Mularski (1989) also noted a 
substantial decline in online searches and found that CD-ROM users (primarily 
students) had considerable difficulty in formulating efficient searches. 

Because of networks and improved telecommunications, users will per
form more transactions from remote locations. Thus , the number of visitors to 
the library may decline, but the library will be used more. Although technol
ogy will certainly alter the library, Molholt's (1988) vision of the "disembodied 
library," disappearing slowly like the Cheshire Cat , leaving only our smile in
tact, seems a remote possibility. 

The Expanded OPAC 

As described earlier, libraries will continue to expand their OPACs which 
will include local implementation of heavily-used databases. The OPAC with 
its associated databases and supplemental files will provide access to more 
and more full text files. 

Computer storage capacities are increasing rapidly, and storage is get
ting cheaper; however, the net cost to libraries will continue to rise as the 
storage demands for full-text retrieval and image processing systems outpace 
the reduction in storage costs. Telecommunications networks and supporting 
technologies are being developed rapidly. New broad-band networks are ca
pable of carrying a mix of voice, data, and video signals and accommodating 
two-way messages. They will be capable of full-motion, video teleconferencing 
among participating subscribers. Such teleconferencing will allow libraries to 
transfer and distribute electronic information over large geographic areas. 
Facsimile transmission will be enhanced . (Drabenstott, 1988) Thus, the limiting 
factor in the development of the fully electronic library will be computing 
power, not communications networks. Libraries wi.ll become less dependent 
on local mainframe systems and more dependent on communicating over 
networks with distributed systems. 
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As online catalogs are enhanced by additional databases , techniques of 
artificial intelligence such as expert systems will enable systems to interact 
with users more effectively. The on li ne catalog can become a framework for 
making hypertext links among the various machine-readable sources. 
(Drabenstott, 1988) 

Hypertext is an associative information management system which re
lates or associates words , ideas, documents, and other ·units of information. 
Hypertext software allows the establishment of machine-supported links 
(pointers) which provide a nonlinear organization of text. These links can 
occcur in any way which is meaningful to the user. Hypertext systems employ 
heavy use of windows which have a one-on-one correspondence with nodes 
in the database. (Conklin, 1987) In geology one might, for example, use 
hypertext to link a geologic map of an area to its mention in text or optical 
properties of a mineral to its name. A number of recent articles predict 
greater use of hypertext in libraries in the future. (Franklin, 1989; Chen , 1989; 
Ertel, 1989; McClelland, 1989) · 

The librarian's Role 

Users will have increasingly sophisticated computer skills and higher ex
pectations for library systems and librarians. More and more users will access 
information sources directly. "But they will return to the librarian as an inter
mediary as they become aware of the complete range of available resources 
and discover the effort required to keep up-to-date with changes , new pro
ducts, and services ... . The librarian will retain the role of consultant/adviser." 
(Griffiths , 1988) 

Librarians will be heavily invo lved in creating files of local information . 
They will design, develop, maintain , and use shared databases with other 
similar institutions. What kind of shared databases would GIS members like 
to participate in? 

Librarians will devote more time to educating and training users . They 
will need to introduce users to a wide range of new products and services , 
their advantages and disadvantages, and their uses. Librarians are already 
seeing significantly increased requirements for such training with the installa
tion of CO-ROM databases. 

Librarians with subject expertise will take a more active part in the real 
R & 0 effort of the organization , not simply serving as suppliers of information 
sources . Many will routinely read , evaluate, and summarize information for 
their users . 

Implications 

In view of these predictions, let us examine some possible implications 
for our profession . 
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Economic Factors. 

It is certainly unnecessary in the present company to reiterate our various 
budgetary woes. From the costs of searching GeoRef in academic libraries to 
escalating subscription prices for serials, we are well aware of economic con
straints on our operations. Accessing electronic information systems can be 
very expensive. Will our users, our universities, our companies be able to 
pay? Since the mid-1970's we have seen the rise of the fee-based society and 
an increased acceptance of this mode of funding. User fees for government 
services in general have increased dramatically as an element of local re
venue, while property taxes account for a lower and lower percentage of the 
total. (Giacoma, 1989) 

Are we joining the information industry in predicting the demise of our 
long-cherished vision in this country that " information should be free for all 
citizens"? Will the new electronic library provide low service levels for low
income people and high service levels for high-income people? What about 
other values we have held, such as respect for and assistance to each indi
vidual , regardless of their intellectual ability or personality. As we move to
ward AI systems, can we allow for the timid , inarticulate, nonspecific inquirer? 
Expert systems work best for the intelligent user. (Summers, 1989) 

For years librarians have embraced the economic necessity of resource 
sharing. Recently, we are seeing a trend in the reverse direction--that of de
networking of libraries. It may be more cost-effective for an individual library 
to purchase catalog copy from an optical-based system and load it locally, thus 
bypassing a national database. Such practice could damage the database
building efforts of all libraries, resulting in slower growth of utilities' data
bases, rising costs , greater burdens placed on larger libraries, the possible 
rise of smaller, specialized networks, and loss of access to to unique informa
tion resources. (Segal, 1989) 

End User Education. 

Will the librarian's role move from that of information provider to educa
tor? Our users may not have much interest in searching GeoRef online them
selves , but they'll certainly want to use GeoRef in CD-ROM. Are you prepared 
to explain the GeoRef Thesaurus and Guide to Indexing to all those under
graduates and show them how to use CD-ROM? You ' ll be the resident expert 
on software. When your user says , "Now I've downloaded this on my disk. 
What do I do now?" you'll have to recommend software such as Personal 
Bibliographic System or Reference Manager and explain how to use it. Li
brarians will need extensive continuing education and training programs. Of
ten we are struggling to understand technologies that have already been 
developed, much less new ones coming along. 

Disposition/Destruction/Unintentional Loss of Machine Readable Data . 

Information in a computer memory is vulnerable . One may write , edit , 
and destroy information very easily in the electronic environment. In the fu
ture we will see more and more instances where a paper copy never exists so 
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that previous editions or versions of a document may be purged and the in
formation lost. Electronic publishing leaves such decisions in the hands of the 
publisher. Database producers , vendors , and electronic publishers have little 
incentive to preserve the contents of their databases once their commercial 
value is exhausted. (Morrison , 1989) And what happens when the publisher 
goes out of business? Computer v iruses can wreak havoc in a short time , and 
they have serious implications for network security and importation of pro
grams and data. 

Passive destruction of information may occur due to poor planning, in
compatibility when new systems are installed , lack of documentation , and un
known life spans of new media used to archive data. What happens to 
government information which outlives the hardware on which it was 
produced? By the mid-1970' s, only two machines remained which were capa
ble of reading the 1960 census tapes ; one was already in the Smithsonian. 
(Cribbs , 1987) 

What are the implications for the unmonitored acquisition of microcom
puters in organizations? Haphazard microcomputer procurement suggests 
haphazard coordination of the organizat ion ' s hardware and software. Issues 
of software portability, appropr iate documentation , and standardization need 
to be resolved. 

What do we know about our storage media? In a recent survey of mag
netic tape managers, there was relatively little concern with the loss of data 
from or eventual deterioration of tape. The National Institute of Standards and 
Technology estimates that magnetic tape will only last about 20 years under 
ideal conditions. In the area of optical media , the producers of write-once 
optical disks estimate a life span of ten years. Estimates for CD-ROM vary 
from 40 years to 1000. These issues suggest that we must insist upon respon
sible , long-term information management , addressing both retention and 
transfer schedules. (Cribbs, 1987) 
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Abstract-- Theses and dissertations in the geosciences are 
predominantly area-specific and, thus, are essent i a 1 to any 
geologic study or description of a region. Despite this 
importance, there has been relatively little bibliographic control 
and d issem i nation of such materia 1, particularly of masters' 
theses. 

This paper describes the development and implementation at the 
Syracuse University Geo 1 ogy Library of an in-house database to 
make these sources more accessible and useful. The process of 
first assessing users' information needs, requirements, and 
behavior and then developing appropriate criteria for hardware 
and software performance is a 1 so discussed. 

The pilot of the database contains full records of twenty of the 
approximately three hundred geoscience theses and dissertations 
written at Syracuse University since 1879. Boolean, free text, 
and field-specific searching were determined to be necessary 
characteristics of the database, which also had to be easy to 
1 earn, easy to m ai ntai n, and capable of being run on a 
microcomputer. All of these requirements were met by Personal 
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Librarian, one of the few information retrieval packages available 
commercially. 

The techniques and software used in this project could also be 
successfully adapted to a variety of other collections in geology 
libraries, such as maps and slides. In addition, applications also 
exist in other 1 ibraries and information centers, museums, and 
research i nst i tut ions. 

Theses and dissertations in the geosciences are of primary 
importance to academicians, students, practicing engineers, government 
officials, and others needing geologic information about an area or region 
(Walcott, 1987, p. 59, citing Garfield). These are often the only geologic 
descriptions avai 1 ab 1 e of a 1 oca 1 i ty and, consequently, are heavily re 1 i ed 
upon. It is a 1 so c 1 ear that, despite the importance of this materia 1, there 
is little bibliographic control of or access to this information and, thus, 
these sources may not be fully utilized (Walcott, 1987, pp. 59-60, citing 
Boyer). This paper discusses the deve 1 opment of a pi 1 ot database at the 
Syracuse University Geo 1 ogy Library of twenty theses and dissertations 
done in the geosciences at the university. The software used was 
Personal Librarian (PU, a commercially available software package. 

While some national and international services such as GEOREF and 
Dissertations Abstracts I nternat ion a 1 include dissertations and some 
theses in their coverage, the overwhelming majority of these documents 
are unavai lab 1 e to audiences that might find them va 1 uab 1 e. The Syracuse 
University 1 i brary system ho 1 ds records for the doctora 1 dissertations 
done at the university in its card cat a 1 ogue and on 1 i ne pub 1 i c access 
cat a 1 ogue, but the on 1 ine records conta in only Library of Congress subject 
headings. Masters· theses generate temporary records in the on 1 i ne pub 1 i c 
access cat a 1 ogue when they circulate, otherwise the only cat a 1 ogue record 
of them is in the card catalogue in the Geology Library which designates 
tit 1 e and author but no subject headings. 

At the Syracuse University Geology Library, theses and dissertations 
are in such constant demand that they are shelved at the front of the 
library, adjacent to the reference collection. The Geology Library itself is 
a medium-sized, departmental branch of the main science 1 ibrary and 
contains about 35,000 volumes in its collections. The first chancellor of 
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Syracuse University was Alexander Winchell, one of the founders of the 
Geological Society of America, and the Geology Department has maintained 
its prominence at the university ever since Winchell's chancellorship. It 
has been university po 1 icy to require its masters and doctora 1 students to 
donate one copy of their dissertation or thesis to the university 1 i brary's 
co 11 ect ions. The geoscience dissertation and thesis co 11 ect ion now 
numbers approximately 300 pieces. Users of this material include not 
only Syracuse University faculty and students but also users external to 
the university such as engineering firms; environmental organizations; 
city, county, and state government agencies; faculty and students from 
other co 11 eges and universities; and private citizens. 

At present, access to this material is provided primarily through a 
print bibliography (Merriam, 1980 and addenda) organized by year from 
1879, the year of the first thesis, and alphabetically by author within 
year. The bib 1 iography provides no subject access. This system is 
unsatisfactory to both patrons and 1 i brary staff. The authors decided to 
develop a database for the dissertation and thesis collection that would 
meet the needs of users better, one that would recognize that 
area/subject access to geoscience materials is essential for all formats 
(see, e.g., Roach et a l., 1 982, p. 1 09) and one that would all ow more 
specific and flexible access than that given by the library catalogues . 

The rationale for the creation and maintenance of any library 
collection and the system to access it is the sat i sf action of clients' 
information needs. In designing strategies to meet these needs, it is 
necessary to be familiar not only with the subject area(s) involved but 
also users' personal and organizational information-seeking behaviors, 
goals, and problems (Dervin and Nilan, 1986; Taylor, 1986; MacMullin and 
Taylor, 1 984; and Tenopir and Lundeen, 1 988a) . Thus, the authors gathered 
appropriate information about the users and uses of the co 11 ect ion 
through: 

1. Focused observation of users of the specific collection and its 
print bibliography 

2. Informal discussions with patrons, from a 11 categories of users 
listed earlier, at the reference desk 

3. Scheduled group and individual discussions with users 
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4. Review of the pertinent 1 i teratures 

5. Examination of the documents in the collection. 

The authors found that the primary needs of users of this collection are 
access to information about specific geographic areas; about specific 
geo 1 ogic formations or characteristics; about observation a 1, ex peri menta 1, 
or other methodologies; about specific environments, e.g., deep sea floors 
or alluvial plains; and about particular materials, e.g., minerals, rocks, and 
gases. Wh i 1 e, as noted earlier, these users come from various kinds of 
organizations and with varying levels of subject expertise, the titles, 
abstracts, and tables of contents of the dissertations and theses are the 
primary means for all categories of users to determine possible 
usefulness of these documents. I t was decided, therefore, that any new 
system should include abstracts and be ab 1 e to support the needs of a wide 
range of users with different degrees of subject knowledge. 

Thus, the following criteria for a database emerged. Users of this 
material presently search for both known items <users have basic 
bibliographic information such as author or title) and unknown items (they 
have a topical or other general interest), and any automated system should 
a 1 so support these two activities. Free-text searching through the 
abstracts provided by the authors of the dissertations and theses was also 
desired. Addition a 1 criteria for the app 1 i cation program were the need for 
full Boolean retrieval, natural language searching, field-specific 
searching, minimal investment in training for database users (with the 
poss ibi 1 i ty of end-user searching), easy maintenance, and supportabi 1 i ty 
on either a microcomputer or a mainframe. 

A free-text, natural language system would provide a powerful 
alternative to a thesaurus or to the creation of subject entries, and could 
be easily updated. Creation of a customized contra 11 ed vocabu 1 ary for a 
thesaurus or subject heading list or adaptation of an existing one is 
extremely difficult and costly , e.g.: 

1. The staff of the information center must have sufficient time, 
support, and subject expertise, all of which are costly. 
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2. The vocabulary must be updated regularly as the field and its 
terminology evolve. 

3. Because of this need for updating, records about simi 1 ar topics in 
the database will be indexed differently unless the entire 
database is reindexed as the vocabulary changes. 

4. There are conflicting opinions about the "best" method to use 
when constructing a thesaurus (the 1 ist of contra lled vocabulary 
terms and their relationships to each other) for one particular use 
and/or site. 

5. There is often significant disagreement among indexers in the 
application of indexing terms. 

Aspects of some of these problems with regard to the geosciences are 
briefly discussed in Dirlam ( 1985). 

Interestingly enough, the informational retrieval program that met all 
stated criteria had been developed at Syracuse University and was 
originally called the Syracuse University Information Retrieval 
Experiment (SIRE). The package is available commercially and is now 
known as Persona 1 Librarian ( PU. This part i cu 1 ar software package meets 
and exceeds what Tenop i r and Lundeen ( 1 988a, p. 7) ca 11 the "de facto 
standard for textual databases search and retrieval," which includes 
Boolean logic operators (AND, OR, NOT), comparison operators (equal to, 
greater than, 1 ess than), truncation, set bui 1 ding, and, most important in 
the authors· estimation, free text searching. 

Personal Librarian (PL) is a "hybrid" system (Jilovsky, 1986, p. 54) : 
the database designer uses a word-processing software package 1 ike 
WordPerfect to create an ASCII file, then uses PL to index, store, and 
retrieve the information from that ASCII file . While each record must 
contain fewer than 256 fields, records and fields within records can be of 
unlimited length. Also, any PL database can contain an unlimited number 
of records . Persona 1 Librarian runs in a number of operating en vi ronm ents 
and can be mounted on either a mainframe or a microcomputer. 

PL offers the standard set of Boolean retrieval features, including 
nested searching, but it also has a number of other features which make it 
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more attractive for this kind of application. Especially useful is its 
ranking of output by expected re 1 evance to the user's search request <using 
a term weighting and retrieval algorithm) and its visual display (of a bar 
graph) i nd i cat i ng that ranking. The ab i1 i ty of the software to search on 
natural language terms also is of great importance, especially for ready 
reference use. Truncation and wild card searching are a 1 so supported, and 
one can search on related terms and use retrieved documents to find 
similar documents. Through the automatic parsing of each word, PL also 
generates an index, although that function can be overridden manually . 
The index and the 1 ist of stop words, called the negative diet ionary by PL, 
can both be edited. Descriptions and evaluations of PL, or its predecessor 
SIRE, can be found in Tenopir and Lundeen ( 1988a and 1988b), Cisler 
( 1989), Lundeen and Tenopir ( 1985), and Machovec ( 1986). See Fox and 
Koll ( 1988) and Noreault, Koll, and McGill ( 1977) for more technical 
discussions of the software by its designers. 

For the dissertation and thesis database at the Syracuse University 
Geology Library, twenty documents were randomly chosen to generate a 
pi 1 ot database. The fie 1 ds def ined and designated searchab 1 e for the 
database are 1 is ted in Figure 1. 
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Title 
Author 
Date[ of submission] 
Loca 1 e [any major geographic designation other than state, country, 

and continent noted in the title or abstract, if applicable] 
State [if applicable] 
Country[ if app 1 i cab 1 e] 
Continent[if applicable] 
Abstract[as with a 11 fie 1 ds, every word is searchable except for those 
in the negative dictionary] 

Figure 1: Defined and searchable fields 
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Figure 2 is an example of the records in the pilot database: 

-TITLE-
Paleontological Studies within the Ithaca Formation of Central 
New York 
-AUTHOR-
Robert Britten Johnson 
-DATE-
1950 
-LOCALE-
Ithaca 
-STATE-
New York 
-COUNTRY-
United States 
-CONTINENT-
North America 
-ABSTRACT-

The thesis area is situated in a portion of the Upper 
Devonian section of New York about which little has appeared in 
the literature. The sections described by Clarke ( 1895) lie to 
the east and the area examined by Willi am s < 1 909) to the 
southwest. Published reports of fossils from the area give only 
generalized locations. The correlation of the rocks with other 
areas is most difficult because of the great variations existing 
in the stratigraphy and the presence of at least two separate 
fauna. 

A study of the fauna, emphasizing the species present, their relations 
to one another and their separate placement within 
detailed stratigraphic sections was chosen by the author. This 
course of investigation is intended to be a basis for further 
correlation work. This is, therefore, a paleontologic and 
stratigraphic study of a portion of the Ithaca formation, as 
exposed within the thesis area. 
-END-

Figure 2: Sample record 
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The hyphens at the beginning and end of the field names and the word "END" 
at the bottom of the record in Figure 2 are required by PL. 

In generating on 1 i ne records from the ori gina 1 documents, decisions 
had to be made about a standard notation to be used in the database. For 
example, the original mark for degree was written out as the word 
"degree" online; all Greek letters in the original were written out, e.g., 
"delta"; the mathematical signs for "about," "approximately," and 
"approximately equal to" were translated into words; chemical formulae 
were written with standard subscripts and chemical symbols. These 
decisions are policy decisions, and, as such, they should be: 

o Made by the person(s) responsible for constructing and 

maintaining the database, not the person keying in the information 

o Carefully and completely recorded, along with any rationale or 
exp 1 a nation considered necessary 

o Consistent 

o Made ava i 1 ab 1 e to the person( s) conducting searches so that the 
searcher will be cognizant of the limitations of the notation 

o Consistent with accepted practice 

o As consonant with the usage of both the fie 1 d and the users of the 
system as possi b 1 e. 

All decisions about the creation of the database should be both backward 
looking, to the information gathered about the users and their use of the 
documents, and forward looking, to future users and maintainers of the 
database. 

Qua 1 i ty contra 1, especially the maintenance of high data standards and 
adherence to format standards, is vital to the success of any automation 
project, no matter what its size. It is eSsential that one person or one 
small group of persons is made explicitly responsible for reviewing input 
data, general maintenance and future development of the database, and 
hardware/software decisions. For guidance on these and other issues 
involved in the construction of small-sea 1 e bib 1 i ographi c databases, the 
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reader may refer to a number of sources. The chapters by Gerrie ( 1 986), 
Jilovsky ( 1 986), Tellis ( 1 986), and Levick ( 1 986) in Judge and Gerrie 
( 1 986) are helpful, as are the bibliographies attached to them and the 
glossary and index provided by the editors. Hlava's chapter ( 1 984b) in 
Hlava ( 1 984a) is a good how-to guide, and Grossman's article< 1 984) in the 
same book is also useful. All of Tenopir and Lundeen ( 1 988a) is valuable, 
especially its comprehensive bibliographies, appendices, glossary, and 
indices. 

Tenopir and Lundeen ( 1 988a, p. 59) also have an especially useful list 
of concerns for de termini ng and contra 11 i ng the future deve 1 opm ent of an 
existing database. The dissertat ion and thesis pi 1 ot database at the 
Syracuse University Geology Library w il l probably be expanded to include 
all 300 documents in the Spring of 1990, will grow at the rate of about 6 
documents per year, w i 11 be updated at the end of each semester as 
degrees are awarded, and will be maintained by the geology librarian . The 
database will initially be used to provide ready reference service, but its 
simplicity of use and its speed may eventually lead to end-user searching. 

The authors are confident that this database w i 11 pro vi de re 1 i ab 1 e and 
fast access to the geoscience theses and dissertation co 11 ect ion, not only 

· through a 11 the standard bib 1 iographi c access points Ct it 1 e, author, year) 
but a 1 so by subject and area. Persona 1 Librarian's augmented search 
features, especially its ranking algorithm, make it a powerful tool for 
this sort of application. PL is specifically designed for information 
retri eva 1 and is, therefore, better sui ted for such retri eva 1 than any 
database management system , whether flatfile or relational. PL's 
limitations- its restricted report (or print) format and its high demands 
on the database designer -are far outweighed by the power and speed of 
its retri eva 1 functions. 

Such power and speed are app 1 i cab 1 e not only to dissertations and 
theses. Persona 1 Librarian can be used in geo 1 ogy 1 i brari es for any 
discrete co 11 ect ion, e.g., maps, s 1 ides, guide books, and f ossi 1 s. Other 
1 i brari es, museums, research i nst i tut ions, and i nf ormation centers could 
benefit from the developme-nt of similar kinds of databases. Software 
decisions come at the end of the design process, however, only after 
performance criteria have been determined from assessment of users' 
needs and behavior. 
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MANAGING BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES ON A MACINTOSH: 

NEW OPTIONS 

Susan Klimley 
Library 

Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory 
of 

Columbia University 
Palisades, New York 10964 

Abstract--In the past year, a number of new software products for 
management of bibliographic references have appeared for the 
Macintosh. These software present a variety of alternatives for the 
researcher wishing to manage references for publication and/ or create a 
personal database. EndNote, a database with a desk accessory; 
BiblioStax, a HyperCard product; Publish or Perish, a compact 
bibliographic database; and Pro-Cite, a full feature bibliographic 
database, represent different approaches to reference management. 
Utilization of the Macintosh interface, ease of data entry, ability to 
produce references in different journal styles, adaptability for future 
_growth and cost will be evalutated and compared among this software 
using geologic references as examples. 

Note: A narrative article did not seem to be the most useful format to 
compare the software evaluated in this paper. As a result, a summary, 
along with individual evaluations for each of the software examined, 
follows. 
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Name: EndNote Version: 1.2 
Producer: Niles and Associates 
List price: List: $129. (mail order $85.) 
Equipment: Runs on Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE or II 
Size: Unlimited field length. Capacity of 32,000 references. 

General comments 
EndNote is a well designed mid-range reference management software 
package. It cannot format every reference but it comes pretty close. EndNote 
includes a desk accessory that allows one to add references from the database 
while using a word processor (Microsoft Word, WriteNow and MacWrite 
supported). 

Records 
Forms for inputting references for 15 different types of publications such as 
journal article, thesis, and map are included with easily defined fields for the 
various elements of the reference. If you choose the wrong form in mid-entry 
of a record, the form can be changed without losing any data. The journal 
forms even include two fields for journal names--one for the abbreviation 
and one for the full title, so that researchers submitting papers to journals 
using both styles can accommodate both in the database. Forms can also be 
modified to suit special purposes. 

Formatting different journal styles 
A simple window is used for designing and altering formats. Fields are listed 
and marked using appropriate punctuation and typeface. There is a special 
window for formatting authors' names including full name, initials (with 
and without periods), etc. Almost all variations of references could be 
accommodated by EndNote. The map data entry form did not provide a field 
for the name of a series so maps such as those in the GSA Map and Chart 
Series were accommodated by using the journal form and including the map 
scale at the end of the title. A closing parenthesis was missing in one 
reference tested although further tinkering with the formatting process could 
have eliminated this problem. Once a format is set up it is retained as a 
choice on the Style Menu and may be used over and over. 

Searching for references 
"Find ... " opens a simple search window, allowing author, year or text to be 
searched. EndNote then offers the option of "Extend previous search" (the 
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"or" Boolean search) or ""Restrict previous search" (the "and" Boolean 
search). "Text" searching is "string" searching allowing one to search parts of 
words and names. 

Index 
The first view of the EndNote data base is the "library" view which shows the 
first author, year and beginning of the title. The entire record can be opened 
from this list of references selected. 

Compatibility 
EndNote can accept references from Pro-Cite in use by the Lamont 
Publications Office and several research groups. References from word 
processed documents can be input into EndNote using the desk accessory and 
cut, paste and tab functions. References can also be imported from online 
information vendors such as BRS, Dialog and MEDLARS using EndLink (an 
add on piece of software available at additional charge). 

Documentation 
153 page manual includes a short tutorial. Special problem areas such as 
formatting receives detailed consideration. Issues such as importing 
references from other databases and getting references into word processing 
documents are discussed as major concerns. 
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N arne: BiblioStax for the Macintosh 
Producer: Pro/Tern Software 
Price: $59. (direct} 

Version: 1.5b beta 

Equipment: Runs on Maintosh Plus, SE or II with HyperCard 1.2 or higher 
Size: unlimited field length, stacks greater than 500 entries are split into two 

or more indexes. 

General comments: BiblioStax is a HyperCard reference database 
management system and must be run with HyperCard 1.2 or higher. Final 
version documentation and software not seen. I found it necessary to juggle 
the brief Bibliostax documentation with the Macintosh Hypercard 
documentation to figure out how to negotiate between the index, searching 
and bibliography cards. In the beta version I used, BiblioStax was able to 
format only for Microsoft Word and only in some standard reference formats 
such as APA (American Psychological Association}, MLA (Modem Language 
Association}, New England Journal of Medicine, Chicago,and Turabian. It 
does not appear that reference formats can be designed by users. 

Records 
Information for each reference is viewed on the bibliography card. Only basic 
information is included, most fields open a window for inputting more 
detailed information; as a result it is not possible to view the entire reference 
at one time. The underlying windows use a small typeface that I found hard 
to read. BiblioStax seems too "click happy", for easy data entry. The mouse 
has to be used to move from field to field, to move in the index, to close 
windows. It is not possible to tab or return from field to field on the top card. 
There is only one type of bibliographic card. The user must select the fields 
appropriate to the type of reference being entered. The program cannot easily 
accommodate editor information when citing a monograph in a series. 

Formatting different journal styles 
APA, MLA (Modern Language Association), New England Journal of 
Medicine, Chicago,and Turabian styles are supported. There is no indication 
that there are plans to support user defined formatting for particular journals. 
Files must be exported to a word processing program to be viewed as 
formatted references. 
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Searching for references 
HyperCard's "Find" function may be used to find a card with a particular 
word or phrase in any field. Additionally the "Select" icon brings up a search 
window which allows one to search particular fields. There is no method to 
search more than one author field at the same time (i.e. author of article, 
chapter or book). Search window seems needlessly complex: "is", "is not", 
"contains", "greater than", etc. 

Index 
Access to references is initially through a Table of Contents view which 
shows the "Key Name" (first author) and date. Bibliography card may be 
accessed or selected from the Table of Contents view. 

Compatibility 
Creates formatted files for Microsoft Word version 3.01 or higher. Other 
word processors must import as plain text file and add underlining. 

Documentation 
17 pages of documentation were distributed with the beta software. I found it 
necessary to refer to HyperCard documentation to understand how to move 
among cards, "Find ... ", etc. There is no tutorial. Documentation indicates the 
final release (due "early summer" 1989, but not seen) will include an 
"extensive" manual. 
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Name: Publish or Perish 
Producer: Pro/Tern Software 
Price: $49.50. (direct) 
Equipment: Runs on Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE or II 

Version: 4 

Size: 240 character field length. Documentation indicates 2000 reference 
capacity but suggests for best performance citation sets be limited to 100-200 
per set. 

General comments 
Designed to "meet the needs of personal research" rather than "professional 
bibliographers", Publish or Perish lacks alternative options for different types 
of references (journal article, article within a book, etc.) and has a limited 
capacity for formatting the references in the styles demanded by publishers. 
The generic approach provides less of a frame work within which the 
researcher, less familiar with all the requirements of references, can work. 
Considerable work would have to be done by the user to get references into 
the proper format for most journals. 

Records 
References are recorded on a "reference card". There is only one form for all 
citation alternatives. Users must keep in mind the requirements for each 
type of citation and fill in the needed fields. The form does not appear to 
allow enough fields for citing an article in a monograph which is part of a 
series (example an article in a GSA Special Paper). Only the first 60 characters 
of titles are shown in fields, the rest must be viewed by scrolling. 

Formatting different journal styles 
Formats are designed in the "Format Definition" window by typing the record 
field, including appropriate punctuation and style and enclosing the 
information in bars. All references are set in the same format. If multiple 
formats are needed (book, article in journal, dissertation, etc.) references must 
be kept in separate files or adjusted using word processor. Author's names 
will appear in the same form as input on reference card. A name input as full 
name cannot automatically be output as initials. Different formats can be 
saved as format options. 
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Searching for references 
Searching is done via the "Find" or "Search" command on the Action Menu. 
There is an insufficient three sentence explanation of Boolean searching, that 
is the ability to expand searches by using "or" between terms and limit 
searches by using "and" between terms. Publish or Perish uses special 
characters to perform these functions (", I ). 

Index 
References may be viewed only record by record. 

Compatibility with other software 
A short explanation is given for importing references as "Text Only" files. 
The procedures did not seem practical for importing from word processed 
documents with bibliographies, as each field must be on a separate line and in 
the same order for each citation. 

Documentation 
A16 page manual provides brief instructions on use of the database. There is 
no tutorial. 
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Name: Pro-Cite for the Macintosh 
Producer: Personal Bibliographic Software 
List price: $395. (list), $199 (mail order) 
Equipment: Runs on Macintosh 512KE, Plus, SE or II 

Version: 1.31 

Size: Maximum field length 32K. Capacity of 32,767 references. 

General comments 
Pro-Cite attempts to be a comprehensive database for managing references 
covering every option likely to be encountered. As a result it is often complex 
to use. There seems to be a conflict between the documentation's frequent 
mention of command-key options and searching screens that require repeated 
clicking on buttons. 

Records 
20 data entry forms are included for commonly used types such as books and 
journal articles and less frequently used types such as music scores and letters. 
The fields provided for each form are very extensive including a!-lthor 
affiliation, ISBN, copy numbers, etc. Field names are abbreviated on the 
forms and although the full field name appears at the bottom of the form 
when the cursor is in that field, the abbreviations are not intuitive and there 
are so many choices that it is hard to decide which part of the form to fill in. 
If you decide you've chosen the wrong form in mid-entry of a record, you 
have to start over. Forms can also be modified to suit special purposes. 

Formatting different journal styles 
An elaborate window is used for designing and altering formats. Fields are 
selected from a list and transferred to a work area where special characters 
(triangles, infinity signs) are used to indicate spaces and punctuation. There is 
a special window for formatting authors' names including full name, initials 
(with and without periods), etc. It was possible to construct appropriate 
formats for all journal structures tested, except those requiring sub- and 
super-script Once a format is set up it is retained as a Punctuation File and 
may be used as needed. 

Searching for references 
Pro-Cite has an entire search menu, allowing one to search selected records, 
alphabetically, by record number and a variety of other options. Use of 
multiple buttons and fields makes searching cumbersome. To do an author 
search one must click on the author button, click on the operator"=", type in 
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the author's name, click "enter" and click "OK". Boolean searching is 
supported as well as an array of "wildcards" and less than and greater than 
(for date searching) operators. 

Index 
Unlike the other databases evaluated, Pro-Cite does not immediately offer an 
index window. A browse function may be selected which shows the first 
three lines of the forms for three references. Unfortunately in some cases the 
first three fields do not always contain author, title and year, the most useful 
information for locating a citation. Scroll bars allow the entire record to be 
seen through the small window and it may be edited or selected from this 
view. 

Compatibility 
Pro-Cite and its earlier incarnation, Professional Bibliographic System are 
used by the Lamont Publications Office and several research groups. 
Researchers would save considerable time by importing relevant references 
from databases already constructed. References can also be imported from 
IBM versions of ProCite as well as online information vendors such as BRS, 
Dialog and MEDLARS (use with online serivices requires add-on software 
costing about $200 per vendor). 

Documentation 
A 610 page manual includes extensive information on all the software's 
many features. A tutorial is included but it jumps from one topic to another. 
Important bits of information (such as what key combination produces the 
infinity symbol) are difficult to locate. Extensive sections on transferring files 
between IBM and Macintosh ProCite files are included. 
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POTENTIAL IMPACfS OF NEW THREE-DIMENSIONAL GEOSCIENTIFIC 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS ON FUTURE GEOLOGIC MAPPING AND 

MODELING ACfiVITIES. 

A. K. Turner and K. E. Kolm 
Dept. of Geology and Geological Engineering, 

Colorado School of Mines, Golden, Colorado 80401 

Abstract -- Most commercially available GIS products cannot handle true three
dimensional data, although they can handle topographic data and display isometric 
views. These systems are best defined as quasi-three-dimensional, or 2.5-dimensional 
systems. Very recently, three-dimensional GIS products have been demonstrated 
which can support the rapid generation of three-dimensional graphical displays. 

The demands for detailed three-dimensional subsurface data are especially acute 
whenever the depth dimension is .in the same general range as the surface 
dimensions, the true spatial relationships are important to the problem analysis, or 
quantitative and accurate rock property characterizations within the three
dimensional subsurface environment are required. True three-dimensional GIS 
products can greatly assist subsurface characterization in two ways; by assisting the 
persons performing the analysis visualize the spatial relationships, and by providing 
data management services. 

These techniques are being evaluated for support of the conceptual modeling 
activities required at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, the proposed site of the nation's first 
repository for civilian high-level nuclear waste. They offer important capabilities 
since they allow for: 1) necessary data management and data audit trails; 2) the 
integration of diverse data sources; 3) rapid development, visualization, and testing 
of alternative model conceptualizations; and, 4) integration with subsequent 
numerical modeling steps. 

The full realization of these capabilities will require some basic research, testing, 
and development of software and hardware options. However, it is already 
apparent that the use of true three-dimensional geoscience information systems will 
profoundly change geological data storage, manipulation, and analysis methods. 
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DIGITAL PRESERVATION OF YELLOW SNOW 

By Lois Heiser 
Geology Library 

Indiana University 
Bloomington, Indiana 47405 

ABSTRACT: Geology libraries are confronted with the 
problem of maintaining collections of books, journals, 
and maps which were published on high acid paper from 
the 1870s to the present day. The paper is literally 
disintegrating on the shelves. As the study of the 
earth is dependent on this body of literature, it is 
vital that these works be preserved in a usable format 
for future research. 

Unfortunately, this field of study does not command 
the attention of great numbers of users, and thus, 
there is little profit for commercial publishers to 
reprint these works. It must become the responsibility 
of the libraries themselves to promote the preserva
tion of this literature in any available format. 
Previously, the available processes included photo
copying on acid-free paper or microfilming. 

In an attempt to promote a different approach, 
an early volume of the Indiana Geological Survey 
Annual Reports was processed through an OCR scanner 
and entered into a data file. Now in digital format, 
a researcher may request printed copy or electronic 
output of the required text. This study analyzes the 
cost and time required for conversion, and considers 
future use of this and other data storage options. 

Digital Preservation of Yellow Snow, a catchy title, but 
truly a sad commentary on the state of our geologic literature. 
For those of you who may not recognize the library jargon of 
Yellow Snow, it is the dust and page scrapes which fall from 
the book as you attempt to photocopy the pages you need. It is 
most evident when a page is cracked and literally crumbles at 
your touch. 

The problem was identified as early as 1937 and documented 
by Julius Grant in his work •Books and Documents: Dating, 
Permanence and Preservation•. Simply put, it is caused by the 
combination of wood pulp treated with aluminum sulfate and 
other chemicals. When combined with the natural moisture in the 
air, this produces sulfuric acid and the paper literally burns 
on the shelves. 
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Libraries began to look at this issue seriously in 
1962, and again in 1972, and again in 1980. But as recently as 
April 1988, Wilson Library Bulletin quoted Barbara Goldsmith, 
who stated that • ... 40% of all books stored in major research 
libraries ... are turning to dust." Goldsmith also noted that 
•At the Library of Congress as many as six million books are 
rotting." The article also quotes an unnamed Yale librarian 
who said, •we sweep books out of the stacks everyday." 

I first became a believer in digital preservation in 1982. 
I use the term •digital preservation" to really refer to any 
means of capturing existing paper texts to some type of elec
tronic storage. This is in opposition to attempts to preserve 
the paper copy itself or i n some way "photocopy" the page 
either by xerographic or photographic methods. Optimally, 
digital can enhance the image and the retrievability of the 
text. 

At the 2nd Internationa l Conference on Geological Informa
tion held in Golden, Colorado, Leslie Pieri demonstrated what 
was to be the preservationist's salvation. She introduced us 
to the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Laser Videodisk, which con
tained 100,000 --one hundred t housand-- black/white images from 
the MARINER, VIKING, and ear l y VOYAGER missions. This technol
ogy could clearly be the answer to the problems of accommodat
ing text and image, allowing us to save words, maps, drawings, 
charts ... in black and white a nd color. How many of these disks 
are in your libraries? 

Recently, TIME printed a review of the "High-tech Bible". 
The Franklin Computer Company offers for sale a "microchip 
Bible" (King James or Revised Standard Version ... your choice!) 
The Bible in a hand-held 13 ounce box similar to their already 
popular dictionaries, or a Casio Digital Diary. The user can 
access by book, chapter, or verse, or use keyword Boolean 
search strategy. Just in case one has a problem with terminol
ogy, it provides a built-in thesaurus which " ... lets the user 
search through synonyms . . . • and phonetic pronunciation of 
proper names. 

So, the technology exists, where is our geologic litera
ture? Assuming that eventually the U.S.Geological Survey li
braries will take care of the USGS publications, I surveyed 
some of the state geological surveys. Of 36 respondents to 
date, 24 indicated they maintain archival paper copies of 100% 
of their state's geologic publications. Nine of those were 
considering electronic storage for the future. I certainly 
intend to follow up on this, because I think we, the Geoscience 
Information Society, need to have knowledge of who and what 
might be available ... how to get copies, etc. 

What is the delay in digital preservation? What Leslie 
Pieri did not describe in 1982, is the time involved in con-
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verting the images to video disk. What Franklin Computer 
Company, or other publishers, don't tell you, is the time it 
takes to convert text to electronic format. (Tho I am sure that 
Franklin Computer probably purchased an existing electronic 
file of the Bible.) In order to establish some concept of time 
involved, I took a decaying volume ... the 1883 Annual Report of 
the Indiana Department of Geology and Natural History ... and 
started some tests. 

It takes a considerable amount of time to photocopy for 
preservation or to make a usable copy for the future photocopi
ers of the world. An attentive person can photocopy about 150 
pages per hour, and considering 500 to 1000 pages per volume, 
with perhaps 8 volumes having been published per year, and 50 
years of decaying texts, one must consider 200,000 to 400,000 
pages of one state's literature. (I hear minds clicking; Two 
CD-ROM discs!) Therefore, at the attentive rate of photocopy
ing ... and I emphasize this because · if it is not attentive, you 
wind up with only YELLOW SNOW ... it would take 2000 hours to 
copy the average of 300,000 pages. But really what do you 
have? Another pile of paper, hopefully acid-free, but paper. 
Clearly electron storage would be better for we would have the 
capability to supply the researcher with a paper print on 
request or on disk, or send it by electronic mail or telefac
simile to any location. Eventually, we could even have our 
state's literature on CD-ROM so that other libraries around the 
world could be rid of their crumbling paper copies. 

How labor intensive would that be? First, I worked with a 
Hewlett Packard scanner. It took about an hour to test out the 
various scan levels: dark versus light, resolution options, 
original page versus photocopied text. The scan time was rela
tively fast and one could accomplish about 75 pages per hour. 
The overall time required would be twice that of the photocopy, 
but it is now in digital format. However, as you can see from 
Figure 1, only about one half of the text is OCR scanned, the 
rest is somewhat incomprehensible. 

While it is digital, what time would be required to cor
rect the text? The full page took fifty minutes to "correct• 
as one could not employ universal substitution of letters 
because the scanner interpreted most unrecognized characters 
with the same symbol. Conservatively then, one would have to 
devote about one hour per page to scan, correct and edit. Now 
one is talking about 300,000 hours. After the Hewlett Pack
ard, I thought I would go the step higher and try a Kurzweil 
Optical Character Recognition Scanner. This scanner supposedly 
remembers any corrections made in character recognition as one 
proceeds through the scan process. The machine learns to 
recognize patterns and apply this knowledge to later text 
lines. Unfortunately, I don't think it was designed to deal 
with turn of the century publishing of 8 point (or less) type 
face with letters so close together as to be virtually touch-
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ing. It took an experienced Kurzweil user a half hour to scan 
and teach the machine eleven lines. In frustration, I asked 
the operator to apply the knowledge gained in those eleven 
lines to the rest of the page. The result was less recogniza
ble than the H-P scanner. 
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Then I moved on to the straight forward data entry mode. 
A average typist entered the same page of text in sixteen 
minutes. I then added a spelling check of nine minutes and a 
final edit of five minutes: a total of one half hour per page. 
Thus, our full text into digital dropped to 150,000 hours of 
data entry. But one could use an expert typist/data enterer 
and this could cut the time by one third, and we could consider 
100,000 hours for the full collection. 

where to we stand? Sad but not yet disillusioned. So 
Julie 
"What 
shelf 
such 

Bichteler, in a previous paper in this volume, asks 
do we know about electron storage media?" when discussing 
life of the new technology. While we must proceed with 

cautions, the media has to be better than the crumbling 
we must replace. paper 
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On the other hand, Dan'! Lewin of NeXT, writes in the 
October issue of Personal Computing, •At the same time, schol
ars are working differently; the common image of library-bound 
researchers poring through stacks of books no longer applies. 
Now, they can manipulate electronic representations of 
books--private digital libraries--that completely alter the 
relationship between person and information. With telephone 
and networking connections, every desktop can become a Library 
of Congress.• 

TRUE .... but not quite yet, and only with time. 
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AN ALTERNATIVE TO OWNERSHIP OF SCIENTIFIC JOURNALS IN UNIVERSITY RESEARCH 
LIBRARY COLLECTIONS 

Louise S. Zipp 
University of Iowa Geology Library 

Iowa City, IA 52242 

Kathryn Kjaer 
Sciences & Technology Dept. 

Colorado State University Libraries 
Ft. Collins, CO 80523 

Abstract--The journal component of university library collections has been 
particularly hard hit by subscription cost increases in recent years. 
Cancellations and decisions not to subscribe have effectively diminished 
the depth and breadth of those collections. 

Core materials will always be on-site in a research collection, while 
access to peripheral and out-of-scope materials can be obtained through 
interlibrary loan. We hypothesize that a third, intermediate segment of the 
scientific journal literature can be identified. If the major ownership 
functions of current awareness and article retrieval can be served by other 
means, it may not be necessary for a university research library to 
subscribe to those journals. 

In a recently initiated test at the University of Iowa Libraries, 
tables of contents and "tear sheets" purchased from commercial vendors 
replace subscriptions, most of which were cancelled after 1988. User 
satisfaction and cost per title are measured to determine the effectiveness 
of the s~bstitutions. Project results will add to our knowledge of how 
students and researchers use the current scientific journal literature. 
Although this strategy may be immediately cost effective for individual 
collections, the implications for interinstitutional cooperation and for 
the nationwide earth science collection are disturbing. 

University research libraries have traditionally invested heavily in 
scholarly journals. However, the expanding universe of serial publications 
and the rising costs of subscriptions have created a much discussed 
"serials crisis" for these libraries. Acquisitions budgets, which increase 
only modestly each year, if at all, can no longer support the ownership of 
all the journal literature to which scientific researchers need access. In 
this paper, we will suggest a short-term solution within the framework of 
the process of scientific communication. 
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The Serials Crisis 

Over the past few decades, the volume of publication in scientific 
journals has grown dramatically. The number of journals abstracted by 
Chemical abstracts, for example, increased more than tenfold between 1927 
and 1976 to 14,000 titles (Astle, 1989). Between 1978 and 1987 alone the 
total number of scientific journals quadrupled (Atkinson, 1989). This 
increase has occurred, in part, because of the growing number of 
scientists, many of whom are under pressure to "publish or perish". The 
tendencies toward multiple-authorship and more publications per author have 
contributed to the burgeoning number of papers published each year. 
Internationalization of the scienti fi c community and the need for world
wide communication have also contributed to the growth of a set of relevant 
journals in many disciplines. Increased specialization of research 
interests has generated many new journals and has lead to subdivision of 
established journals into parallel titles devoted to more narrow fields. 

In recent years, the rapidl y escalating prices of scholarly journals 
and the lack of corresponding increases in acquisitions budgets have forced 
most libraries to cancel subscriptions and severely limit the purchase of 
new serials in order to continue the most vital titles. According to a 
recent analysis of serials pric i ng and library expenditures commissioned by 
the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), "more money is being spent to 
acquire fewer materials resulting in less comprehensive 
collections .... [F]rom 1973 to 1987 .... ARL libraries' average percent of 
expenditures devoted to material s rose from 29.2% to 33.1% with an 
accompanying shift in the percentage devoted to serials from 40.4% to 
56.2%. During this same period, t he average serials holdings of ARL 
libraries dropped from 32% of· the estimated universe to 26.4%" (Association 
of Research Libraries, 1989, p. [2]) . In the sciences and technology, a 
greater proportion of funds are expended on serials than in other 
disciplines, perhaps as much as 50% to 90% of materials budgets (Pruett, 
1986, v. 2). 

Scientific Communication 

Scientific communication takes place in, and across, two different 
communications systems . The informal domain exists to disseminate new 
information, and it is characterized by unpublished, non-refereed, often 
verbal communication. The library presently has little or no role in the 
informal domain. The formal domain exists to evaluate, then disseminate, 
knowledge. This is the domain of published, usually refereed literature 
(Crane, 1972; Garvey, 1979). The journal has played a unique role in the 
scientific communication system and is recognized as the prime expression 
of the formal domain (Garvey, 1979; Osburn, 1984, 1989; Subramanyam, 1983). 
Osburn (1984, p. 320-321) states that the journal serves the function of 
"rapid communication of informati on " and is a means to establish priority 
of discovery and validate work via peer review. 
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Garvey (1979, p. 279) notes that the "major users of scientific 
information are also the major producers and evaluators of scientific 
information". The scientist as producer uses journals to establish 
visibility among peers and priority of discovery and also to archive and 
integrate his work into the larger context of knowledge. This is 
Subramanyam's (1983, p. 6) "social institution ... confer[ring] prestige and 
rewards on authors, editors, referees, subscribers, and publishers". Thus 
follows Pruett's (1986, v. 2, p. 54) statement that "the prime purpose of 
publishing in a scientific journal is NOT communication [but] the 
attainment of professional goals". 

As a consumer, the scientist turns to journals to familiarize herself 
with the published record of knowledge when initiating research in a new 
direction. Journals are also used in the training of new generations of 
scientists. 

Garvey (1979) also distinguishes uses for journals in routine 
scientific work. A scientist may seek in journals an observation, a 
technique or a fact needed to move his work along. The scientist who has 
obtained and used prepublication information is likely to check the 
published article to verify that the information is unchanged. Journals 
offer scientists opportunities to extend their networks through exchange of 
reprints among authors. 

Garvey (1979) notes that scientists also need differing types of 
information and thus prefer different sources at various stages of 
research. Each scientist may have several different types of information 
needs concurrently. Journals are the preferred source during report 
preparation when completed work is integrated into the larger context of 
accumulated knowledge. Finally, he acknowledges differences in information 
needs expressed by: 

--basic and applied scientists 
--experienced and inexperienced scientists 
--those initiating work in the same field and those 

moving into a new area 
--different disciplinary groups. 

Journal Users 

Given these patterns of use, we have developed profiles of primary 
clientele users of university research library journal collections. 

Faculty 

New scholar. This scientist has greater dependence upon the formal 
domain, because his network in the informal domain is not fully developed. 
The subject and extent of research involvement are constrained by tenure 
requirements. 
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Mature scholar. If producing research at the cutting edge, this 
scientist makes the greatest use of the informal domain. She is likely to 
be minimally dependent upon library collections due to an extensive 
personal library. When she is chang i ng fields or extending the scope of 
research into a new field, her network is likely to be temporarily 
inadequate. At that time, she is likely to be more dependent upon the 
formal domain, especially journals, to aid her understanding of the current 
state of knowledge. 

Research professional in an appl i ed field (e.g. state geological survey 
geologist, museum curator) 

This scientist shares the characteristics of faculty but to differing 
degrees. His informal domain may be different in size and accessibility. 
The formal domain may include a higher proportion of non-refereed 
publications. In addition, deadlines and extent of involvement with 
research topics are usually external ly determined. 

Graduate student 

The scientist-in-training progresses through different levels of 
behavior. 

Course-related. In courses outside the area of research interest, the 
student seeks information for laboratory and term-paper projects. There are 
short deadlines and no access to the informal domain except local peers 
(usually other graduate students). In th i s situation, there is heavy 
reliance upon the formal domain, par ticu l arly by searching reference lists. 

Initiation of research. Th i s often coincides with the start of 
networking. Journals then become the doorway to the formal domain as the 
student learns to become a successful consumer, then a producer, of 
information in this medium. 

New scholar. Eventually a student ' s needs and characteristic behavior 
are the same as those of the new scholar , without the immediate tenure
requirement constraints. 

Undergraduate student 

The information needs of a member of this group are usually 
determined by course work, thro ugh finite, short-lived projects. Usually an 
undergraduate student is a cons umer of knowledge in the formal domain, not 
a producer. The student often prefers the older, more thoroughly evaluated 
information found in monographs and texts. 
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Information-Seeking Behavior 

To answer the question of how geoscientists, and other scientists, 
fit into these models, it is necessary to examine a different subset of the 
literature: information-seeking behavior by discipline. This research is 
often conducted to shed light on the needs of different disciplinary groups 
for library services. We will ask whether there are cross-discipline 
similarities in the roles performed by scientific and technical journals. 

For an overview of information-seeking behavior of geoscientists, see 
Pruett (1982, 1986) and Bichteler and Ward (1989). In an early study, Craig 
(1969) reports that the most frequently used (and thus most important) 
publications by geologists are serials (i.e. journals, monographic series, 
and government-published series). Bichteler and Ward (1989) find that the 
most frequently used information sources in the home and office are 
personal journal subscriptions. New journal issues, usually accessed by 
browsing, are the most frequently used sources of information in libraries 
and information centers. Journal tables of contents are the seventh-ranked 
library source, with 20% of respondents finding them useful. In addition, 
professional position, available time, and externally-imposed constraints 
promote variation in the pattern of information-seeking behavior. 

Wanat (1986), summarizing use of the physics literature, states that 
the journal remains the most important format for published information. 
She notes physicists have a greater tendency to browse, particularly newer 
materials, than do other scientists. Physicists are less likely to obtain 
access to journals through personal subscriptions than are other scientists 
(King and Roderer, 1982). Peters (1986) pronounces chemists as more 
dependent upon libraries than other scientists. It is possible that 
predominance of the American Chemical Society with its huge membership 
renders the networking function less reliable and comprehensive. McGregor 
(1986) reports that biologists are highly reliant upon the informal domain 
to keep them current in their respective subfields. He describes the life 
sciences as an amalgam of overlapping interests, whose professional 
fragmentation results in a need for greater conference participation and 
greater investment in personal subscriptions to facilitate communication. 

Applied scientists have distinctly different information-seeking 
behaviors and format preferences. They value the informal domain and non
refereed publications as priority sources of information. When journals are 
consulted, applied scientists will turn first to their personal collections 
and, as a last resort, to a research library (Garvey, 1979; Pruett, 1982, 
1986; Holland, 1986). These differences are fostered not only by the nature 
and proposed use of the information, but also, to a lesser degree, by 
proximity to collections of published information . Many applied scientists 
who are designated primary clientele of university research libraries hold 
faculty appointments. This may serve to re-orient their own 
information-seeking behavior to goals related to tenure and promotion. Yet 
applied scientists who teach tend to transmit information-seeking behavior 
characteristic of applied scientists in non-academic practices (Gralewska
Vickery, 1976). In a recent study, Pelzer and Leysen {1988) surveyed 
undergraduate veterinary medical students at Iowa State University. The 
students' choices for filling future information needs as practitioners 
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are, in order of preference: workshops, meetings, colleagues, and personal 
libraries. 

Clearly there are cross-disciplinary similarities in the purposes for 
which teaching scientists use journals. Many collection development 
decisions relating to journals can be made at that level. The presence of 
non-teaching applied scientists among university research l i braries' 
primary clientele complicates the decision-making process and may actually 
require re-definition of collection scope. 

The Tear Sheet Project 

At the University of Iowa Libr aries, three successive years of 
serials cancellations have hit the science collections hard. After the 
Spring 1988 cancellations to recover 10% ($137,320) of base acquisitions 
budget, science selectors found they had passed the point of cancelling 
little used titles which might be considered peripheral. At this time, the 
science selectors designed a pi l ot project based upon one undertaken at the 
University of Texas at Austin, where a document delivery service replaced 
subscriptions to in-scope but inf requently used scientific and technical 
serials (Ardis and Croneis, 1987). The hypothesis for the Texas project 
concerned the cost-effectiveness of this type of access, compared to 
ownership. That study speaks to the short-term needs of libraries facing 
immediate demands to reduce acqu i sit ions expenditures. Given the prospect 
of continuing price increases and concomitant underfunding, we were 
intrigued by the possibility of prov iding a desirable service while 
containing costs and protecting core collections. The University of Iowa 
Libraries' Science Selection Team decided also to consider longer-term 
questions: about the structure and i ntegrity of the collections and about 
the uses made of those collections. 

Assumptions and Hypothesis 

The traditional view of collect ion structure (Fig. 1) is based upon 
the concept of the core (Atkinson, 1989). Core journals are those which are 
so centrally important to research and study in a given discipline that 
they must be owned on-site. This group can be seen as a relatively small 
set of titles which are essential to serious understanding of, and 
investigation in, a given disci pline . The specific titles which constitute 
the core may change over time as disciplines evolve and new areas of 
research become established. The set of titles comprising the core at any 
particular time may vary slightly among collections, but it will be almost 
universally recognized as core by a consensus of scholars in the field. 
Core journals have been identif i ed by use, citation and verification 
studies and by lists constructed to support a specific function. Several 
recent examples exist of core journal lists in the geosciences (AGI Task 
Force on Serials and Coverage for GeoRef, 1986; International Council for 
Scientific and Technical Informat i on , 1986 ; Pilkey and Wilcox, 1981; Ribbe, 
1988; Sheaves, 1983). Definitions of core remain vague; often core is 
defined only in contrast to the peri phery. 
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PERIPHERY 

Figure 1: Traditional view of a university 
research library collection . 

Between core and periphery lies a large group of titles which are the 
focus of our concern (Fig. 2). 

8 

Figure 2: Proposed view of a university research 
library collection. 

The functional relationship of this intermediate zone to the collection as 
a whole (Fig. 3) suggests a segment of a library collection which can be 
studied and defined. 
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Figure 3: Functional view of collection structure in a 
university research li brar¥ collection. 

Our use of the skewed distribution and placement of the zonal boundaries 
here are admittedly speculative. We also recognize that new titles, 
translations and those serving f unct ions other than notification (Atkinson, 
1989) do not fit easily into this model. The distribution includes: 

(1) Core titles , used and cited heavily by many researchers and 
advanced students. These titles serve the communication, professional and 
training needs of new and mature scholars. The scope of these titles may be 
broadly based within the discipline or devoted to a subdisciplinary area of 
prime importance at the local insti t ution . Core titles are not necessarily 
at the cutting edge of research, al t hough their editorial boards are 
generally composed of distinguished scientists. This category includes 
journals with reputations for high standards as well as those reputed to 
have much lower manuscript rejection rates. This disparity seems to be a 
function of the different roles perf ormed by journals in the process of 
scientific communication. Because these titles are in high demand, 
libraries must maintain complete holdings on-site. 

(2) Intermediate titles, whose recent articles are used and cited 
regularly but not frequently. These titles are likely to be specialized 
and, perhaps, more homogeneous in quality than those of the other two 
types. Having some visibility , such titles are of particular importance to 
the browsing function for which scientists are loath to use periodical 
indexes (Bichteler and Ward, 1989). We suspect that older titles in this 
category are likely to have been established to serve the cutting edge of 
new fields in a previous generat i on of scientific research. These titles 
may have been displaced from t hat cutting edge by newer titles, reflecting 
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fragmentation and interdisciplinarity of their respective fields. New 
journals may initially fall into this category, before maturing into core 
or peripheral titles. As literature in the intermediate zone ages, 
frequency of use and citation diminishes, and access can be maintained 
through interlibrary loan service. 

(3) Peripheral titles, used and cited infrequently, either highly 
specialized or tagged with a poor reputation for quality. These titles may 
offer a medium for publication to the scholar not at the cutting edge, the 
new scholar or the controversial scholar. In many disciplines, geographic 
orientation or language of publication will relegate a journal to this 
zone. Such titles are less visible to the scholarly community outside their 
intended readership and they convey little prestige upon authors and 
editors. While not out-of-scope in university research library collections, 
these titles often need not be owned. They may generate little browsing 
interest. Conventional interlibrary loan services usually are adequate for 
document delivery. 

We hypothesize that a viable option exists as a substitute for 
ownership of the intermediate zone of the university research library 
journal collection. If the major ownership functions of current awareness 
and article retrieval can be served by other means, it may not be necessary 
for a library to subscribe to those journals. 

Project Design 

We identified a small number of cancelled intermediate-zone journals, 
several from each of the science libraries (Biology, Chemistry/Botany, 
Engineering, Geology, Health Sciences, Mathematics, Physics and 
Psychology). To support the browsing function, we provide tables of 
contents of new issues, most purchased from Institute for Scientific 
Information (lSI). Faculty, students and staff browsing the newly-received 
journal issues in the respective libraries, find, in the place of new 
issues, a notebook containing tables of contents for all issues published 
since cancellation (later this will be modified to include contents for 
issues for which we are able to provide tear sheets - probably the last six 
years). Instructions on the notebook cover (App. 1) direct the requestor to 
library staff who confirm primary clientele status and obtain basic 
information from the requestor. A librarian immediately telephones a 
vendor, usually ISI, ordering a copy to be billed to an established account 
number . The tear sheets or photocopies are received at the ordering 
library, then sent to the requestor via campus mail or held for pickup, as 
requested. A pre-addressed short evaluation form (App. 2) is enclosed with 
the copy, which becomes the property of the requestor. Invoices are 
received by the Project Coordinator, one of the science selectors, who 
forwards them to the Acquisitions Department. The charges are paid 
centrally and posted to the acquisitions funds of the ordering libraries. 
All project data are forwarded to the Coordinator for collation and 
analysis. 

Thirty-four titles are presently included in the project. Most are 
titles cancelled after 1988. With one exception, there are no new titles 
included, to ensure that we tested a sample with an existing local 
readership. The titles used in the project were not chosen at random from 
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the intermediate zone of our collections. Instead we sought to incorporate 
a secondary cost-effectiveness hypothesis that would test the short-term 
effects of the strategy. At the University of Iowa Libraries, changes in 
journal prices for four major commercial publishers have been monitored for 
several years. Most project titles are such journals with a history of 
above-average cost increases. The Geology Library titles presently included 
in the project are: 

Geoexploration 
Global and planetary change 
Palaeogeography, palaeoclimatology, palaeoecology 
Paleontological journal. 

By not subscribing to the project titles (App. 3), the University of Iowa 
Libraries has initially recovered an estimated $21,473 for 1989. 

Results will be measured by several factors. User satisfaction will 
be the primary means to judge the value of tables of contents and of the 
document delivery service. We are also monitoring delivery time. Our 
secondary hypothesis may be more easily validated. We predict that the 
service will be cost effective if our vendor costs (including $340/year for 
the tables of contents) and costs of staff time do not exceed the current 
subscription rate for each title. Since vendor costs can be tracked by 
title, we will have actual data for this cost component. We will assume 
that if vendor costs exceed 65% of the current subscription cost, added, 
but unmeasured, staff time costs would push the total cost above the 
current subscription rate. If that occurs, a standing order will be 
reinstated and the title will be considered a part of the core. If, after a 
year or so, few or no requests for copies are received for a given title, 
we will assume it to be a peripheral title which could be dropped from the 
project and serviced through interlibrary loan. 

We also expect that tables of contents as access points will diminish 
in importance after their respective issues have been published for a year. 
As the literature ages beyond t hat point, use of reference lists, 
bibliographies or indexes should generate requests. We anticipate that our 
tear sheet service will adequately meet those requestors' needs for 
timeliness. When the literature ages beyond the scope of our vendors' 
services, the number of requests should be minimal and interlibrary loan 
service may be adequate for delivery. 

Results 

We have been surprised at the low number of requests for this service 
to date. Since the project began in January 1989, twenty requests from six 
different journals have been ordered. Average delivery time is slightly 
more than five days. This figure is artificially high, because of several 
intervening weekends and one delayed request. Users have been generally 
satisfied with all aspects of the service. Projected vendor costs for 1989, 
including the tables of contents from ISI, are less than $700. The unit 
cost of the first nineteen articles is $11.23. 

Science selectors are currently considering expanding the number of 
titles in the project and reconsidering means for alerting readers to the 
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availability of the service. We expect that up-to-date volume holdings and 
a message displayed in our online catalog will generate more requests. 

Effective implementation of the project has been slowed by several 
minor problems. Despite early cancellations, receipt of some journal issues 
continued into the Spring of 1989. Selectors, who do not have immediate 
access to detailed acquisitions records, were often unaware when the last 
paid issue was received. This delayed display of the tables of contents 
accumulating since January. One geology title: Paleontological journal, is 
not indexed by lSI, and we have yet to find a source for tables of 
contents. Finally, initial delays in payment and posting of costs were 
encountered. 

From the vantage point of less than one year into the project, 
however, it seems that our hypotheses can be supported. The project will 
continue for an indefinite period, although we should be better able to 
test our hypotheses with several years' data. 

Prospects 

The future structure and integrity of these collections are very much 
in question. If maintenance of comprehensive collections is no longer 
feasible for the largest libraries (Association of Research Libraries, 
1989); then we are no longer fulfilling the libraries' historical function 
to serve future scholars (Atkinson, 1989). The ARL lists several major 
factors in the serials pricing phenomenon, and all are interrelated aspects 
of the intrusion of the marketplace into the process of scientific 
communication. While scientists are publishing to compete for promotion, 
tenure, and grants, commercial publishers are selling that research for 
profit. Libraries are forced to screen and purchase only that part of the 
intellectual record which is both affordable and appropriate to their 
collections. 

We have developed a very short-term solution for libraries where 
purchasing power fluctuates from year to year. The off-site users of our 
collection: scholars and lay-people in government, corporations and other 
academic institutions will find that the University of Iowa Libraries may 
no longer be able to provide them with intermediate-zone journal literature 
through interlibrary loan or walk-in service. In fact, our approach, if 
utilized widely, would create seemingly unpredictable gaps in the nation's 
research library collections. Thus, it is now even more important to 
develop and make accessible a single national bibliographic utility to 
enhance interlibrary loan. It is also imperative to broaden and strengthen 
cooperative collection development activities to ensure comprehensive 
collections for the future. 

Iowa's Tear Sheet Project depends upon a currently favorable 
marketplace where commercial document delivery services are comparatively 
cheap and efficient. This strategy has served corporate research-and
development libraries well for decades. ARL's long-term solutions for the 
crisis involve both restructuring the process of scientific communication 
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and the role played by the commercial sector in that process. In the 
interim, we look to short-term solutions to serial price increase problems, 
and we seek to refine our concepts of the structure and function of 
research library collections. 
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Appendix 1 

The Library no longer subscribes to this journal. 
However, this title is included in an experimental project 
designed to provide University of Iowa faculty, students, 
and staff with needed art i cles from certain journals 
cancelled far budgetary reasons. If you would like an 
article published in this journal after the last issue 
received by the Library, please ask a staff member. The 
Library will order the a rt icle from a commercial service 
which promises delivery within a very short time. There is 
no charge to you for this service. 

Enclosed are the tables of contents for issues 
published since 1988. 
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Appendix 2 

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA LIBRARIES 
TEAR SHEET SERVICE JOURNAL REQUEST 

EVALUATION FORM 

In order to help the UI Libraries assess the value of this 
experimental project, please answer the following questions. 

Are you satisfied with this service? yes ____ _ no ____ _ 

Are you satisfied with the timliness of this service? 

yes ____ _ no ____ _ 

Was the copy you received satisfactory? yes ____ _ no ____ _ 

What is your status? faculty _____ staff ____ _ 

graduate student _____ undergraduate student ____ _ 

Comments on the service: 

Please fold this sheet with the return address on the other 
side displayed, staple, and return through campus mail. 

Thank you. 
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Appendix 3 

Univers i ty of Iowa Libraries 
Tear Sheet Project 

List of Tit l es and 1989 Subscription Prices 
Revised July 20, 1989 

Acta neurobiologiae experiment alis 
Acta zoologica 
Annals of nuclear energy 
Applied mathematical modelling 
Automation and remote control 
Biorheology 
Cancer immunology, immunotherapy 
Celestial mechanics 
Chemistry and physics of lipids 
Cytologia 
Desalination 
European biophysics journal 
Fuzzy sets and systems 
Geoexploration 
Global and planetary change 
High temperature 
Hyperfine interactions 
International archives of occupational & 

environmental health 
International journal of hydr ogen energy 
International journal of neuroscience 
International journal of psychology 
International journal of psychophysiology 
Journal of aerosol science 
Journal of biotechnology 
Journal of environmental sc i ence and health, A 
Journal of neural transmission 
Journal of nuclear materials 
Palaeogeography, palaeoclimatol ogy, palaeoecology 
Paleontological journal 
Pramana 
Thermochimica acta 
Thin solid films 
Vegetatio 
Wear 

Total subscription cost saved (1 989) 

156 

$21473 

$72 
$120 
$345 
$235 
$795 
$270 
$425 
$324 
$477 
$177 
$354 
$553 
$543 
$144 
$135 
$715 

$1224 

$515 
$570 

$2195 
$172 
$175 
$484 
$496 
$615 

$1695 
$1087 

$813 
$275 
$175 

$1695 
$2127 
$600 
$879 



INFORMATION SOURCES IN REMOTE SENSING 

Julia H. Triplehorn, Librarian, 
Geophysical Institute, University of Alaska Fairbanks, 

Fairbanks, Alaska 99775-0800 

Abstract - - Remote sensing articles, reports and books are frequently difficult to 
locate in libraries because of unclear subject headings, abbreviations and symposium 
titles. This paper will identify the major reference works in the fields: indexing 
tools, online databases, compact discs, handbooks and dictionaries. Some technique 
for searching these will be included to aid researchers in obtaining remote sensing 
material. 
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Guidebook citation patterns in the geologic journal literature: a comparison 
between 1985 and 1967. 

Barbara E. Haner, Physical Sciences library, University of California, Riverside, 
P.O. Box 5900, Riverside, CA 92517 

ABSTRACT 

Guidebooks are prepared for attendees of geological field trips and their 
format, distribution, and availability is dependent on the organizers of the 
excursion. To determine how these guidebooks are later utilized, a bibliometric 
study of seven American geological journals in 1985 identified a total of 302 
references to guidebooks: 1.1Y. of all reference citations in these journals. 

Four characteristics of guidebooks were studied: the publisher, event, age, 
and geographic location. These factors were compared with the author's affili
ation, the accessibility of this literature through established distribution 
channels, and the subject of the articles in which the guidebooks were cited. The 
three journals with the highest number of guidebook citations were also analysed 
for 1967. The guidebooks were divided into six publication categories: national 
American geological societies and their regional sections, local or regional 
geological societies, state geological surveys, university sponsored field trips, 
international •eetings, and miscellaneous. 

In 1985, local geological societies and national organizations were the source 
of 24.2Y. and 23.8Y. respectively of all cited guidebooks. Regional sections of 
the national geological societies published 10.9% of the guidebooks cited in this 
category. In 1967, local geological societies accounted for 67Y. of all guidebook 
citations. References to guidebooks published by national geological societies 
declined to 14.1Y. of which 9.7% of this category were published by their regional 
sections. Th~se two data sets emphasize the role of the regional societies in 
publishing local information. This trend will continue as desktop publishing 
becomes more available and practises for distributing publication information 
become established. It further shows the active role local and regional societies 
play in the geological communication network. 

INTRODUCTION 

Geological field trips remain etched in geologists' memories whether they were 
required as part of a university course, a pre- or post-conference field meeting, or 
an exotic excursion following an international congress. These events are renowned 
for attracting geologists interested in the subject covered by the trip who share 
and learn new ideas. Field trips are often a catalyst in establishing participant 
camaraderie and reinforcing the invisible cooperative network that can supply 
information and contacts for future projects and research endeavours. 

Guidebooks produced for field trips provide a cohesive link for participants 
on a field excursion. They are a valuable source of information as they contain 
maps, road logs, stratigraphic columnar section charts, faunal lists, and short 
articles that describe the local or regional geology or the detailed geology of the 
outcrop at the field trip stop. These articles are prepared and researched by the 
individual field trip leaders and provide a unique record, as frequently this 
information is not formally published in a refereed journal. Therefore the 
guidebook is a tangible record of the event for later use. 
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Although guidebooks may contain reprints of funda~ental articles concerning 
regional geology much of the information focuses specifically on the area visited. 
It is highly relevant to a region, often produced only a month or two before it 
beco~es available on the field trip. Guidebooks vary in format ranging from 
mimeographed, stapled sheets to elaborate publications containing plates, fold out 
maps, and photographs. 

The number of guidebooks produced varies from just enough for field trip 
participants (with a few spares for authors), to several hundred for later sale by 
an organization to its own ~embers, and other interested individuals or 
institutions. The latter is particularly true if the guidebook is part of a series 
published by a state geological survey. Therefore, the 1aterial 's strengths are 
that it is current and highly focused on an area, often describing particular 
outcrops providing a historical record for the future, but its disadvantages are 
that it may not have gone through a rigorous review process, that it may strongly 
reflect the viewpoints of the author, and that it may be published in such small 
numbers that it is unavailable to a wide audience. The audience includes libraries 
to whom guidebooks present not only acquisition challenges, but also cataloging and 
shelf location problems (Wallace, 19781. 

OBJECTIVES 

In June 1989, there were 12,903 bibliographic citations from guidebooks, 
comprising 2.7 percent of all references in GeoRef, the online database of the 
Bibliography and Index of Geology. Eighty-seven percent of these citations refer 
to the period 1960-1989. To evaluate the use of guidebooks by geologists, this 
bibliometric citation study is based upon the premise that reference lists at the 
end of scientific articles are the works that the authors have found most pertinent 
in pursuing their own research. When an author uses information from another ' s 
work, they will cite that work which reflects the influence of published research 
on their own contribution (MacRoberts and MacRoberts, 1989!. 

In 1985, seven core geological journals were analysed to identify govern•ent 
publications used by geoscientists (Haner, 19881. Guidebook citations were 
identified as a separate category and provided the data for this additional study. 
The current study sought to: 

1. Deter1ine in which journals guidebooks contribute to the cited literature. 
2. Evaluate the role of different organizations who publish cited guidebooks. 
3. Identify the regional distribution of guidebook citations to determine if 

their use is related to current publication interests. 
4. Evaluate if any particular event creates more guidebook citations. 
S. Establish the retrospective use of guidebooks. 
6. Co1pare the results from journals with high guidebook citations in 1985 

and 1967 to determine if there were significant changes in categories 1-5. 
7. Deter1ine if there is any relationship between journal article authorship, 

and reference to guidebooks. 

METHODOLOGY 

Citations to guidebooks were recorded from seven geological journals which 
Woodford (1969) had determined to represent a core journal set for the geological 
sciences. Publication date, publisher, event, state or country where the field trip 
took place, and the association of each author with either an academic institute, 
geological survey, or company was recorded for each guidebook reference in an 
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article in 1985, and repeated for three journals with the highest number of 
guidebook citations for 1967. Woodford 11969) did not identify a unique category 
for guidebook citations, but noted they were included in the book category. His 
numerical data provided information to develop the historical and retrospective 
comparison between 1967 and 1985. The table of contents of each journal analysed 
in 1985 and 1967 was used to allow articles in which guidebooks were cited to be 
evaluated as part of the year's overall publication record. 

RESULTS 

Overall Use 

Table 1 considers how many articles contain guidebook references over the total 
number of articles in the seven geological journals studied. The percentage of 
guidebook references is 21.4 in 1985; approximately one fifth of all articles 
contain at least one citation to a guidebook. From this list, it was decided to 
concentrate the detailed comparisons to three journals which had the highest number 
of articles containing references to guidebooks, the American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists Bulletin IAAPG>, the Geological Society of America Bulletin 
IGSABl, and the Journal of Paleontology (JPALl. 

Table 1. Number of articles containing guidebook references for 
seven journals studied in 1985 and three journals studied in 1967 

Journal titles 
and abbreviations 

American Association 
Petroleum Geologists 
Bulletin 

American Journal of 
Science 

American Mineralogist 

Economic Geology 

Geological Society of 
America Bulletin 

Journal of Geology 

of 

Journal of Paleontology 

IAAPGl++ 

IAMJSl 

IAMMil 

IEGEOl 

IGSABl 1t 

(JGEOl 

(JPALl++ 

Total no. 
of articles 

1985 1967 
---------

90 89 

33 

140 

61 

133 78 

36 

104 103 

Articles 
with GB 

1985 1967 
---------

21 34 

6 

5 

13 

51 21 

7 

25 16 

Percentage 
(mean) 

1985 1967 
----------
23.3 38.4 

18. 2 

3. 6 

21.3 

38.4 27.0 

19. 4 

24.0 15.5 
---------------------------------------------------------------------

OVERALL TOTAL 1985 597 128 21.4 
3 ** JOURNALS 1985 & 1967 327 270 97 61 29.7 22.6 

GB Abbreviation for guidebooks 

References to guidebooks contained within the total number of references in 
each · journal for 1985 shown in Table 2, range from a low of 9 from the American 
Journal of Science to a high of 143 for the GSAB. In 1985, guidebook citations 
totaled 302, and represented 1.2Y. of the 25,527 total number of all citations which 
also included: government serials 114%), journal articles 167%), books 111Y.l, theses 
(3/.), conference proceedings 13Y.l, and miscellaneous (1'l.l <Haner, in pressl. 
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Guidebooks were considered in the book categor y which totaled 2890 references in 
1985 for all journals. Guideboo ks as a component of book references alone 
represented 10.4% of this separate category. 

Table 2. Total number of references to guidebooks for 
seven core journals analysed in 1985 

Abbreviated 
journal 
titles 

AAPG 
AMJS 
AMMI 
EGEO 
GSAB 
JGEO 
JPAL 

Total no. 
of references 

3523 
1897 
4379 
3835 
6947 
1749 
3197 

Guidebook 
references 

39 
21 

9 
22 

143 
12 
56 

Percentage 
(mean) 

1.1 
1.1 
0.2 
0.6 
2. 1 
0.7 
1.8 

---------------------------------------------------------
OVERALL TOTAL 25527 302 1.2 

---------------------------------------------------------
Table 3 summarizes the publishers of guidebooks for all seven journals in 1985. 

Overall, American national geological societies published 24% of all references with 
11% of this category being issued by regional sections of the national societies: 
local or regional societies contributed 24Y. 1 state surveys 16Y. 1 universities 17Y., 
international meetings 16/. and other miscellaneous groups 4/.. 

Table 3. Publishers of guidebooks cited in journals studied in 1985 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Jour nil N•ti anal Societirs Local or St•te University Other lntern•t i onal Total 

(1) Reg ion a! Seal. Sponsored Sroups 
Nation a! Section Soc ieties Survey (2) Congress Socirty 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AAPS 2 8 IS 8 0 0 ~ 2 39 
Am 0 0 I 3 II 0 b 0 21 
Alllll 1 2 1 3 1 0 1 0 9 
ESEO s 1 b 1 0 0 s 4 22 
SSAB 20 10 37 15 32 II !b 2 m 
mo 2 s 0 1 2 0 0 2 12 
JPAL 9 7 13 16 ~ 1 b 0 so 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 39 33 73 47 so 12 38 

Ill All societies included in this group •re national A1erican grologic•l societies 
(2) Includes 3 guidebooks published •s USSS Open File Reports cited in SSAB 

Detailed Comparison of Three Journals 

10 302 

The 1985 results for the three journals with the highest citation rates are 
contrasted in Table 4 with information from these journals for 1967. The data 
shows two distinct trends, an in crease in citation rates in GSAB and JPAL, but a 
m a r k e d d e c r e a s e f r o m a h i g h o f 4 . 7'/. i n 1 9 6 7 t o a 1 o-w o f 1 • D: i n 1 9 8 5 f o r A A P G • 
Guidebooks overall in these three journals for 1985 and 1967 represented 14.21. and 
15.31. of the book citations for these years. In 1967, 277. of all the references to 
books in AAPG were to guideboo ks. 
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T&ble 4. References to guidebooks in three journ&ls in 198S &nd 1967 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
Abbrevi&ted 
journ&l 
title 

Tohl no. Book 
of references rtferences 
( 1) ( 2) 

Guidebook 
references 
(3) 

PercentAge 
(aun l 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
1985 1967 1985 1967 1985 1967 1985 1967 

---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
AAPG 3523 3228 366 566 39 152 1.1 4.7 

SSAB 6947 3031 860 422 143 55 2. 1 1.8 

JPAL 3197 2972 449 500 56 21 1.8 0.7 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
TOTAL 13667 9231 1675 1488 238 228 1.7 2.5 

----------------------------------------------------------------------
<1> This d&t& was obtaintd fro• Noodford, 1969 and H&ner, 1988. 
(2l The tot&l number of book rtferences for 1967 were obtaintd fro~ 

Woodford, 1969, Tablt 1, and H&ner, in press, by co1bining references 
to st&te university press publications &nd other commercial publishers. 

<3> References to guidebooks were included in the book totals in studies by 
Woodford, 1969 and Haner, in press. 

Public1tion Sources 

Analysing the publishers of the guidebooks cited in AAPG, GSAB, and JPAL 1985 
and 1967 (Tible 5, Figure 1l shows a distinctive citation pattern change. Wh1le 
the results for 1985 were close to the overall trends described previously, in which 
guidebooks published by regional societies and the national societies were cited 
almost equally, in 1967, 67% or two-thirds of the guidebooks cited were published 
by local or regional societies. Graphic presentation of the information in Table 5 
for the six publication categories for each journal in 1967 and 1985 (Figure 2l 
shows clearly that the large number of guidebook citations for regional and local 
societies in 1967 were predominantly from one journal, AAPG. In 1985, this had 
shifted to the GSAB. This pattern is also seen when analysing the regional section 
component of the American national societies (fine dot pattern) which were not even 
cited by authors in JPAL in 1967. There is also a similar reversal on a smaller 
scale for international publishers with AAPG providing the major citation source 
in 1967 and GSAB in 1985. Figure 2 also illustrates that authors publishing in the 
GSAB cite more publications produced by universities than authors in AAPG and JPAL. 

hblt 5. Publishers of guidebooks ;:i ted in three journals studied 
-----···--------------------------------------------------------
~0111'1111 litional &oclttita Local or Shtt Un1vtrs1ty Othtr lattrn.tlond Total 

Rt9lonal &tol. lponsortd Broup1 
llatioul &tction Socitties Survty Con9rt11 Socitty -----------------------------------------------

85 67 85 67 85 67 85 67 85 67 85 67 85 67 15 67 1985 1967 ----
MPS 2 7 8 6 15 108 8 8 0 4 0 0 4 5 2 14 39 152 

ISAB 20 3 10 16 37 26 15 4 32 0 11 0 16 5 2 143 55 

JPAL ' 0 7 0 13 19 16 0 4 0 6 0 0 56 21 ---------------------------------------------------------
31 10 25 22 65 153 39 12 36 5 12 0 26 II 4 15 238 228 
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1985 
National 
Geoloc;~ical 
Socielles 
24% 

GUIDEBOOK SOURCES 

1967 

Local or 
Regional 
Societies 
67"1. 

Figure 1. Publishers of guidebooks cited in 1985 and 1967. 

1-z 
UJ 

60 

so 

40 

u 30 
a: 
UJ 
a.. 

20 

GEOLOGICAL GUIDEBOOK SOURCES 1967, 1985 

AAPG 

~ 1985 

D AAPG 

IE] GSAB 

[]]] JPAL 

EJ Sections 

GSAB 

National 
GeoiOij ical 
Societ•es ,.% 

O~~~~~~_G~WL~~~BW~-L~~--~~~~-=~--
Universities International 

JPAL 

American National Local or Regional State Surveys 
Societies Societies 

Figure 2. Guidebook publ i shers ci ted in 1985 and 1967 as recorded in the 
American Association of Pet r oleum Geologists Bulletin (AAPGl, Geological 
Society of America Bullet i n (GSABl and Journal of Paleontology (JPALl. 
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State geological surveys are interested in promoting . knowledge of their state. 
Comparing 1967 and 1985 shows that the number of references to state geological 
survey guidebook series has tripled from 5Y. to 16% This may reflect new publication 
series being produced by the state surveys or else the co-sponorship of field trips 
by the local society and the state geological survey with the state organization 
publishing the guidebook. Only 3 guidebooks were noted as being issued by the U.S. 
Geological Survey. In all cases these were produced as Open File Reports. 

Geographic Distribution 

Recording the states described from the guidebook titles on a map of the 
section divisions of the Geological Society of America <GSAl indicates the regional 
geographical distribution of the guidebooks cited <Figure 3l. In both years there 
is a low through the Central Section region while the Cordilleran Section remains 
stable at 16% and 17% for 1985 and 1967. Noteworthy is the pronounced shift from 
a "Rocky Mountain high" in 1967, to the Appalachian crest in 1985 where the North
eastern and Southeastern Sections of the GSA accounted for 47% of all references. 

GUIDEBOOKS 

1985 

GUIDEBOOKS 

1967 

Figurt 3. Gtogriphic di5tribution of guidebooks cited in 1985 ind 19b7 displiyed 
on • ••P showing the section divisions of the Geologicil Society of Aeerici. 
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In 1967, three states stand out with high citations, co ntributing significantly 
to the predominence of 56Y. of al l records for the Rocky Mountain Section, Wyoming, 
Montana, and Utah with 37 1 29, and 24 citations respectively. In 1985, no states 
make single significant contribut i ons , but there is a broad distribution throughout 
the states comprising the Northeastern and Southeastern Sections of GSA. 

Relationship to Events/Meetings and Authorship 

Geological field trips have become an integal part of the annual meeting program 
organized by national geological societies and their sections. They are also 
arranged by regional geological societies as annual events or provided at annual 
regional society field conferences to ext end the conference ' s theme. This 
information was recorded as a broad event category including field conferences, and 
annual meetings for societies at the local, national, and international level. 

In the Rocky Mountain states and along the eastern seaboard, it was evident that 
some events were recorded more than others, namely annual field conferences. These 
were published either under the auspices of the association or by a local university 
which hosted the meeting and were responsible for publishing the field guide. This 
relationship accounted for 42% of the references. In the Rocky Mountain Section 
important regional societies which held field conferences cited were the Wyoming 
Geological Association, the Bill ings Geological Association and the Intermountain 
Association of Petroleum Geologists , and on the east coast, the New England 
Intercollegiate Geological Conference. Annual meetings of the major geological 
societies and their sections accounted for an additional 19% (Figure 1l. Meetings 
sponsored by international ~rganizat ions such as the International Geological 
Congress, INQUA, and the International Association of Sedimentologists which 
frequently convene on a four-year cycle accounted for S'l. of the citations. 

In 1967, 19% of the journal article authors who cited guidebooks had either 
been the editor of a guideboo k or the author of a guidebook article increasing to 
23% in 1985. This confirms that guidebooks are an important primary source of 
1nformation used by the researchers who produce and use the material. The authors 
of all papers citing guidebooks were divided into three categories, academ1c, 
geological survey geologists, or professionals employed by a company or working in 
a laboratory. Overall, for every three academic authors there are only two authors 
employed in the combined fields of industry and geological surveys. 

Retrospective Use 

The guidebook publication date was recorded for each citation. It was found 
that the half-life of the guideboo ks noted in both 1967 and 1985 was between seven 
and eight years with 80% of the guideboo ks articles cited being published within 
12.5 and 13.5 years in 1967 and 1985. This is much shorter than for the average 
geological literature which is 22.5 years. The earliest guidebook cited was 
published for the 8th International Geological Conference held in France in 1900 and 
used in an article describing graptolite associations in the Old World Silurian 
(Berry and Bourcot, 1967l. In the American literature, the oldest reference was to 
the 9th Annual Field Conference of the Kans as Geological Society held in 1935. 

DISCUSSIO N AND CONCLUSIONS 

In the seven journals studied the number of guidebook reference citations vary 
widely, as a publication format they are cited in one fifth of all articles. They 
reflect closely what is being used and need ed at any particular time. This is 
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clearly reflected in their geographic use: for exa~ple during the boom period for 
oil and gas eKploration and oil shale exploitation in the Rocky Mountain region. 
The articles published in 1967 with high numbers of guidebook citations covered 
regional stratigraphic correlation in areas such as the Paradox Basin, Powder River 
Basin, San Juan Basin, and the Williston Basin. Occasionally even specific oil 
fields were cited in the journal titles such as the Cache Field in Colorado and the 
Nisku Field in Montana. These articles were all published in AAPG which is notable 
in 1967 for its high citation record to the guidebooks of local and regional 
societies in the Rocky Mountain region yet in 1985, many of the articles in the AAPG 
focus on China, the Phillipines, and offshore exploration, areas in which local 
societies are not known for organizing popular field trips. This correlates 
directly to the marked decrease of guidebook citations in AAPG. In contrast, many 
articles in SSAB in 1985 focused on Appalachian regional stratigraphic research and 
authors cited guidebooks published by the New England Intercollegiate Geological 
Conference and other local society field trips, a trend reflected in the geographic 
distribution for this year. 

This study shows that ~any cited guidebooks are created by the local geological 
societies. The field trip co-ordinators use volunteer help and local expertise to 
collate articles, create the table of contents, and assemble the articles which do 
not go through a long review process. Guidebooks today can be produced efficiently 
as desktop publishing packages, and laser printing produces camera ready copy which 
can be accommodated easily by photoduplication or typsetting at small print shops. 
New infor~ation can be inserted until about one month before the field trip is held. 
This ~apid dissemination of information is also reflected in their retrospective 
use, as they are often the •ost current available infor~ation. Fifty percent of the 
guidebooks cited had been published in the last three years. Considering it usually 
takes six to eight months for an article to be published in a refereed journal, 
guidebooks are one of the most current resources available to find local material 
which •ay even be "in hand" if the researcher is an active member of a regional 
geological society. 

In 1988, guidebooks were described as part of the Ngray literature" (Gll by 
Corbett (19881. Grey literature has been defined as being material •not available 
through the conventional commercial distribution channels" lSibb and Phillips, 
19781. This category is open-ended but encompasses reports, theses, conference 
proceedings, technical specifications, bibliographies, house journals, and offical 
documents issued in limited quantities. The importance of GL as a new media of 
pri1ary, non-conventional communication is recognized today in all branches of 
science (Alberani et al., 19891. Guidebooks certainly fit into this broad defin
ition, but the producers and users of this literature, always consider them as a 
primary source of information. This study confirms this observation as they are 
represented in over 211. of the refereed articles in seven core geological journals. 

Bitcheler and Ward (19891 commented on the pressure noted by academic 
geologists to publish as part of the tenure and promotion criteria for advancement. 
In this study, data show that for every three academic authors there were only two 
from the combined employment fields of industry and the geological surveys who cited 
guidebooks. Field trips are required for many geology courses, so university 
professors are frequently asked to lead field trips as they are familiar with local 
geology. Geologists in academic circles also have the freedom to publish their 
results which •ay not be true for oil company geologists when work is in a sensitive 
exploration area such as the Rocky Mountain region during the 1960s. Also in 1985, 
231. of the journal article authors were self-citing: referencing either guidebooks 
they had edited or articles they had authored in guidebooks. Therefore guidebooks 
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may represent one of the interim steps in the publication process as guidelines are 
more flexible than for formal journal articles. 

Guidebook publication is also fast and can provide an avenue to share 
information concerning recently completed projects where time was not available to 
create a significant contribution to geology, graduate mapping which adds to the 
local geological information, or even descriptions of geological sites and outcrops 
which are about to be obliterated by bulldozers. 

A geological field trip is always a learning experience, for leaders are chosen 
because of their knowledge and expertise in an area. Discussions at outcrops cement 
conclusions or stimulate new ideas. On field trips friendships are made and they 
forge the links into the invisible network of colleagues which Bitcheler and Ward 
(1989) noted to be one of the first resources geologists use in obtaining 
information. In this network local contacts are extremely important. One of the 
functions of the local society is to hold monthly meetings and, usually, an annual 
field trip for its memebers. The support of these events can be measured by their 
citation record and the ability of the field trip organizers to take participants 
to areas of current interest to the field of geology. 

Overall, this study has shown that guidebooks make a signicant contribution to 
the geological literature and are used when current, regional information is needed. 
Guidebooks cited have been published predominently by local or regional geological 
societies, by regional sections of the American national societies, or by local 
universities. Their rapid publication assures that they occupy a unique niche for 
the dissemination of geological !nformation. This information is utilized by both 
the primary users and publishers of the material. A guidebook is published to 
facilitate communication on a geological field trip. The field trip also serves 
as an arena where personal contacts can be established which are used later when 
seeking or verifying information. The guidebook, because it contains pertinent 
information from the field trip also serves to reinforce these contacts. 
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Abstract--The Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library at Purdue University represents the latest 
stage in over 30 years of growth in both floorspace and holdings. The library's floorspace has 
grown from one spare room with a few hundred square feet to today's specially designed quarters 
with more than 5,100 square feet, as an integral part of new space provided for the department in 
1988. Holdings are now in excess of 19,700 volumes and 15,000 microforms. An expanded 
map collection and a new computerized catalog have recently been added to the library's assets 
as part of a continuing effort to upgrade reference service for the Department of Earth & 
Atmospheric Sciences. 

Library Mission 

The Purdue Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library collects state, federal, and 
commercial materials to support research and graduate study in Atmospheric Science, 
Engineering Geology, Geology, Geophysics, Geochemistry, and Geohydrology. The Library is 
an official depository for publications from the U.S. Geological Survey, and has always 
emphasized maintaining major collections of state geological survey publications and geological 
society guidebooks. 

Librazy History 

In 1956 a single small room (a converted laboratory) was all that was needed to house 
the geology library holdings. At that time geology had only three faculty members and was a 
division of the School of Civil Engineering. The geology division secretary acted as the 
circulation librarian in addition to her other duties. A separate Geosciences Department was 
established in 1967, moving in 1970 to the small building that was the former home of the 
Pharmacy Department. With this move the Geosciences Library acquired two rooms and a full
time librarian. Bound volumes of geology journals that were previously housed in other Purdue 
Library branches were transferred to this new facility. The two rooms eventually expanded to 
five rooms totaling 1,530 square feet. But, as time would show, even this growth was not 
enough. 
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New Facilities 

As the Library had grown, so also had the faculty and students in the Department. In 
1986 Purdue's Geosciences Department became the Department of Earth & Atmospheric 
Sciences--reflecting the continuing growth and comprehensiveness of the component programs. 
In 1988 the Department again moved, into three floors of a new wing of the Civil Engineering 
Building. Planning for these new quarters had begun as early as 1982. The Earth & 
Atmospheric Sciences Library thus acquired a specifically designed area containing 5,17 5 square 
feet (fig. 1). This area includes: 

* 2,000 linear feet of the only public 
access, compact storage shelving on 
Purdue's main campus 

* An expanded map room 
*Two on-line, public access computer 

terminals linked to the Purdue 
University catalog 

* Tables and chairs for 32 patrons 
(fig. 2) 

* A librarian's office/conference 
room with one personal computer 

* A library workroom 
* Two group study rooms for students 
* A photocopy room 
* An afterhours bookdrop 
*Wiring for a future security 

checkout system 

Library Statistics 

Staff: 1 Professional, 1 Clerical, and 
6-10 student assistants 

Volumes: 19,700 
Microforms: 15,000 (equivalent to about 

7,000 pamphlets, reports, etc.) 
Journal subscriptions: 336 
Shelving: 3,215 feet (2,015 full) 
Annual circulation: 8,200 volumes 
Catalog cards: 61,500 
Departmental clients: 34 faculty, 

85 graduate students, and 
100 undergraduate students 

Patrons served annually: 32,000 
Library construction cost: $475,000 
Equipment cost: $96,000 
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Figure 1. Layout of the library. 
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Map Room 

Historically, Purdue University maintained two map collections. One was the official 
university repository map collection tended by a librarian in the General Library--receiving maps 
from the United States Geological Survey, the Canadian Geological Survey, and numerous other 
agencies and surveys from around the world. The second map collection was an informal one 
housed in the old Geosciences Department's map room, with a graduate student serVing as 
curator. With the establishment of the Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library, both map 
collections now are combined into a single large room with 2,000 square feet of floorspace (fig. 
3). This new room houses more than 180,000 topographic, geologic, and other miscellaneous 
maps from Federal and state geological surveys. The map room also has received a collection of 
about 150,000 aerial photos, including one of the few surviving sets of the pioneering 1927 
overflights of the Wabash River valley area. One full-time staff member has been added to serve 
as curator and assistant to the professional librarian. 

TIIOR CTIIe Online Resource) 

Computer hardware and software help to maintain access to Purdue's historical library 
collections and the new assets added with each passing year. In August, 1989, Purdue Libraries 
switched from an older computerized system to THOR, Purdue's version of the NOTIS online 
catalog system developed at Northwestern University. TIIOR contains a listing of all books, 
periodicals, and other Purdue Library materials acquired since 197 6. Material prior to 197 6 is 
being added on a continuing basis. TIIOR provides for searches by author, title, subject, or 
keyword. Special features in keyword searching include Boolean Operators, Positional 
Operators, and refining the keyword search with qualifiers. 

Future Plans 

Future modernization for the Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library is necessary to 
keep pace with increased customer needs. Plans are underway to acquire a CD-ROM system to 
allow access to the numerous data bases and other records now available on this new computer
based form of storage. Older library volumes and maps (especially those published in the 19th 
century) continue to age and become rare items, many with dramatic increases in value. The 
need to provide for the safekeeping and security of these items has made it apparent that some 
sort of "rare book and map" facility will sooner or later have to be established within the Earth & 
Atmospheric Sciences Library. 
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Figure 2. View of the study area. 

Figure 3. View of the map room. 
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SPACE PLANNING FOR A SMALL LIBRARY: REMODELING CONSIDERATIONS 

Suzanne T. Larsen 
Head, Earth Sciences Library 

University of Colorado, Campus Box 184 
Boulder, Colorado 80309 

Abstract -- The Earth Sciences Library at the University of Colorado, Boulder, is a small branch 
library located in the Geology Building. The Library has only 2500 sq. ft., of which 300 sq. ft. is 
a circulation/reserve office. There is no possibility for physical expansion, the shelves are full, 
and one third of the collection is relegated to storage in the basement of the main library. 

With the appointment of a librarian to the branch in February 1988, several issues needed to 
be addressed. First, there was no room in the existing library office for another person or space 
for a reference office with a computer for online searching. Second, because the existing layout 
of the library was like a study hall, the reference collection was not readily identifiable or easily 
accessible. And third, how to solve the first two problems without decreasing already limited 
seating space, sending a larger proportion of the library material to storage, or increasing the 
existing total square footage of the Library. 

All these issues were successfully addressed by rearranging study, reference, and stack areas 
and enclosing a small office to create a more vibrant, reference oriented library environment. 

INTRODUCTION 

The University of Colorado at Boulder has a branch library system consisting of a main 
library and five branches in the fields of Business, Engineering, Math/Physics, Music, and Earth 
Sciences. The Earth Sciences Library is located in the Geology Building along with the 
Department of Geological Sciences. It is the smallest of the branches and provides circulation, 
reserve, and reference services as well as bibliographic instruction and library-use training. The 
staff consists of one librarian, 1.5 classified staff members, and student assistants. The collection 
contains approximately 35,000 volumes. This includes state, federal and international 
publications, and bound periodicals as well as monographs. The Library currently receives about 
250 journals. The Library shelves are full. About 1/3 of the collection, primarily older and less 
used material, is in storage in the basement of the main library. The material in storage is, 
however, in an area that is accessible to the public. 

A librarian was appointed to head the Earth Sciences Library in February 1988. Prior to that 
time, the ES Library was under the administration of the Science Librarian in the main library 
building and was staffed only by classified staff members and student assistants. A professional 
librarian had not resided in the Earth Sciences Library for almost a decade. Remodeling was 
considered almost immediately after the new librarian arrived. 

ORIGINAL CONDITIONS 

The square footage in the Library amounts to about 2500 sq. ft., of which about 300 sq. ft. is 
already designated for the existing circulation/reserve office. That office, housing the two staff 
members and student assistants, did not have room for another person. Upon the arrival of the 
librarian, a 'reference' desk was placed out in the seating area of the Library but an enclosed area 
was needed as well. Even though very short of office space for their own faculty, the Geological 
Sciences Department was able to find an office for the librarian. It was, however, up two flights 
of stairs, which is not the ideal location for an active reference service. 

The original layout of the Library had the book collection on the periphery of the room with 
seating at several large tables up the middle. It conveyed a "study hall" atmosphere. (Figure 1.) 
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While the construction of a reference office was the impetus for the need to remodel, two 
additional issues were identified as being primary goals. First, greater contact with library 
personnel needed to be encouraged. The Circulation/Reserve Office had no visual contact with 
either the library collection or the seating areas. In addition, the online catalog terminals were not 
in view. Second, the reference collection needed to be made more accessible as well as more 
visible. In the original floor plan it was relegated to poorly identified ranges of shelves with 
narrow aisles and no convenient seating nearby in order to use the material. 

Figure 1. 
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The majority of the funding for the remodeling came from an alumnus of the Geological 
Sciences Department, as part of a generous pledge toward a new library in a proposed Geological 
Sciences Building. The prospect of a new library facility within the next five years was the 
primary reason that a major workover for the current facility and the purchase of new 
furnishings were not considered. 
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A plan was developed to create a reference center visible upon entering the Library. This 
was to be accomplished by removing existing shelving to create a relatively large open area. In 
addition to the reference collection and a limited number of seats, it was planned that this 
'reference center' would house the online public access catalog terminals and a proposed CD
ROM workstation. The Librarian's office was to be constructed in the same area by closing off 
one corner. Given the minimal square footage available in the Library, the area allotted for the 
new Reference Office was kept to a bare minimum, 8'x9'. It would be just enough space to hold 
a computer workstation, a bookcase, and a desk. In essence, the creation of this 'reference 
center' centralized most of the Library's audible functions and made the reference area more 
visible to circulation/reserve desk personnel. 

Quiet space was to be established by moving the remaining study tables to the room's west 
and south facing window area. Sections of book stacks were placed around the study areas to 
serve as noise buffers. The campus building department had requested that not all the collection 
be placed in the middle of the room for structural reasons. 

Since the pattern and type of shelving units were changing, linear shelf space was measured 
before the move began and proposed shelving calculated with this in mind. This helped to ensure 
that the same amount of shelving was being created by the new plan. An additional shelf was to 
be added to the top of all the shelving units in order to maintain the previous collection size. It 
was critical that the new configuration not cause a larger proportion of the collection to be sent 
to storage or decrease the already low number of seats in the Library ( 45). 

Figure 2. 
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Before any work began, an accurate blueprint was drawn to scale of the proposed placement 
of all shelving, seating, and other furnishings. (Figure 2.) Space planning and layout were 
complicated by the existence of weight bearing pillars spread throughout the Library. 

PLAN IMPLEMENTATION 

The execution of the floor plan required the removal of almost all the books from the 
Library. All shelving was removed with the exception of six ranges of semi-permanent shelves. 
(Figure 3.) The move could not begin until mid-August because the Engineering Library on 
campus was undergoing a far more extensive renovation at the same time. Fall Semester was to 
begin at the end of August. 

Figure 3. 
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In less than two weeks, the majority of the collection was moved out and stacked in call 
number order on the floor in classrooms nearby. Due to the fact that the Engineering Library had 
been moved just prior to this, the moving crew, which was made up of students with a staff 
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supervisor, was very experienced and efficient. Most of the shelving was moved out and 
dismantled to be reassembled later, but some of the older shelving had to be literally torn apart to 
be removed. Carpet was laid, the shelving moved back in and reconstructed, and the books were 
replaced back on the shelves. Care was taken to try to keep the volumes in order during the move 
but even so a massive shelf reading project was required once they were returned to the shelves. 
The Library did not close during the moving process but access was very limited at times. 
Construction of the Librarian's office began at the end of August and continued through most of 
September. The primary functions of the Library were not seriously affected by this portion of 
the project. 

In order to keep costs to a minimum, no structural changes were made in the existing library. 
The Librarian's office in the 'reference center' was created by enclosing a corner of the room, 
which had no effect on structural integrity of the building. Surplus shelving from the remodeled 
Engineering Library was used to replace the ancient shelving removed from the 'reference center' 
area. The existing furnishings were used with the exception of one 13' table which was replaced 
by two 7' tables that were surplus within the library system. 

CONCLUSION 

The 'new' Library has been quite well received by students and faculty. The traffic count 
into the Library increased by almost 6% over the previous year even with the counter 
disconnected for almost 2 months due to construction. Information contacts were up over 31% 
over the previous year and the circulation statistics, including reserve circulation, increased by 
5.5%. These are major increases in a year where the number of undergraduates in geology 
continued to decreased. Therefore, it would seem that the increased use can be directly 
attributed to the revitalization of the Library through the remodeling of the facility and the 
appointment of a professional librarian. 

In summary, the following are some suggestions to consider when remodeling: 

1. Determine goals for the remodeling, including budgetary constraints. In this case, the 
primary goals were to encourage greater contact with library personnel and to create a 
'reference center' with an office for the librarian without decreasing seating or collection 
size. Lesser goals were identified as well. The budget was especially limited because of 
the possibility of a new facility in 3-4 years. 

2. Draw a floor plan to scale. Include on the plan all physical constraints to the space, such 
as radiators, support pillars, emergency exits, or anything which might affect the traffic 
flow or placement of furnishings and shelving. Be sure to leave enough space around 
tables for chair movement. Numerous standards and formulas exist which allow 
calculations for the allotment of space, however, one does not usually have the luxury of 
the space mandated by these guidelines when remodeling. Measure carefully and try to 
adhere as closely as possible to the scaled plan. 

3. Plan a logical progression for the movement of material out of the Library. It is 
imperative that the books be kept in as much order as possible throughout the process. 
Do not place them in an area where they may be disturbed, rearranged, or 'borrowed' 
while they are out of the library. Even when the best care is taken, plan to do a 
significant amount of shelfreading after the material is replaced on the shelves. 

4. Above all, keep smiling, expect that nothing will go totally as planned, that the process 
will take twice as long as you thought it would, that none of the help you counted on will 
show up precisely when expected, realize that unforeseen changes will have to be made 
along the way, and be sure to take photographs of the entire process from beginning to 
end. 
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PARTN 

WORKSHOP: 

FIELD TRIPS AND FIELD GUIDEBOOKS 





GUIDEBOOK PROBLEMS FROM THE LIBRARIAN'S POINT OF VIEW 

Rosalind Walcott 
Earth and Space Sciences Library 

State University of New York at Stony Brook 
Stony Brook, NY 11794-2199 

Abstract-- Geologic field trip guidebooks are particularly useful to 
geologists because they represent site specific information arranged 
geographically. However, guidebooks present many problems for the 
geoscience librarian as they are difficult to identify, difficult to 
acquire, hard to catalog and retrieve, and hard to preserve. 
Guidebooks are not well controlled bibliographically, although use of 
the Union List of Geologic Field Trip Guidebooks for North America 
does much to remedy this lack. The variety of formats and the 
inadequacy of many guidebook formats necessitates special handling. 

This paper gives some recommendations for improvement of the 
guidebook publication form. 

Why we need this workshop 

My inspiration for this workshop came from a paper given by 
Robert Corbett (1989) at the GIS Technical Session last year in 
Denver. While I heartily agreed with 95% of the statements made in 
that paper about the need to "immortalize" field trip guidebooks, I 
did not agree with the main premise of the paper. Corbett's solution 
to the "guidebook problem" was to achieve easy distribution and 
preservation of the guidebook by publishing it as an issue of an 
established journal. I can see the many attractions of this method 
for a harassed field trip editor. The method of promotion, 
publication and distribution is standard and many hassles are 
avoided. But for the geoscience librarian this method of publication 
is a nightmare. This paper will address the problems that geoscience 
librarians have with guidebooks, and in the process demonstrate why 
Corbett's solution just will not fly from the librarian's point of 
view. 

Geoscience librarians -are avid collectors of geologic field trip 
guidebooks, in fact some might say it is an obsession for many of us. 
We tramp around geological meetings weighed down by the complete set 
of guidebooks for the particular meeting. Sometimes we even pay for 
them with our own money. Such is the depth of our compulsion to own 
them all. This obsession is not just an abberation of unbalanced 
librarians. It is driven by our present and future users' need for 
these sneaky, fly-by night, changecoat publications, which pop up in 
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the literature, only to disappear again without trace. Guidebooks are 
hard to identify, hard to acquire, hard to catalog and retrieve, and 
hard to preserve. They are a l ibrarian's ultimate challenge. 

The Geoscience Information Society has such an abiding interest 
in guidebooks that we recently published our fifth edition of the 
Union List of Geologic Fiel d Trip Guidebooks for North America. This 
union list is a tool to enable librarians and others to identify 
which field trip guidebooks have been published, by whom, and which 
libraries own a particular gui debook. It is our guidebook bible and 
the tremendous amount of effort which goes into its publication pays 
off in spades for geoscience l ibrarians. The other extremely 
important publication of GIS related to guidebooks is our one-page 
Guidelines for Authors and Publishers of geologic field trip 
guidebooks. If you ever publish a guidebook, if you ever consider 
publishing a guidebook, or if you know anyone who may consider 
publishing a guidebook, please acquire a copy of these guidelines. 
This set of guidelines summari zes the main points that I will be 
making today. The guidelines are often revised so that any 
suggestions you may have for their improvement will be discussed by 
the guidelines committee and incorporated if approved. The guidelines 
are not just a selfish set of how-tos to make the librarian's life 
easier, they aim at improving the standard of the guidebook form, and 
at improving its distribution, preservation and usefulness. 

I realise that I am preaching to the choir when I say to this 
audience that we must acquire these hard-to-find guidebooks and make 
them easily available to geologists. Guidebooks often provide the 
only geological information on a particular area, organized in the 
most useful way, that is geographically. This information remains 
useful for decades, which mean s that careful preservation is doubly 
important. 

Guidebook acquisition 

Guidebooks are very hard to identify and acquire. I plead with 
you to send us a flyer on publication of your guidebook so that we 
know about it and can buy it. An extremely important way of 
publicizing your - guidebook to the appropriate group is by sending an 
announcement to Geotimes and t o Episodes. Make sure that all 
necessary information is included in this announcement, title, 
authors/editors, publisher, name, place and number of the meeting if 
the guidebook is associated with a society meeting, date of field 
tripi date of publication, name or names of sponsoring 
organization(s), name and number of the publication series if any, 
name of field trip leader, and of course, the name and address of the 
distributor and the price of t he guidebook. 

Robert Sharp, (1988:10) has suggested that identification and 
acquisition of guidebooks are such continuing problems for geologists 
and their associates that we need to establish a Center for Field 
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Trip Guidebooks. He proposes that such a Center would assemble copies 
of every field trip guidebook which can be located. Holdings of the 
Center would be distributed regularly so that those needing a 
particular guidebook would know of its existence and be able to 
purchase a copy of the guidebook through the Center. The Center would 
be responsible for obtaining copyright clearance to copy and sell 
these guidebooks. Do I hear any volunteers to create such a center? 
While the United States Geological Survey Library has a superb 
collection of geologic field trip guidebooks, I doubt that this 
library can act as such a center without a change in collection 
development policy. No one library in the United States that I know 
of has a comprehensive collection of guidebooks, even for the United 
States, let alone the world. · 

Discussion of the difficulty of identifying and acquiring 
guidebooks brings us back to the original problem of the guidebook 
which is published as an issue of an established journal. The first 
difficulty with this form of publication is how do librarians find 
out that a guidebook is being published in this way? We would need a 
flyer to alert us to buy this particular issue of the journal. If the 
library already subscribes to the journal then acquisition will not 
be a problem, unless the library system as a whole subscribes to the 
journal, in which case the geoscience library will probably want to 
buy an extra copy. Those of you who have tried to do this will know 
that to buy an extra copy of an issue of a journal is no picnic. 
Firstly, serials acquisitions does not like this. It is not the way 
they are used to ordering serials, i.e. placing a subscription or 
standing order. They may even reject your request and bump it over to 
monograph acquisitions. Monograph acquisitions do not like this 
either. This request is non-standard and must be ordered through 
different dealers from those they are used to. This gets the 
geoscience librarian a reputation as always asking for special 
favors. One needs a lot of brownie points to be a geoscience 
librarian. 

If the library or library system does not subscribe to the 
journal in question it would be extremely easy to miss the 
publication of this guidebook altogether without sophisticated 
advance publicity and targeting of the appropriate interest group. Do 
not underestimate the interest in your guidebook. You may think that 
you are publishing something esoteric, but there are probably two 
hundred libraries out there eager to buy your guidebook. 

My record at obtaining guidebooks is spotty at best. I looked 
back through my order file for the last five years and discovered 
that guidebooks take an average of four and one half months from the 
time I order them to the time they are received in the library. Not 
so bad, when you consider that the average for all monograph orders 
in the Earth and Space Sciences Library is four months from time of 
order to time of receipt. This period may seem long, but pre-order 
searching must be completed, a dealer or publisher located, typing of 
order completed, waiting for the order to be received, and cataloging 
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and processing of the material must be done. However, I found that 
guidebook orders are most often special orders. They require 
pre-payment. They must be ordered directly from the publisher and 
there is always some special handling and extra effort required. One 
guidebook I found had taken me two years to obtain and several others 
required frequent claiming and still took nine or ten months to 
obtain. Several never arrived at all - by the time my order was 
received the guidebook was out of print. 

Cataloging and retrieval of guidebooks 

Catalogers are powerful people. They can bury your guidebook so 
that few users can find it. Do not underestimate them. They do not do 
this out of malice, far from it. Most specialist science catalogers I 
know are only too eager to help choose the right entry, to add 
entries if necessary and to choose the best subject headings. But 
catalogers are busy people and too many non-standard publications 
wear them down. For example, to go back to the problem child 
guidebook published as an issue of a journal. This guidebook requires 
special care and feeding from the cataloger's point of view. The only 
way users are going to find this guidebook in the catalog is if it is 
analysed, i.e. cataloged separately. This extra attention takes time 
and costs money. Many guidebooks languish unused because they are 
part of an established series which does not get analysed. 

Many guidebooks do not get cataloged properly because their 
title pages are so ambiguous. The GIS Guidelines list all the 
information which should appear on a title page to allow the 
guidebook to be cataloged correctly. One surprisingly common bugbear 
is the two title guidebook. There is one title on the cover of the 
guidebook and another one on the title page·. This type of ambiguity 
does not only worry catalogers, it also means that geologists are 
searching for ghost citations in the literature and wasting their 
time as well. Guidebooks are always going to be difficult to catalog 
because they are so often sponsored by several different 
organizations and often published in two or more different places. 
But if all the information is up front on the title page at least the 
cataloger can make informed decisions on how make order out of chaos. 
A blatant example of a two title guidebook is one published in 1984 
by the Friends of the Pleistocene Pacific Cell, cover title Geologic 
guide to Aspen Valley, Mono Lake, Mono Craters and Inyo Craters and 
title page title Holocene paleoclimatology and tephronchronology, 
east and west of the central Sierran crest ••. In fact this example is 
so bad that I, in all innocence, ordered both these titles as 
separate inter-library loan requests only to be told they represent 
the same guidebook. 

I have asked catalogers at Stony Brook to create a special entry 
for guidebooks in the Earth and Space Sciences (ESS) Library catalog . 
Each guidebook which is acquired is added to the ESS geologic field 
trip guidebooks collection and has an entry under geologic field trip 
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guidebook and the states of the us, provinces of canada, or country 
covered. This extra entry alerts me to guidebooks that I otherwise 
would not find, but I am sure that both the cataloger and I miss some 
publications. I am also sure that most students and faculty who use 
the ESS Library do not know about this finding tool for guidebooks. I 
am not sure how to publicize it effectively. 

GeoRef will retrieve guidebooks for the user by searching 
guidebook as a document type. Having your guidebook indexed in GeoRef 
is another reason to deposit one, or preferably two, copies of your 
guidebook in the United State Geological Survey Library in Reston, 
Virginia. An added courtesy is to deposit a copy of your guidebook in 
the nearest geoscience library. 

Cataloging and retrieval go together like tuna and mayonnaise. 
If the cataloging is good your users will not have problems finding 
the guidebook they need. One of the entries will strike their eye, be 
it author, editor, title, series, or subject. However there are often 
problems in establishing any or all of these entries. LC subject 
headings leave something to be desired in many cases. Some guidebooks 
are not found because they are listed inconsistently as either 
Geology--county--guidebook or Geology--state--guidebook, instead of 
one or the other, or consistently under both. 

Cataloging problems also arise with sets of guidebooks, usually 
published to accompany a meeting. One recent example of such a set is 
that published by American Geophysical Union for the 28th 
International Geological Congress in Washington, DC. I am going to 
use this set as an example of the kinds of cataloging problems which 
can arise, as it has recently been published, and is fresh in 
everyone's minds, but most sets of guidebooks have at least some of 
the same problems. Although the 28th International Geological 
Congress does appear on the front cover of this set of guidebooks, 
and does appear on the map of the field trips, it does not appear on 
the title page. Catalogers like to catalog from the title page. They 
want the information that you think is important about your guidebook 
to appear on the title page. The title pages of these guidebooks are 
very bare. Nowhere is there any mention of the 28th International 
Geological Congress, or Washington, DC. There is a following title 
page with the field trip numbers mentioned, but field trips 
associated with what? No 28th International Geological Congress is 
mentioned. 

We, librarians, geologists, publishers, all of us, want these 
guidebooks to sit together as a set on the shelf. For this to happen 
we need a unifying title for this set of guidebooks and a unified 
numbering system - a series title of 28th International Geological 
Congress Guidebook 4, for example, would ensure that these guidebooks 
are cataloged as a set. Because there is no unifying title, and 
because there is no unifed numbering system for these guidebooks, 
Library of Congress has supplied cataloging-in-publication data which 
place these guidebooks all over the library from call number QE to 
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TN. I do not think that this is what anybody wants to see. So to 
avoid this problem, if you are publishing a set of guidebooks, give 
it a unifying title and numbering system. This ruse will ensure that 
your set sits all together somewhere in the library, which is what we 
all want. Even if the particular library only buys numbers 2, 7 and 9 
of the set they will sit together and immediately make the user aware 
that there are other volumes to this set. 

Catalogers at Stony Brook have managed to get this set to sit 
together on the shelf by adding qualifiers to the call number and in 
general fudging it. They also groaned a lot about having to catalog 
the set this way, using this material drawn from the preface and 
inside cover. The "fake series" listed on the inside cover is not 
consistent either, it varies from ICG Series to IGC Field Trip 
Series. Catalogers can do anything that is necessary, but in this 
case cataloging this set was awkward, and once again, required 
special attention. More of my brownie points used up. 

Conservation and preservation of guidebooks 

Guidebooks vary more in format than any other form of 
publication that I know. They run the gamut from the sublime to the 
ridiculous, from beautifully bound and illustrated tomes to xeroxed 
sheets fastened together with paperclips. Perennially popular are 
those spiral bindings which most librarians deplore. I realize that 
these bindings are wonderful for use in the field, they lie flat and 
you can bend them double, but they fall to pieces in a library 
collection. Poor formats for library use are large heavy volumes with 
spiral bindings, and small or odd shaped volumes. An undersized 
volume gets lost in a library collection. Librarians are not saying 
that you should never publish anything which is not standard size, 
but that there should be a good reason for that decision. Most 
librarians, binding budget permitting, immediately grab any spiral 
bound volume which comes into the library and bind it with a durable 
library-type binding. That is, unless the publisher has made it 
impossible for us by having such a narrow gutter that when the spiral 
binding is removed there is nothing left to bind. If you must use 
spiral bindings at least leave a generous gutter so that libraries 
can bind and preserve your guidebook. 

The paper used in some guidebooks is not fit for any purpose 
that you can politely mention. I know that guidebooks often have to 
be produced cheaply, but you do want them to be useful as well. 
Guidebooks should be constructed so that they can last for _decades, 
as this is likely to be the length of time for which they are useful. 
Some guidebooks have perfectly fine title pages with everything on 
them that any cataloger could expect. But when you open them up there 
are no page numbers. Please number the pages. It does not take a lot 
of sophistication. All you have to be able to do is count. Some 
guidebooks also have no figure numbers. It is very hard to-refer to 
the diagram before the one about the collapse breccias, instead of 
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just citing Figure 2. Identify all illustrations and do not include 
an illustration unless it is of high quality and pertinence. If you 
cannot make an illustration count, do not include it at all. 
Illustrations and maps should be clear and informative. 

Some guidebooks have important material printed on the inside 
cover. I think this is a dangerous place for crucial information. 
Covers get torn and ripped off. Put your important material safely 
inside the publication. One guidebook I saw had an interesting and 
effective way of showing where the site descriptions were in . the 
volume by the use of colored pages. I do not think that all the pages 
need to be colored but one colored page certainly makes it easy to 
find the road log. 

Maps are particularly important in guidebooks and should 
preferably be plasticized. One geologist I spoke to said that maps 
used with field trip guidebooks should be USGS topo sheets rather 
than sketch maps. List all unbound illustrative matter in a table at 
the front of the volume and include a pocket to hold all these pieces 
at the back of the publication. Otherwise guidebook and additional 
material will not stay together until next Tuesday. I recommend that 
all guidebooks should include the word guidebook in the title. And 
conversely, no publication should have guidebook in the title unless 
it really is a guidebook and contains a road log and site 
descriptions. Not all guidebooks can be as elaborate in format as 
those of the New Mexico Geological Society and Wyoming Geological 
Association and librarians do not expect them to be. But a little 
attention to format can make the difference in your guidebook being 
used or ignored. 

Guidebooks are cited in the geoscience literature. In a study of 
citations in geoscience doctoral dissertations published in the 
United States 1981-1985 which I am completing, guidebooks form 
approximately one percent of all citations in the total sample, and 
approximately two percent of citations from dissertations classified 
as geology, (as opposed to geophysics, geochemistry and 
paleontology). This may not seem like a large percentage, but is 
quite siginificant for the following reasons. Firstly, it is probably 
an underestimate, as I was not able to recognize all guidebook 
titles. Secondly, for comparison, maps only comprised two percent of 
citations from the total sample of dissertations and three percent 
for the geology dissertations. Thirdly, because guidebooks form seven 
percent of all monographs cited and over twelve percent of monographs 
cited by geology dissertations. The most cited guidebook by this 
group of doctoral dissertations is the .Wyoming Geological Association 
guidebook, followed by the Geological Society of America guidebooks 
and the New Mexico Geological Association guidebook. 
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Conclusion: 

Guidebooks are very useful to geologists. They deserve to be 
widely distributed and well used. To ensure that this occurs 
guidebooks must be easily ava i lable, well constructed, well cataloged 
and indexed and properly preserved by libraries and other 
organizations for future use. 
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HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION OF THE 
NEW ENGLAND INTERCOLLEGIATE GEOLOGICAL CONFERENCE 

D. W. Caldwell 
Department of Geology 

Boston University 
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 

INTRODUCTION 

The New England Intercollegiate Geological Conference 
(NEIGC) began in 1901 with a field trip led by William 
Morris Davis to the Westfield River area of Massachusetts 
(Fig.l). With the exception of the 6 years during World 
War I and II and a two year gap between 1912 and 1915, the 
NEIGC has continued to meet since 1901. Thus, the NEIGC 
may be the oldest organization in North America whose sole 
purpose is organizing and running field trips in areas of 
recent geologic mapping and topical studies. 

No field guides are available from the meetings before 
World War II, but is my understanding that a single field 
trip was usually offered in the early years of the NEIGC. 
By 1927 or 1928 (Marland Billings, personal communication) 
at least a bedrock trip and a surficial trip were being 
offered. By 1959, so many separate field trips were run 
that there is not room in Table 1 for the names of all the 
trip leaders, but only those of the conference 
organizer(s). The guidebook for the 1949 meeting is the 
oldest in my possession. 

The early organizers and trip leaders of NEIGC were 
all academics, with the meetings sponcered by their 
respective institutions. By the 1950's, some meetings were 
held far from any campus and trips were run by geologists 
from the the United States Geological survey, the 
Geological survey of canada, state geological surveys, and 
increasingly, by geologists from industry, in addition to 
the meetings organized by academic geologists away from 
home. 

The NEIGC has met outside of New England 9 times, 
indicating that its geology extends beyond its border. 
Five meetings have been held in New York, 3 meetings were 
held in the Province of Quebec, and 1 meeting was held in 
New Brunswick. In addition, many other conferences held 
near its borders have had individual field trips outside 
of New England. With the 1989 meeting, the NEIGC has met 
26 times in Massachusetts, 13 times in Maine, 12 times in 
Connecticut, 9 times in New Hampshire, 6 times in Rhode 
Island, and 6 times in Vermont. The following future 
meetings are planned: 1990 in the Gaspe Peninsula: 1991 
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Meeting Year 

1st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 
6th 
7th 
8th 
9th 
lOth 
11th 
12th 
13th 
14th 
15th 
16th 
17th 
18th 
19th 
20th 
21st 
22nd 
23rd 
24th 
25th 
26th 
27th 
28th 
29th 
30th 
31st 
32nd 
33rd 
34th 
35th 
36th 
37th 
38th 
39th 
40th 
41st 
42nd 
43th 
44th 
45th 

1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1915 
1916 
1917 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 
1931 
1932 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 
1940 
1941 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 

Location Organizer 

Westfield River Terrace, MA 
Mt. Tom, Massachusetts 
West Peak, Meriden, Conn. 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Boston Harbor and Nantasket 
Meriden to East Berlin, Conn. 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Long Island, New York 
North Berkshires, Mass. 
Hanover, New Hampshire 
Nahant and Medford, Mass. 
Highby-Lamentation Rocks 
Waterbury to Winsted, Conn. 
Blue Hills, Massachusetts 
Gay Head and Martha's Vineyard 
Lamentation and Hanging Wall 
Attleboro, Massachusetts 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
Beverly, Massachusetts 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Waterville, Maine 
New Haven, connecticut 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
cambridge, Massachusetts 
Littleton, New Hampshire 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
Montreal, Quebec 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Williamstown, Massachusetts 
Lewiston, Maine 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Littleton, New Hampshire 
New York City 
Rutland, Vermont 
Hartford, Connecticut Valley 
Hanover, New Hampshire 
Northhampton, Massachusetts 
Mt. Washington, New Hampshire 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Burlington, Vermont 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Bangor, Maine 
Worcester, Massachusetts 
Williamstown, Massachusetts 
Hartford, Connecticut 
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Davis 
Emerson 
Rice 
Emerson 
Johnson and Crosby 
Gregory 
Brown 
Barrell 
Cleland 
Goldthwait 
Lane, Johnson 
Rice 
Barrell 
Crosby, Warren 
Woodworth 
Rice, Foye 
Woodworth, Wigglesworth 
Antevs 
Lane 
Brown 
Perkins 
Longwell 
Perry, Little, Gordon 
Billings, Bryan, Mather 
crosby 
Loomis, Gordon 
O'Neill, Clark, Gill 
Brown 
Cleland, Perry, Knopf 
Fisher, Perkins 
Morris, Pearshall 
Billings, Hadley, Cleaves 
O'Connel, Kaye, Balk 
Bain 
Troxell, Flint, Longwell 
Goldthwait, Denny Stoiber 
Balk, Jahns, Lechman 
Billings 
Quinn 
Doll 
Nichols, Billings Schrock 
Trefethen, Raisz 
Lougee, Little 
Perry, Foote, McFadyen 
Flint, Gates, Peoples 



Meeting Year Location 

46th 
47th 
48th 
49th 
50th 
51st 
52nd 
53rd 
54th 
55th 
56th 
57th 
58th 
59th 
60th 
6lst 
62nd 
63rd 
64th 
65th 
66th 
67th 
68th 
69th 
70th 
7lst 
72nd 
73rd 
74th 
75th 
76th 
77th 
78th 
79th 
BOth 
Blst 
82nd 
83rd 
84th 
85th 

1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

Hanover, New Hampshire 
Ticonderoga, New York 
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
Middleton, Connecticut 
Rutland, Vermont 
Rumford, Maine 
Montpelier, Vermont 
Montreal, Quebec 
Providence, Rhode Island 
Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 
Brunswick, Maine 
Katahdin and vicinity, Maine 
Amherst, Massachusetts 
New Haven, connecticut 
Albany, New York 
Rangeley, Maine 
Concord, New Hampshire 
Burlington, Vermont 
Fredricton, New Brunswick 
orono, Maine 
Great Barrington, Mass. 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Quebec City, Quebec 
Calais, Maine 
Troy, New York 
Presque Isle, Maine 
Kingston, Rhode Island 
storrs, Connecticut 
Greenville, Maine 
Danvers, Massachusetts 
New Haven, Connecticut 
Lewiston, Maine 
Montpelier, Vermont 
Keene, New Hampshire 
Farmington, Maine 
Gaspe, Quebec 
Princeton, Maine 
Boston, Massachusetts 
Greenville, Maine 
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organizer 

Elston, Washburn, Lyons 
Rodgers, Walton 
Novotny, Billings 
Bain, Johannsen, Rice 
Rosenfeld, Eaton, sanders 
Zen 
Griscom, Milton, Caldwell 
Doll 
Clark 
Quinn 
Skehan 
Hussey 
Caldwell, Hall 
Robinson, Drake, Foose 
Orville 
Bird 
Boone 
Lyons, Stewart 
Doolan, Stanley 
Greiner 
Osberg 
Ratcliffe 
Cameron 
Beland, LaSalle 
Ludman 
Friedman 
Roy, Naylor 
Boothroyd, Hermes 
Joesten, Quarrier 
caldwell, Hanson 
Hanson 
Tracy 
Newberg, Ratelle 
Larson, Westerman 
Bothner 
Berry 
Trzienski 
Ludman 
Baldwin, Feldman 
Hanson, Bradley, Caldwell 



near Calias, Maine; 1992 in Boston, Massachusetts; and 
1993 in Greenville, Maine. 

ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION OF THE NEIGC 

Perhaps the reason for the continued success of the 
NEIGC is its simple organization. There is a single 
officer, the Secretary, whose only function is to assure 
that there is a meeting site for the following year. 
Following the annual dinner, usually on Saturday, there is 
what is called the business meeting of the NEIGC, which 
consists of the Secretary haranguing the membership for an 
invitation for the following or later year. so far this 
has worked for 81 years. 

Once an invitation has been made to run the NEIGC, the 
previous year's organizer sends the mailing list, 
computerized for the last few years. A small slush fund 
has appeared with which initial mailings may be sent. 
Finding field trip leaders seems to be the easiest part of 
the whole process. A previous field guide is mailed to 
potential leaders as a model for margins, etc, so all copy 
will be more or less the same. For a couple of recent 
meetings, guidebook authors were asked to submit their 
copy on an IBM ASCII file, so that even the print was the 
same. The field- guide copy is usually requested by the 
middle of the summer and is back from the printer by the 
usual meeting time in the middle of October. 

While short, simple guidebook articles are 
recommended, and required by many employers, articles of 
any length are accepted. Guidebooks are seldom mailed 
before meetings. While most field trips last a single day, 
a few ambitious 2-day trips have recently been run. Number 
of participants on a given trip is limited only on the 
request of the leader. I have had 120 people on a trip 
that consisted of a 3-hour climb, single file, up Mt. 
Katahdin in Maine. At each stop, the head of the line had 
to wait for about 20 minutes for the tail to catch up. My 
experience as both a trip leader and participant, is that 
20 to 30 people constitute the ideal number on a field 
trip and that 5 or 6 stops are ideal. Many leaders make a 
mistake, in my judgement, in trying to fit 10 to even 15 
stops in a day. 

Total numbers at meetings have ranged from 200 at 
locations in northern New England to 1500 at the 1976 
meeting in Boston. For a long time the NEIGC has welcomed 
undergraduate students, although trips are not aimed at 
their level. A trip in 1949 was a major influence on my 
decision to become a geologist. 

An average of 15 to 20 trips (some repeated) have been 
offered in recent years. Usually the meetings last 3 days; 
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Friday, saturday, and sunday, with fewer trips, with 
restricted attendance on Friday. Busses have not been used 
recently. Because many departmental contingents come in 
vans, it is possible to get a large number of people in a 
few vehicles. 

one of the hard and fas t rules of the NEIGC is that 
there shall be no dues, no evening papers, talks, or 
lectures. The sole purpose of the NEIGC is, as it always 
has been, the running of field trips in areas of recent 
geologic mapping. Perhaps if we are able to keep it simple 
in this way, we may celebrat e the lOOth anniversary in a 
few years. 
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PUBLISHERS' DECISIONS IN THE FIELD TRIP GUIDEBOOK BUSINESS 

Abstract --

Judy C. Holoviak 
American Geophysical Union 

2000 Florida Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20009 

The decision in any publication project can be grouped into three major 
categories: editorial and review process; design and production; pr1c1ng and 
marketing. For the field trip guidebooks of the 28th International Geological 
Congress, the size of the project and the schedule dictated many of these 
decisions. A total of 126 guidebooks were published in less than nine months. 
The guidebooks went through two scientific reviews; one initiated by the 
authors and the other conducted by the series editor. The choice of editor 
and working relationship between the editor and publisher are critical to the 
success of any publication. To complete the IGC project on time, authors were 
required to provide camera-ready copy to the publisher's specifications. Two
column format was selected for readability and flexibility in handling figures. 
Pricing involves a number of complex decisions related to the size of the 
market, the financial objectives of the publisher, expense of the production, 
warehousing, shipping and order processing, and sources of other revenue to 
offset the expenses. For the IGC field trip guidebooks, prices were set to 
recover full direct expenses and indirect expenses, as well as cover the copies 
provided without charge to the Congress organizers. The IGC organizers desired 
a product that would be used by future generations and would, thereby, be a 
fitting record of the U.S. sponsorship of the 28th Congress. This objective 
also had a major influence on the publication decisions. 

Publishers must make hundreds of decisions, large and small, in the process 
of developing any publication. For ease of discussion these decisions can be 
organized into three major categories: 

The Editorial and Review Process 
Design and Production 
Pricing and Marketing 

I will use the field trip guidebooks of the 28th International Geological 
Congress to illustrate some of the major decisions a publisher must make and to 
show some of the factors that influence these decisions. 

First, l et us review some of the background behind this project and consider 
some of its vital statistics. The return of the Congress to the United States 
after 57 years was an opportunity to showcase U.S. geology for the world i n a 
few short weeks. The Congress organizers wanted to provide a lasting record of 
the event and to create a classic that would be used and referred to by future 
generations of geologists. The field trip guidebooks would give them this 
opportunity. 
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The vital statistics of the project can be defined as follows: 

A total of 126 individual guidebooks were published; they ranged in 
length from as few as 8 pages to over 250 pages. 
The total number of pages was over 8500. 
Trips lasted from 1 day to 3 weeks. 
Several hundreds of authors were involved. 
Two months after the deadline for receipt of the final camera-ready 
copy, over 40% of the mater ial was still outstanding. The last 
guidebook was received and reproduced during the Congress itself. 
Topics ranged from the tectonics of the Scotia Arc, Antarctica to the 
geology of New York state's wine country. 
The guidebooks were also organized into 25 combined volumes. 
AGU's investment was over $350,000 for direct costs alone. 

The Editorial and Review Process 

With that brief introduction of the IGC Field Trip Guidebooks in mind, let 
us turn to some of the publisher's decisions at the editorial stage: 

Will there be a scientific review process? 
If so, how will it be achieved? 
What standards will be used? 

The Congress organizers decided that the guidebooks would be far more than 
road logs and extended bibliographies. Authors were required to provide 
significant scientific background and synthesis to put the trip into 
perspective. The log would be subordinate . For this reason and because of 
AGU's own publication policy, scientific review was mandatory. 

The sheer size of the endeavor and the short time scale greatly influenced 
how the review would proceed. So that the guidebooks could be as current as 
possible, authors were given the opportunity to work through the 1988 summer 
field season on their final revisions. 

Authors were required to provide independent scientific reviews together 
with their manuscripts. The onerous task of obtaining the final reviews and of 
assuring that the agreed-upon editorial standards were met, fell to Penny 
Hanshaw. Her contribution to the success of the project cannot be overstated. 

Without the full cooperation of the editor, the publisher cannot succeed. 
The importance of selecting· the right editor for any publication program and 
working closely with that individual may not be fully appreciated by those 
outside the process. 

An editorial decision peculiar to the IGC guidebook project was the 
organization of the combined vo l umes. In the end, we opted for topical 
organization and then geographic groupings within the major topics. 
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Design and Production 

The sheer bulk of the IGC project and the schedule also had a major effect 
on the decisions related to design and production. The decisions the publisher 
makes in this area determine the physical shape and appearance of the 
publication--its trim size, paper, binding, typography, layout. Some of the 
factors that influence these decisions include the number and type of graphics, 
the number of pages, schedule, economics, and standards in the field. 

For the IGC, the only way to meet the schedule was to use author-provided 
camera-ready copy. The 8 1/2 x 11 i nch format was selected to permit the 
largest practical size for maps without resorting to foldouts. That trim size 
was also the most efficient for the large guidebooks. A two-column format was 
chosen for readability: shorter line lengths are generally easier to scan. 
The two columns also allowed greater flexibility in handling figures. Wide 
margin were provided for note taking in the field. The paper was chosen for 
its opacity and lack of glare -- again readability was the overriding 
consideration. 

The comb binding was selected for the individual guides because it allows 
small or large books to be opened fully for easier handling in the field. The 
comb is not inexpensive but it is less costly than a true spiral. For the 
library copies, AGU selected standard paper binding with a square spine. Again 
it was the schedule that dictated the decision to use softcover rather than 
hardcover. Hardcovers add a minimum of 4 to 6 weeks to the production 
schedule. 

The cover design attempted to tie in the graphic theme used by the 
Congress. The logo on the cover is both an identification with and a 
testament to the Congress. The cover photo or graphic on the individual guides 
is strictly a marketing device. When 126 are on display, it is very difficult 
to distinguish one from the other through the use of type only. 

Throughout the publishing process, the financial aspects have to be taken 
into consideration. For the IGC project, there were two areas where finances 
took second place. Authors were not restricted in the number of photographs 
they could use. Although this decision significantly increased the printing 
costs, I think it enhanced both the looks and the information content of the 
final books. AGU also did not select the lowest bid. The project required a 
printer who could be relied upon to deliver on time. The guidebooks simply 
could not be ·late, despite the tardiness of many authors. 

Pricing and Marketing 

Determining the right price is always a difficult decision. Explaining how 
the publisher determines the price may be equally difficult. Many factors 
influence the pricing decision. 

The first factor that influences the price decision is the f i nancial 
objective. Is the publisher looking toward recovering ful l direct and indirect 
cost plus making a contribution to surplus? Have the fixed costs been covered 
by the field trip fees? In this case the publisher may be concerned only with 
recovering the i ncremental costs of producing the copi€s for post-trip sales. 
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It is clear from some price lists I studied, that some publishers and 
distributors simply cover postage and some handling costs. 

Next, the publisher must assess the types and sizes of the probable markets 
as well as determine the likelihood of reaching those markets. What effect 
will price have on the buying decision of each market? This part of the 
analysis affects the price in two ways -- first, on the expense side in 
determining the number of copies to produce; and second, on the income side in 
determining the number of purchasers over which the costs can be spread. 

Now let us turn to some of the specific factors that influenced AGU's 
pricing: 

Each publication of AGU is expected to recover its full direct and indirect 
costs plus make a contribution toward the non-revenue-producing activities of 
AGU. Earlier, I mentioned that AGU's direct costs were over $350,000. That 
amount does not include overheads or the cost of warehousing, order processing, 
packaging and shipping. The cost of making the sale itself can easily be $3 to 
$5. If billing and collection of overdue i nvoices are involved, the costs are 
even higher. 

The size of the probable market for the IGC guidebooks was a big unknown for 
AGU. We tried to estimate the number of single sales to individuals, bulk 
sales to future fie l d trip leaders and sales of sets to libraries. Since we 
had no prior experience in this market, we tried some "early bird" promotions. 
These promotions led us to re-estimate our initial market sizes downward. 

We had to price many volumes before we had the final page counts. For the 
individual guidebooks, the possible fluctuations in pages were not a great 
concern. If, however, all books had reached their maximum allowed pages, the 
price for the entire collection could have been a severe problem. 

In calculating the final price, the publisher must also take into 
consideration any discounts. For the IGC volumes, the relationship between the 
individual guidebooks and the full sets had to be calculated. 

I do not expect to cover any of the decisions that went into AGU's 
promotion plan. I would like to mention two agreements that we made with the 
Congress, which, in my estimation, hurt sales. Originally, we had thought to 
sell guides for the 1989 summer field season. The early bulk sales would have 
given the books visibility and cut warehousing costs. Instead, we agreed with 
the Congress organizers to hold the guides until the Congress itself. Although 
I think this was the appropr i ate decision for the good of the trips, the 
decision did increase costs and made promotion and order processing more 
difficult. 

The other decision in this category related to the number of copies AGU 
provided without cost to the Congress. Originally, we planned to provide 
gratis copies to the leaders and to the first 50 participants on the trip-
figuring this would cover the full participation of most trips. Th is point was 
renegotiated, and AGU agreed to supply 50 copies for each trip. Given the 
number of trips ultimately cancelled, I would like to have that decision back. 
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There are two other major factors that go into the pr1c1ng decision -- the 
risk and the cost of the investment. What is the likelihood of meeting sales 
estimates? How long will the capital investment be tied up in inventory? 

With a large project like the IGC in relatively unknown territory for AGU, 
we had to be mindful of the risk. We also recognize that we have broken some 
traditions in field trip guidebook pricing. A break with tradition is always 
risky. 

The First-Order Quest 

So far, I have not touched on the initial question--Why did AGU become the 
publisher of the IGC field trip guidebooks in the first place? Several years 
ago the then-president of AGU asked its Publications Committee to consider 
whether AGU should publish field trip guides. The answer was, "Okay, if they 
come along". The committee did express some concern, however, that AGU may 
have difficulty achieving a critical mass in this area of publishing. 

Well, the IGC and its field trip guidebooks "came along." AGU now has a 
critical mass. We are praying for a controlled reaction and the avoidance of a 
meltdown! 
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INGREDIENTS OF A GREAT GEOLOGIC FIELD TRIP 

Kenneth S. Johnson and Dorothea J. Johnson 
Oklahoma Geological Survey 
The University of Oklahoma 

100 E. Boyd, Room N-131 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Abstract--Conducting a "great" geologic field trip is the result of a successful 
blend of leadership, organization, and execution. Among the major ingredients that 
must be attended are field-trip location, timing, logistics, pre-trip communications, 
handouts, safety precautions, and contingency plans. Without these ingredients, it 
is possible to have a miserable trip even in areas of spectacular geology. 

Introduction 

This brief report has been prepared to discuss what it takes to help turn a 
geologic field trip into a "great geologic field trip." Aside from the obvious comment 
that one should pick an area of spectacular geology, there are many major and minor 
aspects of organization and execution that help make a field trip highly successful. 
In fact, it is possible to take part in a miserable field trip through superb areas, such 
as the Grand Canyon, if the organization and execution are poor; on the other hand, 
it is possible to have a great field trip almost anywhere (even, let's say, in the 
Gotebo area of southwestern Oklahoma), if it is properly organized and executed. 

Factors that need to be considered in creating a great field tr ip include the 
following: 

l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

Field-trip location and timing; 
Leadership and organization; 
Logistics, including transportation, 
Pre-trip communications; 
Field-trip handouts; 
Safety precautions; and 
Contingency plans. 

lodging, and food and drink; 

The writers have been involved in geologic field trips for almost 30 years, 
and have seen successes and near-successes (never a failure) from both the 
participants' and leaders' perspective. Among the changes we have seen over this 
time is the increase in the number of women attending and leading geologic field 
trips. Women geologists, women students, and nontechnical women participants 
(spouses, relatives, friends, etc.,) are now generally making up 15 to 35% of attendees 
on most trips (averaging about 20%)--except for the most technical of trips, that 
tend to draw only the professional women. 

Field-Trip Location and Timing 

It helps to have spectacular exposures of classic geologic features as the 
focus of a field trip, but this is not necessary. A highly successful trip can be 
developed in almost any region, if a person knowledgeable about the local geology 
puts together an itinerary to show basic geologic concepts that are well documented. 
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The important thing is to select the best field area available to the trip organizer 
where certain geologic concepts can be properly discussed. 

Timing of the field trip can be critical for the comfort of the participant. If 
the trip is in conjunction with a meeting whose date is fixed, then there is no 
flexibility in time of the field trip. However, if there is flexibility in selecting the 
time, then select the optimum time of year with regard to weather and other factors. 
Avoid times when there are likely to be extreme temperatures, high precipitation, 
or hazardous travel conditions. Also, the off-season in popular areas should reduce 
the crowds, increase available fac ilities, and enable contracting for off-season rates 
(for food, lodging, transportation, and fees). 

Leadership and Organization 

The trip leader and aids are critical to the success of a geologic field trip. 
They must know the local and regional geology; must be interested in the geology 
of the field-trip area; must be able to communicate their knowledge, experience, 
and enthusiasm; and must be will ing to work at making the trip a success. 

Organization includes determining the aim and goals of the trip, planning the 
itinerary, and developing all the other factors that are discussed in the following 
sections. In planning the itinerary, the number of stops per day and the travel 
distances between stops should not be excessive. A marathon that starts at 7 a.m., 
makes eleven stops, cover 300 miles, and ends at 8 p.m. (by flashlight) will be 
exhausting to almost everyone. Instead of cramming too much into the trip, strive 
for a balance between the number of stops and travel time. Be sure to plan for 
rest stops (pit stops) with adequate toilets (if available) during the day; rest stops 
at mid-morning, lunch, and mid-afternoon, while out during the day, probably would 
be sufficient. To break the intensity of an "all geology" trip, it is desirable to 
include an occasional cultural stop and allow for rest and relaxation at the end of 
the day--especially on trips of more tha n 2 or 3 days; this will promote social and 
relaxed interaction among participants. 

Logistics (Transportation, Lodging, and Food and Drink) 

On most field trips, buses are the most practical form of transportation A 
reliable, safe, charter company that can provide new buses with restroom, public
address system, and appropriate heating or air condit ioning would be best for groups 
in excess of about 30 people. Avoid filling every seat on the bus, because no one 
wants to sit on the bench next to t he restroom, and it would be ideal to have a 
few vacant seats for shifting around. If the group numbers less than 30, or the 
roads and bridges will not permit use of large buses, then vans are the next choice. 
Again, don't fill every seat, because four in the back seat gets tiring in a short 
time. Make sure there is adequate room for luggage in the vans. If more than one 
vehicle is being used to carry participants, be sure that a knowledgeable and capable 
co-leader or aid is in each vehicle. Automobiles are acceptable, if the group size 
is quite small or the costs must be kept very low, but avoid a parade of cars strung 
out along the highway. School buses should not be used, if at all possible. 

Lodging should be clean and reasonably priced. By traveling in the off-season 
it may be possible to get high-quality accommodat ions at a reasonable price, so 
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check on prices at several hotels. If a meeting room and/or a lounge is available, 
the group can relax and socialize at the end of the day. Other amenities, such as 
a pool, park, or exercise area, can enhance relaxation. 

Food should be adequate and reasonably priced. It is best if there are several 
restaurants near the hotel, because this offers a variety of foods at different prices. 
If there is only one restaurant, see about a discount price for a special buffet. 
Alert the restaurant staff about your breakfast needs (tell them how many people 
and when you will show up, or arrange a low-cost breakfast buffet for fast service): 
40 people wanting service from one waitress and a half-awake cook gets the day off 
to a poor (and very slow) start. A box lunch, a make-your-own-sandwich buffet, or 
a catered lunch is effective, especially in an attractive setting with restrooms nearby. 

Drinks of various kinds are needed. If possible, provide coffee and donuts at 
mid-morning, soft drinks (and beer?) at lunch, and soft drinks (and beer) in the 
afternoon and on the bus trip back to the hotel. A large container or jugs of 
drinking water, and cups, should be available on the bus, inasmuch as some people 
don't drink beer(?) and don't want soft drinks. --

Pre-Trip Communications 

Pre-trip communications are important in setting the tone and ensuring the 
thoroughness and ultimate success of the field tr ip. This is the first chance for 
the trip leader/organizer to help and to inform the attendees. Sending a brief 
overview (5-10 pages?) of the framework geology helps those unfamiliar with the 
area. In addition, send participants the following: a basic itinerary; a list of hotels 
(and phone numbers for emergency contact); a roster of names, addresses, and phone 
numbers of leaders and participants; information on time and location of start and 
finish of trip ( try to make these locations convenient for people traveling from 
distant places); advice on probable weather conditions and special clothing or 
equipment that is needed or advisable. Also, ask the participants if they have any 
special dietary or other needs that should be known in advance. 

Field-Trip Handouts 

when the participants arrive they should be given such basics as maps for 
trip orientation, the field-trip guidebook, another copy of the roster of leaders and 
part icipants, and clip-on name tags (with name and affiliation in large, bold letters--no 
typewritten name tags, please). At an early time, when there is-a-lull in the 
activities, have each person introduce himself (herself) to the group and briefly 
describe his (her) interests. This introduction and the name tags help establish an 
early comraderie among the participants. 

Other items that should be available to participants (if appropriate) include 
geologic hammers, sample sacks, magic markers, hard hats and safety glasses (in 
mines and industrial facilities), string or cord, and boxes for packing and shipping 
samples. At an especially scenic or representative field-trip stop, take a group 
photo of all persons (using an automatic timer or a passing tourist to take the 
picture); then send a large (8 x 10?) print and list of attendees to each participant. 
For a group picture of more than 15 people, don't just have everyone stand in a 
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straight line; their heads are too small in the resultant photo, and people can't be 
recognized. 

Safety Precautions 

Nothing puts a damper on a trip more than losing one or two of the participants 
(particularly if you happen to be one of them). Leaders need to be aware of the 
safety hazards a-r-each site, and should describe them in the guidebook and point 
them out at each stop. A void taking people to the top or base of high and unstable 
quarry walls or cliff faces. Co-leaders and aids should be stationed to help guide 
people away from dangerous areas. Make sure hard hats and safety glasses are 
available where they are needed. Try to have waiver forms signed before arriving at 
a company's property, to avoid unnecessary delays. Bring along a first-aid kit and 
be sure that someone in the group knows how to use it. 

Contingency Plans 

Keep in mind that only rarely will everything go as originally planned, and 
the leader must be flexible during the trip. Unpredicted weather, equipment 
breakdown, an injury, a late start, unexpected delays, no access to a planned stop, 
or long and spirited discussions on the outcrop--each of these can disrupt the best
laid plans. The leader must continue to move the group a long as smoothly as possible 
to avoid delays, and must have alternate stops or plans that can be used if access to 
a particular site is impossible (due to weather, road failure, or other causes). Also, 
it is highly recommended to have an extra car along to provide emergency 
transportation in case of injury, equipment breakdown, a shortage of beer, or need 
for checking on logistics. It is devastating to have the lone bus and 40 participants 
stuck in a ditch 15 miles from the nearest phone. 

Conclus ions 

We have described what we believe are major (and some minor) steps that can 
be taken to help bring about a great geologic field trip. The location and timing of 
the field trip can be important in achieving this goal, but more critical are the 
leadership, organization, and execution of the trip, because these are the factors 
that determine what a participant will get out of the experience. 
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PREPARING A KENYAN FIELD GUIDE 

Dr. Dorothy L. Stout 
Physical Science Department 

Cypress Co 11 ege 
9200 Valley VIew St. 
Cypress, CA 90630 

Abstract--An Integral part of a successful field trip to examine the 
general geology of Kenya Is a good gu idebook. 

Preparing a usetul field trip guicjebook for geologists 
partlclpatlnq In a successful three week trip to unlierstand the 
general geology of Kenya requires: D a broad general overview or the 
geography and geology; 2) a blbllograpt~y of geologic literatLwe; 3) a 
clear division Into geologic subjects dependent on trip objectives, 4) 
preparation or dally reading and map materia I coordinated for site 
examination enroute; and 5) exercises that allow for Interaction and 
recall by participants. 

Steps toward coordinating a successful guidebook Include: ]) a 
literature search 2) examining universities with large geologic 
acquisitions on Kenya, 3) contacting geologists that have worked or 
been working In Kenya for reference materials, local knowledge and 
suggestions, 4) and contacting geologists In Kenya In Industry, 
academia or government for materials and suggestions. 

The guidebook's organization should include: D a list of participants 
with their speciality interests, 2) a dally Itinerary of geologic sites, 
and 3) material organized for easy access by subject matter and 
geologic sites. 

Practical aspects for a memorable and long lasting guidebook demand 
t1"1e use of duratlle paper for cover and gLJiliebook .. quality printing, a 
binding that can withstand frequent use along wltl1 t11e Insertion of 
appropriate humor .. quotes and pictures. 

Organizing and leading successful field trips Is time consuming for It 
takes a great deal of preparation and energy before one ever departs There 
are several keys to success and one of the most essential Is a good field 
guide. 
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The experience of leading three-week-long geologic field trips under 
varying conditions and preparing field guides for these experiences, allows 
one to establish some guidelines in preparing useful field guides. 

Kenya Is a geologic parad ise, for lt offers a tremendous variety of 
geologic subJects, many of which are readlly accessible .. In an aesthetic 
setting. Caution and care must be taken to Insure the wellbeing of 
participants and to protect the envi ronment. 

Initially several steps In preparing to organize a guidebook and ln turn 
preparl ng part 1 c 1 pants for the expert ence are he 1 pfu 1. In order to understand 
the general geology of Kenya, preparation of a broad general overview of the 
geography and geology.of the country. ls necessary. The Inclusion of maps 
locating Kenya and surrounding countries is 11elpful along with exercises 
requ1r1ng the participants to locate such geographic features as streams, 
lakes, rifts} cities, volcanoes~ general ages of rocks and rock types! etc. 
This along with a bibl1ography of ava11able 11terature sent to the 
participants prior to departure and also Included In the guidebook are 
extremely helpful Items. These steps require literature searches such as 
GeoRef and utilizing the facll I t ies of lnstltut Ions Involved In studies or 
research In Kenya, 1.e.,unlvers1tles , organizations or companies. These 
facl lltles would more 1 Ike ly have current and useful Kenyan literature 
available. 

Your literature search might uncover the names or geologists In the 
Un1teti States or ot11er· countries Involved ln work anti researct1 In Kenya. 
They are Invaluable sources of Information. Since tt1ey are Interested In 
geology .. oftentimes they are eager to share t11e1 r Information. Letters 
requesting reprints, reference materials, suggestions on vlslts to local 
sites, and Information on the ir area of Interest may lead to useful 
Information and contacts during the actual trip. 

Contact wlth local Kenyan geologists either at the university, in 
government or In Industry are very Important. Your literature search may 
uncover names! but letters to the professors at universities ~ tl1e d1fferent 
directors of government agencies and museums, and general managers of the 
Industries Involved In mining and geothermal activity, are essential. The 
Information published at the different agencies and Industries, the reprints 
from publications, to say nothing of the opportunity to Invi te them to 
address or be Involved with your trlp, with suitable compensation of course, 
can be very rewarding. 
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The actual guidebook organization must be delineated Into geologic 
subjects dependent on your trip objectives. If your trip Is going to cover the 
general geology then rock types by age and origin, structure, volcanics, 
Pleistocene lakes, resources, archeogeology etc., are some of the categories 
you may w1s11 to constcjer. 

A possible trip covering general geologic subjects should Initially start 
In Nairobi. Nairobi has geologists and geological Institutions <universities, 
government and corporate headquarters) and availability to purchaseable 
11 terature and maps. 

In planning a route .. a circuit heading north Including Mt. Kenya, the 
Aberdares, Samburu, traveling west Into the East African Rift Zone to Lakes 
Barlngo, Bogarla, Nakuru, Elmentelta, and Nalvasha, then west to tvlasal tvlara, 
south to Lake Magadi, and east to f"1t. Klllrnanpr~o, Arnbosell, Cliyulu, Tsavo 
and Mombasa.covers a wide variety of geologic tolcs and sites. It allows 
examination of a complete range of r~ock types an<.1 rock ages from 
Precambrian complexes to r-ecent coral se(iirnent.ation. Structural features 
are readlly viewable In the rift from faulting In roadcuts to the Imposing 
mile-high Elgeyo escarpment, rising from the floor of the western side of 
the rift zone. Volcanism within and outside of the rift zone are well 
displayed from the large massive complex of Mt. Kenya to the chain of 
volcanoes In the Chyulu Hills to volcanoes on tr1e floor of the rift. Tlie 
relationship of Pleistocene pluvial lakes are well documented and can be 
correlated to archeogeology sltes.The significant economic resources of 
fluorspar, diatomite~ tsavorltel salt and trona mining are readily accessible 
for viewing wlth pr~oper requests .. 

A dally tttnerary should coordinate sttes to be visited each day to main 
subdivisions of Information In the guidebook. Thus a v1slt to Lake Nakuru 
shou I d Include for that day's 1t 1 nerary, the I ak e · s geograph 1 c and geo I og I c 
parameters, but should also reference Its relationship to Pleistocene pluvial 
drainage, flucuations w1th1n the pluvial regime, early man sites under 
archeogeology, volcanic and structural activity and econornlcs. 

The mental and physical rigors of a trip and the ability to comprehend 
Information enroute can be enhanced with exercises requiring essential 
Information on different subjects. The location of geographic features, 
assessing the mineral wealth while visiting and viewing, analyzing 
environmental hazards can be useful exercises prompting dialogue and 
discussion. 
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Now you are almost ready to print your guidebook. Inclusion of each 
participants name, address, pnone number, occupation and Interests are 
mandatory. A table of contents and list of 1llustratlons Integrated to your 
dally Itinerary, geologic subdivisions and bibliography should be well 
organized. 

After all this organization .. the actual pr1nt1ng of the volume must be 
done on durable paper with quality printing and a binding that can take 
frequent use. The different climatic conditions, the rigors of travel, the 
r·e r erenc I ng, take a to 11 on a we 11-LJsed gLJ i ,jebook. I nl1i genous quo tat 1 ons, 
humor and IllustratIons w i 11 1 ncrease part 1 c 1 pants use 

A55lgnlng each participant to write a log for de51gnated day5 and 
compiling an addendum to the guidebook after the trtp allows participants 
to digest their experience. 
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GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY 
PROCEEDINGS OF THE ANNUAL MEETING 

(available on standing order) 

v.2 Toward the Development of a Geoscience Information System 
(1971 meeting; R.W. Graves, editor) 1972 

v.3 No volume title 
(1972 meeting; H.K. Phinney, editor) 

v.4 Geoscience Information 
(1973 meeting; M.W. Wheeler, editor) 

v.5 Out of Print--see over 

v.6 Retrieval of Geoscience Information 
(1975 meeting; V.S. Hall, editor) 

v.7 Geoscience Information 
(1976 meeting; J.G. Mulvihill, editor) 

v.8 Geoscience Information Retrieval Update 
(1977 meeting; R.D. Walker, editor) 

1973 

1974 

1976 

1977 

1978 

v.9 Geoscience Information: Publications-Processing-Management 
(1978 meeting; J.H. Bichteler, editor) 1979 

v.10 Collection Development in Geoscience Libraries 
(1979 meeting; R. Walcott, editor) 1980 

v.11 Keeping Current with Geoscience Information 
(1980 meeting; N. Pruett, editor) 1981 

v.12 The Future of the Journal 
(1981 meeting; M.W. Scott, editor) 1983 

v.13 Geologic Hazards Data 
(1982 meeting; R.A. Brown, editor) 1984 

v.14 Roles and Responsibilities in Geoscience Information 
(1983 meeting; U.H. Rowell, editor) 1984 

v.15 Maps in the Geoscience Community 
(1984 meeting; C.M. Kidd, editor) 

v.l6 Micros, Minis and Geoscience Information 
(1985 meeting; A.E. Bourgeois, editor) 

v.l7 The User and Geoscience Information 
(1986 meeting; R.A. Bier, Jr., editor) 

v.18 Collections for the Future 
(1987 meeting; J.T. Eaglesfield, editor) 

v.19 Individual Workstations:Information Supermarkets 
(1988 meeting; J.V. Lerud, editor) 

v.20 Frontiers in Geoscience Information 
(1989 meeting; M.B. Ansari, editor) 

1985 

1987 

1987 

1988 

for Geoscientists 
1989 

1990 

$1.00 

3.00 

6.00 

8.00 

8.00 

8.00 

8.00 

15.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

20.00 

35.00 

35.00 

35.00 

35.00 

35.00 



HOW TO ORDER YOUR GIS PROCEEDINGS 

Mail all orders, including 
order for Proceedings, to: 

stand i ng 
Publications Manager 
Geoscience Information Society 
c/o American Geological Institute 
4220 King Street 
Alexander, Virginia 22302 
USA 

All orders (except standing orders for Proceedings) require 
prepayment in U.S. funds. 

Make checks payable to Geoscience Information Society. 

All overseas orders are sent surface mail, uninsured. If you desire airmail 
delivery, please state so in your order, and add $2.50 per item to your 
payment. 

NOTE: 
Proceedings v. 5 is available from: 

order number: 2025408 
Books on Demand 
300 N. Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 
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